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In discussing the dissolution of the English JOOnaSteries in 1536 
anci 1539 most scholars fcx::us on the question of why anci when Hemy VIII 
decided to seek the total eradication of monasticism in Englanci. '!hose 
who focus on why the dissolution was so rapidly anci peacefully carried 
out tern to look to econanic anci political considerations when 
explaining why the monks decided upon caupliance. Indeed, it is secu-
lar forces which are at the heart of most scholars' discussions of the 
dissolution of the monasteries. However this secular orientation 
ignores the very crucial matter of when the dissolutions took place. 
'!here was a definite connection between the refpnnation of religious 
doctrine and the willingness on the part of the monks to surrender 
their fortresses of faith to the secular powers of the Crown. 'Ihis 
study argues that not only was there a connection, but that the tunnoil 
within the cloister was at least as pa,,erful a force as politics or 
economics when it came to convincing the monks anci nuns of Englanci that 
there was no place for monasticism in the new religious age which had 
dawned. 
1 
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1. INT.ROIIJCrI~ 
Arn it shall oome to pass that I will seardl 
Jerusalem with candJ es, and pmish the men that are 
settled on their lees; that say in their heart, the 
Iord will not do good, neither will He do evil. 
'Iherefore their goods shall became a booty, and 
their houses a desolation. Zephania 1: 12-13 
than ardently faithful epitomises the attitudes which historians have 
for centuries held towards the monks and their role in the dissolution 
On the one hand, those hostile to the 
institution proclaim that much waste, licentious living and irreligious 
activity was going on inside the sacred walls and that, therefore, the 
monks received no more than was their just due. On the other hand, 
catholic historians, as represented by cardinal Gasquet, admit sadly 
that there were irrleed improprieties and that, perhaps, m:,nastic zeal 
and piety had fallen to a low level -- that the monks were in fact 
"settled on their lees." Either way, the sense is that the monasteries 
received their due: Jerusalem was searched with candles, and she was 
found wanting. 
'!here were two acts of dissolution in Englard; the first sup-
pressed the lesser houses in 1536, while the secorxi was a retroactive 
statute passed in 1539 legalising the fact that the greater houses had 
surreniered themselves to the Crown's discretion -- they were never 
suppressed. For hundreds of years the monasteries had stood as 
enclaves of religious life and leantlng, representing the ultimate 
2 
fulfillment of the Olristian ideal. Monasteries in EB;Jlam smvived 
Danish invasions, Scottish incursions, plagues, droughts am all manner 
of civil strife. SUd.denly they were abolished alnrst overnight. 
Although it was Heney VIII who signed the dissolutions into law, he did 
not act alone. '!he kirg had the support of Parliament, various reli-
gious bcxlies am thinkers, am ultimately public opinion. If there had 
been signs of massive, spontaneous uprisirgs, the kirg might have 
turned aside,~ yet with the exception of the fannis am ill-fated 
Pilgrima.ge of Grace there was no :popular rel:>ellion against these reli-
gious changes. From the monasteries themselves came little resistance. 
At the dissolution, abbots am monks were pensioned off am the monas-
tei:y lands were sold or leased to whomever had the cash. Often the 
grourrls were turned into countcy estates, although in many cases the 
_ land reverted to the crown. '!he buildings were pillaged for furniture, 
timber, glass, and lead, am many were completely destroyed..l '!he 
biblical prophecy would thus seem to apply particularly well to the 
English monasteries. '!he weal th fmn the sales am the monastay 
treasuries poured into Henry's exchequer, all without any groundswell 
of support for these cast-off scions of the cloistered life. 
But why were the monks so conpliant? '!he scholarly pattern has 
1 An outstaniing exanple of this is the case of Jervaulx. 
Richard Bellasis, one of Cromwell's special agents in charge of monas- · 
tic destruction wrote to his master that 
"I have taken down all the lead of Jervaulx, and 
made pieces of half fodders ..• as concerning the 
rasing and taking down the house .•• I am mimed to 
let it st.am to the spring ... concerning the selling 
of bells I cannot sell them abov 15s. the hundred. '' 
Richard Bellasis to Cromwell, Nov. 14, 1537. letter # I.XXXV in G. H. 
Cook, letters to Cromwell am others on the Sµppression of the Monas-
teries (IomC>l1: John Baker, 1965), pp. 136-137. 
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been to seek an explanation of why the decision to dissolve was made, 
instead of an explanation of why the m::mks, especially in the greater 
Little or no connection is made 
between the renewed religious faith and reformirg zeal of the sixteenth 
. 
centmy and the dissolution of the English n-onasteries - seo1J ar 
forces take the lion's share of sdlolarly interest. For example, in a 
:rec-ent article on the En]lish Refonnation, Glyn Redworth discusses the 
Refonnation and Hemy's role in bringing it about without even once 
mentioning the dissolution of the abbeys; the enphasis is upon Henry's 
reasons for initiating and continuing the religious refonns.2 One 
clear inference to be drawn fra:u the omission of any discussion of the 
dissolution is that the decision to dissolve the abbeys was not a 
religiously-m:,tivated one: there was no connection between the reli-
gious refonnation in England and the dissolution of the monasteries. 
T.his is not a new trend in historiography. According to D:Jm David 
Knowles, who did inquire into the question of why the houses fell so 
easily, the world "changed aroun:l them [the monks], and they could not 
adapt. 'Ihey were to find every new influence a hostile one, in a 
grasping and ac.quisitive society which had as its characteristic 
quality a keen appreciation of the main dlance. 11 3 John Green saw 
econanics as the main problem: 
2 Glyn Redworth, "Whatever happened to the En]lish Refonnation," 
History Today #37 (October, 1987): 29-36. 
3 D:Jm David :Knc:Mles, '!be Religious Orders in England (cambridge: 
'!he University Press, 1948), Vol. III, p. 7. 
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As an outlet for religious enthusiasm nonasticism 
was practically dead ••• the m:mks had became mere 
1 ... the nonastic establishments silrply 
exhibited the faults of all corporate bodies that 
have outlived the work which they were created to 
perfonn. 4 
others, such as J .c. Dickinson, insist that the ioonasteries were 
p/ 
not merely cx,rporate hc:rljes which had outlived their usefulness, but 
that: 
'!he number of their [ ] imnates, which was 
quite healthy ••• was an imubitable sign of vitality 
am there were still many manifestations of piety 
am good works ••• '!he absurd superstition that the 
monastic life was now effete is belied by the con-
tinued existence of almost all major medieval 
orders today.5 
Clearly there is tremendous disagreement about both the nature of 
monasticism at dissolution and the reasons why the monasteries were so 
easily overcome. A solution to both of these puzzles can be found in 
the connection between the theol~ical refonns which had occured pre-
vious to the Refo:nnation am the dissolution. What needs explanation 
is not Henry's motivation when deciding to dissolve the abbeys, where 
' 
the academic focus is usually placed, but rather the motives of the 
religious when acquiescing in his decision. 
In order to explain this behavior, a brief sw:vey of the monastic 
institutions themselves is req..rlred, follcmed by an in-depth look at 
the religious upheavals of the fourteenth through sixteenth centuries. 
'!he effect of the crisis of faith outside the cloister upon those 
4 John Green, Histo:cy of the English People (New York: Harper 
and Brothers, n.d), Vol. II, p. 161. 
5 J. c. Dickinson, 'Ihe rater Middle Ages (New York: Harper & 
Row, 1979), p. 309. 
5 
.. 
1. 
within can then be examinei. Of course, political am ecornnic can-
cerns also had an inpact on the decisions of the :religious, but this 
s,tudY argues that the regular clergy of Erglan:i were attacked at a time 
of such spiritiiaJ crisis as to remer them unable or unwillin;J to 
cxnnbat the series of religious am legal charges which were takirg 
place arourxl them. It is hoped that through this study a new light 
will be shed on this, one of the ll\C>St dynamic perioos in Erglish his-
tocy, am that renewed. interest will be kiniled in the importanca of 
crises of faith to historical events. 
6 
Am all that believai \\1ere together, am had all 
thi.rxJs in camnDil, Am sold their possessions am 
goods, am parted them to all men, as evecy man had 
necxi. Am they, continuin:J daily with one accord 
in the teJ1ple, am breakirg bread frari house to 
house, did eat their meat with gladness am sin-
gleness of heart Praising God, am having favour 
with all people. Acts 2:44-47 
When Henry VIII dissolved the monasteries in 1536 am 1539 he rid 
England of an institution which had been in existence on the island for 
almost one thousarrl years. '!here had been monasteries in England at 
least since 598 when Augustinel founded the Benedictine abbey of st. 
Augustine's at Canterbury. 
'Ihe cauplete histocy of monasticism in England fran this point to 
the Dissolution has been told elsewhere in great detail.2 For the 
purposes of this study a brief recapitulation will suffice to show how 
the monasteries, once considered bastions of faith am the epitome of 
Christian life, fell so far from grace as to pennit Parliament to 
consider and pass Acts of dissolution. However, a pattern of refonn 
and renewal emerges which points away fratt any conclusion that their 
fall was inevitable • 
. 
1 He may have been preceded by an Irish contingent which also 
founded monasteries in England in the late sixth century. 
2 See especially Ibm D. Knafrlles, 'Ihe Religious Orders in Englam (cambridge: 'Ihe University Press, 1948) • 
7 
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I. Elglish Monasticism to the Noman Congµest 
Most ncnastic fourrlations were Benedictine 1mtil the mid-seventh 
century when there was then a wave of new fOllmations am the Bene-
Benedictines, however, showed remarkable strength in Englam am soon 
recovered, experiencing a revival in the late seventh century. Unfor~ 
invasions. By the reign of Alfred the Great (871-899), who launched a 
revival which failed, few monasteries were still functioning, due 
either to their destruction or simply to the flight of their inhab-
itants in the face of Nordic depredations. '!bus, few abbeys in Englam 
could lay claim to continuous existence fran their founding through to 
the Dissolution; one of them was st. Augustine's.3 
Revival began in earnest under Athelstan (924-940), so that by the 
time of the Norman conquest in 1066 there were sixty-six monasteries in 
Englam, 4 most of which actually benefited fran the Noman invasions 
due to William the Conqueror's piety am the renewing spirit of the 
Noman churchmen am abbots. William's reign initiated a round of 
monastic expansion over the next fifty years which left the Benedic-
tines at the height of their historical strength, in numbers of both 
houses am m:>nks.s 
3 Inn D. Knowles an:i R. N. Hadcock, Medieval Religious Houses 
(New York: Longmans, Green an:i Co., 1953), p. 4. 
4 Dickinson, later Middle Ages, p. 95. 
5 I<riotvles am Hadcock, Medieval Religious Houses, p. 9. 
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By 1150 Benedictine abbeys dotterl the larrlscape. 'lhis order 
pred.aninaterl in Erglan1, spawned JOC>St of the refonn orders of the later 
cent,,ries am, at the time of the Dissolution, was by far the greatest 
of the English orders. 'lhe Benedictine RlJle was set cbm by st. 
Benedict in 529 am further cxrlified in 817 at the council of Aachen. 
As a way of life, the aim of the Rule was to. bring together in peace 
God. '!he Rule strove to strike a balance in the life of the monks 
between purely "religious" activity an1 more lllllrrlane tasks. An impor-
tant religious function of the monks was the reciting of the Opus Dei 
or daily liturgies, made up of different combinations of recitation of 
psalms, prayers, lessons, antiphons an1 mass. However the monks were 
also enjoined to spem sane time in manual labor arrl reading. 'Ihe 
monks were not specifically ordered to perfonn all of the tasks neces-
sacy for their maintenance, and frarct the beginning often had seJ:Vants 
within the walls and fann laborers without to help with housekeeping or 
to bring in the lai:ge seasona 1 hal:vests. '!he main goal of the monas-
tecy was to be a ''canpletely self-contained an1 self-sufficient [unit] 
both econanically am constitutionally. ,,6 
'Ihe histocy of the first four centuries of monastic life in 
Englam was nuch the same as it was on the continent. 'lhe monasteries 
''were fortresses amidst a world of savagery, where learning was pre-
saved, worship continued am the arts encouraged. ,,7 '!he several 
6 Knavles, Religious Orders, Vol. I, p. 6. 
7 F. H. Crossley, 'Ihe English Abbey (Iorxion: B. T. Batsford 
Ltd., 1935), p. 91. 
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hun:lred years after the fall of Rane, when leamirg practically ceased, 
' gave the monks a valtlable non-religious function. When the barbar~c 
invasions finally came to an em am life could proceed alorg nDre 
peaceful lines, it was the ncnasteries which became the "nurse of 
medieval civilisation. ,,8 'll1eir gifts to this civilisation were mani-
fold. 
Literacy am leamirg, particularly classical, had been kept alive 
within the walls, while the entphasis of the monks on manual labor 
raised menial tasks fran the bottan of the social register where they 
agricultural sphere, monks were trailblazers, in part because they had 
presezved areas of Roman knowledge. Monasteries for many centuries 
also led the way in methods of house-hold administration am archi-
tectural planning. '!his all led to inunense prosperity. 'lhus it was 
that a med:ieval monk fonnulated the law of the monastic cycle: "Disci-
pline begets abundance, am abundance, unless we take the ubnost care, 
destroys discipline; am discipline in its fall pulls down the abun-
dance.119 '!his is precisely what began to occur, creating the situation 
which set off the first great monastic refonn movement. 
II. Refonn Movements 
At the &medictine monastery of Cluny, foun:ied in 910 by the Duke 
8 R. L. Palmer, English Monasteries in the MiddJ e Ages (Iomon: 
Constable & Co., 1930), p. 216. 
9 Quoted by Rolam Bainton, 'Ihe Refonnation of the Sixteenth 
Centmy (Boston: P.eacon Press, 1952), p. 8. 
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of Aquitaine, a :refonn JIDVEllllent ~1. 'Ihe objectives ttJere to restore 
ioonastic discipline to its fonner high level am to rid the church of 
In pursuit of the first objective, the liturgical 
functions of the 100nks were greatly increased. This led to break-
through work at Cluny in the area of m.JSic, includirg the development 
of the liturgical chant am church architecture mathematically en;i-
neersi to deliver proper acoustics.lo However, in order to allow for 
aside for the study of the classics was eclipsed, am man11al labor on 
the part of the monks practically ceased. 
'!he initial purity of life at Cluny made possible the achievement 
of its secon:i goal, freeing the church am the papacy of lay control. 
'lb this em Cluny's most spectacular product was the monk Hildebrand, 
who became Pope Grego:cy VII in 1073. 'lb decrease lay interference, the 
Clunaics developed the concept of placing all their houses under the 
direct protection of the Holy See. For the future of monasticism, 
especially in Englam, this proved to be an important precedent. 
'Ihe benefits of placing a house under the :pontiff's protection 
were readily apparent to all. '!his step effectively removed the monas-
te:cy fran under the control of the diocesan bishop. such exenptions 
fran a bishop's territorial claims am, most inportantly, his yearly 
10 Unfortunately the epitane of this architecture, the famous 
great nave of the third Abbey Church at Cl\llly is no longer available to 
us, as it was pulled down stone by stone by the anti-religious zealots . 
of the French ~elution. Built between 1085 am 1130, it was also the 
largest church 'in Christendan tmtil the late 16th centui:y. It took 
twenty-five years to te.ar down. 
11 
source of revenue for Rane - hence the pope terned to encourage the 
practice even though it 
Need] ess to say, bishops were not at all pleased: exerrptions cut into 
not only their power but also their revenue. 
were a kin:J's man, 'Which in Erglarxi he often was, exerrption also cut 
off an avenue of royal control, as it had been intemed to do. Bishops 
arxi abbots had often bickered over jurisdictional claims in the past, 
but the incidence of the --
that by the time of the Dissolution in Englarxi the relationship between 
the two branches of the church was nothing short of antagonistic. The 
first Cll.llllac house in Englarxi was Lewes, built in 1078 arxi staffed 
primarily by Nonnan monks.11 
The Cistercians, a secorxi refonn order, arrived. next in Englarrl. 
'!he first Cistercian house, Waverly, was founded in 1128, but their 
first house of magnitude was Rievaulx, founded in 1132 by Bernard of 
Clairvaux. 'Ihis order, based at Citeaux, was itself a refonn of the 
Cll.llllac order. '1he Cistercians followed a life of utter simplicity, 
hard manual labor am preferred to live as far away as possible from 
In Englarrl this proved to be Yorkshire, 'Where the 
majority of the Cistercian houses were located.12 Where the early 
Benedictines had shown the way in agricultural advances, the Cister-
cians nCM took over, with an innovative system capable of "soon 
11 Knowles arrl Hadcock, Medieval Religious Houses, p. 11. 
I 
12 For a full discussion of the Cistercians see IDU.is J. Iekai, 
'!he Cistercians (Ohio: Kent State University Press, 1977) • 
12 
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evolv[i.rg] onier and. plenty out of a wilderness. ,,13 'lb cape with life 
on the marginal land. which they preferred, their main 
sources of water and. labor. To organise both land. and. labor into 
manageable rmits, they developed the grarge and. the institution of the 
lay brother, called conversi. '1hese men were not cloistered but were 
umer partial VC1NS. 'lheir primary functions were to provide the extra 
labor for the vast fanns nr:M organised into units called grarges and. to 
sei:ve as the monks' contact with the outside world, as Cistercians were 
strictly cloistered. In time, Cistercian abbeys became enonnously 
wealthy through this continued. and heavy use of organised man11al labor. 
Among their gifts were the introduction of large-scale animal hus-
barrlry, particularly sheep-herding, and the breeding of draught horses. 
'!he last great refonning movement of this era to make a noticeable 
impact on England. was the order founded at Gran:ie Chartreuse in;1084 by 
.st. Bruno. As an order it came to be known as carthusian. '!he first 
carthusian house in England. was Witham, founded in 1179. Witham 
remained the only carthusian monastecy in England for over a century. 14 
In an odd way this lack of proliferation of Charterhouses, as they were 
called, was the great glory of the carthusian order. At the Disso-
lution there were still only ten Charterhouses in Englam,15 including 
Sheen arrl the I.onion house which both figured prominently in the events 
of the early Reformation. '!his order alone maintained strictest disci-
13 Gerald of Wales, quoted by Kn0v.1les, Religious orders, Vol. 1, p. 64. 
14 Knowles and Hadcock, Medieval Religious Houses, p. 25. 
l5 Ibid, p. 122. 
13 
pline in dress, diet am piety. Its 11a1asteries were less camm.mities 
of men than 9ro\IIS of semi-hermits livin:J together for the sake of 
convenience. 'Ihe llDl1ks lived in small, canrpletely separate cells am 
7'- observed strict silence as they attenrpterl to foll(J(i in the footsteps of 
st. Bruno, who had written to a friem that 
I live the life of a hennit far fran the haunts of 
men ••• with my brethem in religion -- some of them 
learned men -- who await the Lord's return in holy 
watching, that, when he knocketh, they may open to 
Him. .:~.: t 1 16 
..u1111~a ~ y. 
It took truly dedicated Christians to put up with the rigors of this 
life, am this has never changed: to this day the Order has never been 
., refonned. 
'lhe first wave of reform had barely washed over the monasteries of 
England when it was followeci by a second. This next movement, however, 
was reform with a twist. Whereas the first had centered on revital-
ising the cloistered orders the second created non-cloistered m::>nks. 
Where in the previous movement the trerrl was increasingly separatist 
and. inward-looking, the second turned its attention outward upon the 
increasingly vibrant urban centers and. life outside the monastery 
walls. Two new orders arose in the early thirteenth century, the 
Franciscans and the DJminicans, whose mission it was to be out in the 
world among Gcxi' s children. '!hey were shortly followed by other orders 
with similar goals. 
'!he fit-st to reach England were the Ixnninicans, founded by st. 
D:mti.nic and sanctioned by Rane in 1216. '!his order was and. is dedi-
16 Quoted by R. w. Southem, 'Ihe Making of the Middle Ages (New 
Haven: Yale university Press, 1953), pp. 167-168. 
14 
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cated to ai\ication, especially as a means to caubat heresy. Ianinicans 
were great rovi.rg preachers and also extremely adept at setti.rg up 
Erluca.tional institutions and a \tJOrld-wide organisation of astonishi.rg 
efficiency. 'Ibey arrived in ~lam in 1221 am proceeded to OXfoni 
where they put down roots in the educational mainstream. By the time 
of the Plague sane 120 years later there were fifty-seven Ikminican 
houses. 
Hard on their heels came the Franciscans, given papal recognition 
by Pope Innocent III in 1210. These follCMerS of st. Francis of Assisi 
(d. 1226) were mainly distinguished by their devotion to the doctrine 
of apostolic poverty and to a merdicant existence. Apostolic poverty, 
a doctrine which the church subsequently renounced in 1323, is founded 
in Christ's injunctions to his apostles, cited in Matthew 10:8-18.17 
st. Francis ' intel:'pretation led to the foll0v1i.rg in his Rule: brothers 
should live as "outcasts of the world ... when the necrl arises, they are 
to beg without any sense of shame. 1118 Even by the end of his life st. 
Francis saw this ideal urrler threat and wrote his "Testament,'' a final 
17 
"Heal the sick, cleanse the lepers, raise the dead, 
cast out devils: freely ye have rec.eived, freely 
give. Provide neither gold, nor silver, nor brass 
in your purses, Nor scrip for your journey, neither 
two coats, neither shoes, nor yet staves: for the 
workman is worthy of his meat •.• Behold, I send you 
forth as sheep in the midst of wolves: be ye 
therefore wise as sei:pents, and hannless as doves. 
But beware of men: for they will deliver you up to 
the councils, and they will scourge you in their 
synagogues; Arrl ye shall be brought before gover-
nors and kings for my sake, for a testim:>ny against 
them and the Gentiles. " 
18 Quoted by Steven OZinent, 'Ihe Age of Refonn 1250-1550 (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1980), p. 100. 
15 
am t11'l.CCll1pranising statement defernin] the absolute ideal of apostolic 
poverty. "Let the brothers beware,'' he warned, ''of ac::ceptinJ churches, 
poor inhabitations, or other [fixed] constructions ••• I make it an 
imperative demarxi of obedience that no brother dare accept any privi-
lege fran the Ranan o,ria. 1119 'lhis clashed significantly with the aims 
of the papacy, am neither did it sit well with the cloistered orders. 
By 1266 st. Bonaventura had made sane adjusbnents to st. Francis' Life 
am Rules in order to make them less deman:ling, particularly in the 
</ area of apostolic poverty. While this ensured the continuation of the 
Order, it also split it into refonned arrl unrefonned wings. '!he 
Franciscans arrived in Englam in 1224, am also took root at OXford, 
where the number of their converts peaked at 103 in 1377.20 
'Ihe effect of these two rnerrlicant orders, as well as others which 
foll0v1ed, was to bring "into the religious life of the age an enthu-
siasm and silrplicity such as had not been known for a hundred years." 
In its turn this new attitude had the effect of propelling the mendi-
cants into rapid growth and gaining them many converts.21 '!heir houses 
' .• 
were in urban centers, and they participated actj..vely in the life 
arourrl them. '!heir integration into public life am their high visi-
bility began a shift in public opinion away front support of the 
cloistered orders. 
'!he advent of the meniicant orders with their biblical justifi-
cations for being out in the world also had a powerful effect on the 
19 Quoted by Ozment, Age of Refonn, p. 102. Emphasis added. 
20 Dickinson, rater Middle Ages, p. 397. 
21 Knowles am Hadcock, Medieval Religious Houses, p. 34. 
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very concept of the cloistered m:mk. Henceforth there would always be 
those who would argue that the m:mk should be out in the community 
which he sezved, am that furthent¥:>re there was sanethirg selfish in 
the practice of shuttirg Gcxi's people off fran the \\10rld - whatever 
their tangential benefits to society, such as literacy, might be. '!his 
was the first in a series of changes which would urxiercut the assurance 
of the cloistered monk that his VCM was irxieerl the epitome of Christian 
life: doctrinally sourrl alternative ways of sezvirg Christ were 
beginning to appear. 
III. English Monasteries to the Eve of the Refonnation 
English monasticism had thrived in all of its various fonns until 
the beginnirg of the 1300s. '!he fourteenth centm.y, however, presente.d 
disasters on several fronts. 
One of the worst set-backs for the monasteries, as well as for the 
rest of Englam, was the great plague of 1348, which deci.mate.d the 
ranks of the regular clergy along with everybcxiy else. '!he long-tenn 
effects of the plague on monasteries is as hotly debate.d as its effects 
on Englarxi as a whole.22 Whatever the long-tenn effects, short-tenn 
losses in the cloister were heavy. The Prio:cy of Ely went from 53 
22 For a CClrprehensive discussion coverirg various points of view 
on this issue see John Hatcher, Plague, Population am the English 
Econauy 1348-1530. Studies in Econanic am Social History Series. (I.omen: MacMillan Press, 1977). 
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na,ks to 28 in 1348/49.23 At st. SWithin's numbers fell f:mn 62 in 
1325 to 46 in 1386.24 Peterborough suffered a loss of 32 na,Jcs,25 am 
Bath fell f:mn 31 in 1344 to 16 in 1377.26 Proportional losses, same 
greater or lesser depemirg on the county, were incurred by IOOSt abbeys 
large am small. 
It has been said by same scholars that the plague, though a set-
rapidly.27 In terms of rnnnerical strength this is fairly accurate. 
others, among them cardinal Gasquet, suggest that the losses incurred 
by the plague reached beyo:rrl mnnbers not only to ruin the monastic 
econauy but also to deprive the abbeys of their best am most feIVent 
members -- namely those who refused to flee in advance of the plague 
am remained to care for the sick am attem to their duties -- thus 
creating a leadership vacuum.28 
Both positions have merit. Numbers in most abbeys steadily reco-
23 Arthur Inlbleday am William Page, gen. eds., Victoria History 
of the County (VCH) of cambridgeshire (Io:rrlon: OXfo:rd University 
Press, 1948), Vol. II, p. 205. 
24 Arthur Ixrubleday am William Page, gen. eds. VCH Hanpshire 
am the Isle of Wight (Io:rrlon: Archibcild Constable am CO!Tpany 
Limited, 1903), Vol. II, pp. 111-112. 
25 R. Serjeantson am Rylam Adkins, eds., VCH Northalrpton 
(I.onion: Archibald Constable & Co., Ltd., 1906), Vol. II, p. 90. 
26 William Page, gen. ed., VCH Somerset (Lo:rrlon: Archibald 
Constable & Co. Ltd., 1911), Vol. III, p. 75. 
27 J. R. lander, Conflict am Stability in Fifteenth Centmy 
Englam (Lomen: Hutchinson University T,ihrcny, 1969), p. 131. 
28 Francis A. Gasquet, cardinal, English Monastic Life (Lomen: 
Methuen & Co., Ltd., 6th ed. 1924), p. 27. 
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vered until the mid-fifteenth century, 29 though they never again 
reached their eleventh-centmy peaks. It is doubtful that such great 
numbers would have ever been attainable again in any case. The econany 
am spirit of the abbeys is another matter entirely, 
little to do with numerical strergth. 
'!he 100nasteries of Englarxl were tremerdous lam-holders, as was 
repeated) y pointed out in the sixteenth centmy. 'Ihe amount of larxl 
which they held by the time of Fdward I (1272-1307) led to a variety of 
legislation, including the Statute of Morbnain which severely 
restricted the amount of larxl which could be donated to the church. 
I.am which passed into the hams of the church was larxl which could not 
be easily recovered by the crown. For the abbeys larrl was also a major 
source of revenue, which came in various fonns, including payments in 
kirxi, rents am leases, profits on sw:plus, charters allowing the 
abbeys to collect tolls on river-crossings or gates within their terri-
to:cy, arrl front the twelfth centmy on, the great trade fairs which were 
' 
often held on abbey larxl. Although many abbeys had originally fanned 
nn.ich of their own 1am, the passage of time am the tremerrlous amount 
of larrl am manors which the abbeys held led to leasing out IOOSt larrl 
except the demesne, which they usually retained. 
The fourteenth centmy saw crop failure, war with Scotlarxl, arrl 
the plague (beginning in 1348). A sluntp in larxl values, including 
29 Dam David Knowles, who spent a life-time looking at the 
English 100nasteries am their populations, discovered that "the ntnnbers 
of all the various orders rose steadily after the first shock until 
circa 1442." I<havles, Religious Orders, Vol. 2, p. 257. 
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:rents, began even before 1348.30 'lbe trem oontinued with ''falling 
lard values, declinirg rents, vacant holdirg," so that for the larger 
magnates am barons, includirg lai:ger abbeys, ''agricultural incomes 
appear to have fallen by at least fifty per cent" during the fifteenth 
6 
century.31 However this only accelerat:Erl the trern on lay am eoolesi-
. ·,~ical estates towards leasing, which rose markedly arourxi the 
\ 
\ 
l~Sos.32 'Ihe land-based economy became very tight am continued to 
deteriorate into the early fifteenth century. By 1450 at the lai:ge am 
weal thy abbey of Bucy St. Fdmuni' s, for example, 
declining population had prcduced crippling con-
ditions for lai:ge larrlholders like the 
abbey ••• Wages soared and focxi prices tumbled ••• It 
was difficult to find tenants ••• arrl to make errls 
meet the abbey found it increasingly necessary to 
sell off parcels of its endowment.33 
once sold off the larrl usually could not be recovered. 
'!here is considerable de.bate as to when the economic recovery 
began, but all seem to agree that by the late fifteenth century there 
was recovery, arrl that the balance was tipping back to the landlords, 
30 
31 Knowles and Hadcock, Medieval Religious Houses, pp. 174-176. 
,1, 
32 John A. F. 'Ihomson, '!he Transfonnation of Medieval England 
1370 - 1529 (Ion:ion: I.ongman Press, 1983), p. 19. 
33 Robert s. Gottfried, Bury st. F.dluurrls am the Urban crisis 
(New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1982) , p. 71. 
,j 
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am therefore back to the abbeys. 34 
In the abbeys, partial proof of this renewed econanic strergt:h can 
be seen in the building projects Wdl wre suddenly embarked upon 
beginnirg in the mid-fifteenth century after decades of little or no 
building activity at all, and Wch continued into the early sixteenth 
CE1tury. At Glastonb\ll:y Abbey, Abbot Bere (1493-1534) was "a great 
builder," who conpleterl large projects in the abbot's lodgings, church 
and various chapels.35 At Battle Abbey parts of the gate-house were 
rebuilt, arrl the guest-house was enlarged in the early sixteenth cen-
tury.36 Building at Syon abbey, Wch had only recently been founded 
in 1415, continued through to the early 1500s.37 At Hyde, the gate 
house was built in the late fifteenth century, and at St. SWithun's/ 
Winchcombe the prier's lcxiging was enlarged arrl work was done in the 
south transept arrl lady chapel in the church. In the early sixteenth 
century work was done in the ~""r"I , two chantries and on sides of 
34 '!ham.son, Transfonnation of Medieval Englan:i, p. 233. 
According to Colin Platt, "it would have been an unlucky community 
which, by the early sixteenth century would see no improvement in any part of its revenues." (Colin Platt, '!he Abbeys am Priories of Medieval England (New York: Fo:rdham University Press, 1984), p. 209) • J.R. Lamer goes so far as to argue that the 15th century was not after 
all a nightmare for landlords, and that careful management could avert 
catastrophe, and cites the cases of 'mnnerous' succesful 
abbeys/estates. (Lamer, Conflict arrl Stability, p. 30). In direct 
response to this, John Hatcher insists that through to the mid-fif-
teenth centu:cy "a clear examination [of successful estates] reveals a 
nmnber of instances in which the degree of "prosperity" has been 
exaggerated or based on inadequate evidence." (Hatcher, Plague, Popu-lation ••• , p. 40). 
,"') 
35 VCH S~t, Vol. III, p. 94. 
36 William Page, gen. ed. , VCH SUssex (I.Drxion: Archibald cons-
table & Co. Ltd., 1907), Vol. II, plan facing p. 103. 
III, p. 184. 
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the nave.38 'lhe gate-house at Ramsey also was built in the late fif-
teenth.39 At I)}rham cathedral Monastery the mid-fifteenth century on 
saw the building of the abbey gates, parts of the prior' s lodging and 
\lOrk in the cloister. 40 At st. Alban's, building was fairly continuous 
the fifteenth century and into the early sixteenth. 41 '!his 
is by no means a oonrplete. list, but it certainly points to a renewed. 
interest in building projects. 
However, the 11Dnasteries had problems other than their econanies, 
and these were spiritual. Obsel:vance of the rule, even at the stricter 
houses of the Cistercians, was becoming slack. cash and privilege, 
which had begun to creep inside of the walls, were partly to blame. A 
problem in the quality of recruits may have also existed for various 
· reasons, none the least of which was the existence of the alternative 
routes for the pious, namely the friars and the universities. 
From the thirteenth century onward a practice of giving a cash 
allowance (called a peculium) to monks instead of supplying their needs 
in kirrl began to take hold within the abbey walls.42 Previously, such 
necessary articles as clothes, shoes or personal toiletries had been 
38 VCH Hampshire, Vol. v, p. 20 and plan facing p. 50 respectively. 
39 William Page and G. Proby, eds., vor Huntingdon (Lomen: , st. 
catherine Press, 1926), vol. II, p. 193. 
40 William Page, gen. ed., VCH O.irham (London: Archibald 
Constable & Co. Ltd., 1907), Vol. III, plan facing p. 136. 
41 w' 11 I I nd Archibald 1 1am Page, gen .. ed., VCH Hertfodshrre (La on: 
Constable & Co. Ltd., 1908), Vol III, p. 487. 
42 Platt, Abbeys and Priories, p. 148. 
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individ11al 1IDnks for the plrChase of such ite,11S was allowed, there was 
oo turrrl.n] back. Also, beginnirg in the mid-twelfth century naiks were 
allowed to keep gifts of cash, a practice which became ioore p 
with the passage of time. 43 
At the same time the 11se of servants p:roliferatEd am the internal 
bureauci.acy expamed to create layer upon layer of carmnan::1. For 
exairple, by 1380 there were at Gloucester 200 servants am officials 
but only 50 monks. 44 '!he officials were those monks, cal led obedien-
taries, appointed to govenring positions within the abbey. Aside fran 
the abbot or prior these included primarily a Cellarer to provision the 
kitchen, a Cllamberlain for clothes, an Infinnarer, Master of the Guest 
House, Precentor (chants), Sacrist (fabric of the church am the Trea-
sw:y) , Fraterer ( laying tables, providing wash water, soap am tov,,els 
am tasting the cheese), Kitchener, Almc>ner, am a Master of the nov-
ices. '!here were also various rotating positions in chal:ge of the 
weekly offices, am a proliferation of sub-cellarers, sub-sacrists, 
etc. , dele:Jated to do the work which should have been done by the 
obedientary. In time most of the top positions were separately endotved. 
with manors, privileges am income of some kirrl. Obviously some money 
was necrled in order to ca-rry out the duties of the office. However 
since all this income did not flow through the abbot am back out, 
rampant abuse was possible; some abuse was nonnal. 'lhe abbot was of 
course the most highly endowed of all of the obedientaries. '!he posi- , 
43 Robert H. Snape, English Monastic Finances in the Middle Ages 
(New York: Ban1es & Noble, Inc., 1926), p. 164. 
44 Ib'd 
.............. ~ ..... , p. 14. 
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tive side of this system of the separation of revenues was to ensure 
that the abbot was never in a position to ruin sirgle-han1edly the 
house's economy.45 On the other ham, it made an accurate accountirg of 
nonastic income inp:,ssible. Even after the intrcxiuction of the office 
of bursar in the early thirteenth centw:y, COitplete accounts are not 
available. What the bursar erned up doirg was taki.rg such infonnation 
as was given to him and writirg it down, but mainly keepirg account of 
the general unassigned revenue of the house. '!his revenue was then set 
aside for extraordinacy experrlitures, such as major building 
projects. 4 6 
All of this money, of course, had an effect on morale. What had 
begun as the perfect camtn.mal system, where all were equally poor or 
rich, became a conmnmity divided between those who had mc,re, less, or 
nothing at all. Biblically speaking, ruin was bourxi to cane of this 
practice if we recall the words of Paul to Timothy: "But they that 
will be rich fall into teirptation and a snare, and into many foolish 
and hurtful lusts, which drown men in destruction and perdition.'' (1 
Timothy 6:9) On a less lofty level came the words of cardinal 
Pellannine in 1617, who looked back on the situation with this 
assessment: 
pastors and the other priests of the lord sought 
Christ, not for Christs' sake, but that they might 
eat his bread •.. '!he renowned glory of the clergy 
and sacred orders had :perished. Was it not 
that ••. in their ecclesiastical ministrations they 
45 Snape, English Monastic Finances, pp. 31-35. 
46 Ibid, pp. 44-46. 
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regarded chiefly the in:xa1e am payments?4 7 
'lbere was also the problem of those within the walls who were not 
cloistered or urrler va«s. 'Ihese included not only servants, but also 
oiphans, left to be raised up in the relative security of the abbey, 
am conooies. Conodies were those persons who tmned aver all of 
their prope.1ty am possessions to the naiasteey in their lifetime. In 
) 
retmn the abbey agreed to house them within the carrp:>Urn, feed am 
clothe them am give them an agreej-upon monthly allowance. 
Thus life within the abbey walls on the eve of the Refonnation had 
fallen substantially from the high conununal goals set by the authors of 
the edge in tenns of mirrls. Falling recruitment ensued as people both 
lay am religious turned to chantries, mendicant orders, collecJes and 
universities as outlets for their piety in whichever fonn. SUrely it 
is accurate to state that, "to many of those who felt the call of 
religious life, the habit of a friar, who was still in the busy world 
though not of it" was appealing.48 Many of the "best and brightest" of 
Englam 1s faithful were nCM opting to attend colleg-es or become bishops 
rather than enter monasteries. In the Collegiate Cllurches, as the 
colleges were called, life was lived urrler a Rule, but a relaxed one 
which allowed the ownership of priva'tit propel. Ly, am deleg-ation of 
liturgical obligations to others. Of course, students were not clois-
C 
tered. By 1500 there were approxlllla:tk1y 150 such colleges, including 
47 as quoted in Francis A. Gasquet, Hem:y VIII and the English 
Monasteries (4th ed., I.omen: John Hodges, 1889), Vol. 1, p. 20. 
217. 
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Clu:ist Qmrch, CO?:pJS Clu:isti, Exeter, I,incoln, Magdalen, Me:rtal, and 
New College, all at Oxford, all fOl.ll'ded by bishops or with episcopal 
backing.49 
'Ihe age of the great abbots had also passed - the errplasis had 
shifted to the thrivirg urban h1Jbs where the great religious mims of 
the new age learned their c:taft in the universities or from secular 
orders, such as the Augustinians (who prcducErl Martin Inther) • Even 
the monks went to colleges, where they too could take advantage of the 
relaxed rule. This had been pennitterl by Pope Benedict XII (1334-
1342), who at the same time relaxed dietaiy restrictions and injunc-
tions that the ccmnuni.ty must always eat together. '!his had the effect 
not only of un:iennining ca111cn.mal relations and discipline but also of 
sanctioning "a frame of min:i that looked upon the Rule as something 
that must be nmified to suit modem times. 1150 such trends did not 
bode well for life un:ier the Rule, and are partially to blame for the 
sixteenth-centw:y criticisms that the monks had grown fat, irrlolent and 
lax in their duties. 
Most of the abbeys had managed to avoid any direct entanglements 
in the Wars of the Roses; a few could not. Peterborough's abbot paid, 
to one side or the other, in excess of £4,300 over two years circa 
1465. 51 st. Alban's became the site for major battles twice, in 1455 
and 1461, while Tewksbm:y saw battle in 1471. On the whole, h0v1ever, 
the battles between the dynastic contenders did not physically affect 
49 Dickinson, rater Middle Ages, pp. 263-266. 
50 Knowles, Religious Orders, Vol. II, p. 359. 
51 Snape, English Monastic Finances, p. 119. 
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the 11.:masteries. '1he wars did have a randabwt effect on the 
ItVJnaSteries by leadirg to the rise of literacy~ not only nobility 
but also within the lower strata of English society. Dlring the wars, 
those who were not directly involved with planning or fightirq 
catli)aigns were often left to their own devices. According to J. R. 
Green, Englishmen in general used this time to learn trades, manage 
estates, fourd schools arrl begin the path to literacy.52 Literacy in 
English rose during the fifteenth centw:.y among merchants, tradesmen 
arrl even women. 53 'Ihus when the Refonnation came, with its masses of 
printed pamphlets, tracts, and literature, much of it in the vema-
Clllar, more Englishmen than ever were in a position to read the inflam-
mato:cy words, as well as to read such authors as Chaucer and Iangland 
who had came before. Between 1465 and 1526 books poured into England, 
especially seJ:Vice books arrl books of hours, as well as books in Iatin 
and French ''which educated people read for enjoyment arrl edifica-
tion. "54 Much of what was -written and published in England during the 
early Reformation was directed against the pope, or -written in support 
of the king's absolute right to govern. '!hanks to the rise in literacy 
these tracts, as well as hl.llllanist works which urged lay piety had a 
substantial effect upon the monasteries. 
In sum, by the Eve of the Refonnation most houses had seen a rise 
52 J. R. Green, Town Life in the Fifteenth Century (New York: 
MacMillan co., 1907), pp. 39-40. . 
53 c. L. Kingsford, Prejudice and Promise in Fifteenth Century 
England (reprint ed. Lomen: Frank carr & Co. Ltd., 1962), pp. 34-35. 
54 Elizabeth Armstrong, ''English of printed books fran 
the continent 1465-1526," English Historical Review #371 (April 1979), 
p. 290. 
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in ecananic tez:ns acx::c:Jtpanied by a fall in discipline. '1his sitiiation, 
however, merely left the m:masteries in 1lUlCh. the same position as they 
Cluniac am Merrlicant refonn ncvements. Viewed in terns of the ioonas-
tic cycle the time was now ripe for another cleansln], purifying refonn 
m:wement. Irrleed, there are some indications of a renewed adherence to 
discipline. '!he authors of the Victoria History for the County of 
SUffolk stated that 
the condition of Englarrl's mnasteries was better, 
am the general fulfillment of the solemr1 obli-
gations more faithfully obseived, in the last fifty 
years of their life than at the end of the thir-
teenth centm:y and beginning of the fourteenth 
century.55 
'!he question was, would the monasteries be allowed once again to 
cleanse themselves? The world outside the walls had shifted it focus 
away from the cloister tONard urban centers am colleg-es. '!his new 
interest, when combined with the advent of the printing press am the 
rise in rates of literacy would mean that the monks would indeed, as 
Knowles has suggested, fim ev~ pew __ ,influence hostile.56 
I 
55 William Page, gen. ed., VCH SUffolk (Lorden: Archibald cons-
table & Co. Ltd., 1907), Vol. II, p. 55. 
56 I<ncwles, Religious Orders in Englam, Vol. III, p. 7. 
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3. 'IHE 
••• they shall see these great doctours and teachers 
of :religyon am holynesse so farre disagrey~ / 
am of so sunieJ:y opinyons moonge themselfe y 
(that) often tymes they dispute and reson so large 
with another/ untyll they chaunge color, am be 
pale/ am revyle one another spytting eche at 
other and fynally dealynge buffettes and blows eche 
to other. 1 
• 
'Ihe dissolution of the monasteries in Englarrl makes little sense 
if the religious and ideological conflicts of the day are not first , 
urxlerstocxi. It is most puzzling that monasticism was effaced by stroke 
of pen and that few mourned its passing sufficiently to resist. More 
curious still is the caupliance on the part of the :religious. It would 
appear that some, at least, did not disagree that there were other, 
better ways to seive Olrist, which in turn led to their willingness to 
comply with the refonn measures. Answers to these problems must be 
sought in the theological upheavals which took place in the centuries 
preceding the dissolution. T.h.e success of the effort to dissolve the 
monasteries was also due in part both to the weaning away of England 
fran the pope am to a general fall disfavor of the monastic life in 
the eyes of the public; before these could take place, however, a 
fundamental change in the urxlerstarrling of those tenets and practices 
of faith necessacy in order to attain salvation was required. 
1 Erasnrus of Rotterdam, Enchiridion Militis Olristiani. Anne M. 
O'~nnell, ed. (Oxford: Oxfoni University Press for the Farly English 
Text Society, 1981), p. 8, lines. 27-32. 
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I. o:mtinental Influena!S and Trertj§ 
Rolam Bainton abseIVed that the Refonnation was a ''revival of 
religion112 am was, in fact, the last great religious :ncvement of the 
MidcJJe Ages. As such, the roots of the Refonnation reach deeply into 
the reformin:J m:,vements am doctrinal disputes of earlier centuries. 
The issues which came so abruptly to the fore in Erglam did not occur 
in a vacmnn, arrl the Roman Church,'s obvious inability to retaliate or 
to control the direction of refonners in Erglarrl as on the continent 
bears a brief explanation. 
The medieval church had been on the defensive since as early as 
the late thirteenth centw:y, pressured alike by the emergence of 
nation-states am by divisive internal disputes aver doctrine, theology 
am the proper limits to the power of the pontiff.3 '!he Avignon papacy 
(1309-1377) am papal schism (1378-1415) had desperate results for the 
pope throughout <llristerrlom, results which were only temporarily 
reversed by the healing spirit of the Council of Constance (1414-1417). 
catholic doctrine, far from being monolithic at any point in tillle, 
had been assailed from within by various reformin:J movements since the 
beginning. However, the first great medieval breach came with the 
rediscaveey of the writings of Aristotle in the twelfth centw:y, which 
by the thirteenth c.entw:y were disrupting the nee-platonic synthesis 
2 Bainton, Refonnation, p. 3. 
3 Steven Ozment, "Inther am the rate Middle Ages: '!he Foun-
dation of Refonnation 'Ihought," Transition and Revolution, pp. 109 -
152. Frlited by R. Kingdan. (Minneapolis: Burgess Publishing co., 
1974), pp. 108-110. 
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siastical interest in reasoned rather than ino1itive ans\\1erS to ques-
tions of faith. In this area the scholastics led the way through their 
:renewed use of the dialectic. 'lbeir method was to posit a faith ques-
tion (such as, "does God exist?") , provide expert pro am con state-
ments, then arrive at a conclusion based on a synthesis of the evi-
dence. In the proc:ess they would of course rebut those experts with 
Once a question has been dealt with in this 
particular fashion the "answer" is very difficult to argue against, 
since it contains within it a rebuttal to most of the possible dis-
senting positions. 
One of the earliest practitioners, who failed to answer the points 
he raised but raised them nonetheless, was Abelard (d. 1142). He 
assailed the hitherto· le fortress of the infallibility of the 
church fathers by pointing out the rn.nnerous contradictions between 
them. These can be found especially in writings of Augustine am 
Jerome. '!his fact, once pointoo out publicly, could no longer be 
ignored. Amng Abelard's controversial doctrinal stances was the 
maximising of free will am the minimising of original sin. Man's free 
will to sin or not is an issue which has echoed through the ages of 
Christian thought, debatErl aver am aver with little middle ground ever 
fourrl. 
'Ihe nost fan-ous scholastic was 'Ihomas Aquinas (d. 1274), who in 
his SUnuna 'Iheologicae atterrptErl to answer the many theolCXJical 
questions which had been raised by the conflicting positions of 
Aristotle am Plato. Aquinas wrote some fifty-two tomes, ''answered" 
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evecy question he ca1J d think of am hq.ed that he had provided a 
lastin;J synthesis: of coorse he had mt. Ozment in fact sees the summa 
as ''a chief source of both the intellectual am e:x:l.esio-politica) 
oonflicts of the rater Midc:JJ e Ages. ,,4 '1he le;acy of the scholastics 
was the application of logic am reason to questions of theology am 
faith. '!his led inevitably to an attenrpt to make faith itself "rea-
sonable,'' am in the process opened to question concepts, including the 
monastic VCM, which had hereto for been accepted prima. facie. 
One group which rose to the scholastic challenge were those 
followers of William of OCkham, Jmown as naminalists. Recent scholar-
ship on this group has pointe.d out that nominalism encanp3ssed more 
than merely "Ockhamism," am was less a theology than an attitude or 
approach.5 Still, those who were called naminalists did hold certain 
tenets in camnon. Primarily these included a belief in the moral 
autonomy am freedom of man, am a defense of position based on a 
skepticism am application of logic which verged on secular.6 
One of the contributions of the nominalists to the theological 
debate was their focus on the God's powers to act ~ potentia absoluta ~ 
as well as ~ potentia ordinata. 'Ihese tenns were not new, but the 
nominalist focus on God's actions~ potentia absoluta led them to 
question the validity of the neo-platonic am Thanistic concept of the 
4 . Ozment, Age of Refonn, p. 20. 
5 See particularly Heike Obennan, "Some Notes on the 'Iheology of 
Naninalism, 11 Haivard 'Iheolcsical Review #53 (1960). 
6 Ibid, p. 56. 
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hierarchies of bem]. 7 By brirgirg the hierarchy of beirg into doobt 
the naninalists made a lastirg contribution to the questionirg of the 
lla'laStic VCM. 
Neo-platonists held that by observirg the 'WOrld am God's actions 
in it, it is possible to reason backward and arrive at conclusions on 
the nature of God. '!heir focus was on God's action~ potentia ordi-
nata, or "that which God, by virtue of his 11¥JVirg will, is really goirg 
to do or has done. 118 Ockham rejected this view on the assunption that 
if God is all-powerful, which He nrust be, then He can do whatever He 
chooses to do at any time. '!his ability to step outside of the natural 
is defined. as God's power de potentia absoluta. Another often cited 
exanple of God working~ potentia absoluta is the conversion of Paul 
on the :road to Damascus. Paul was converted am saved. without benefit 
of priest or sacrament, both of which must always be present according 
to traditional Roman catholic theology. 
'lhe exanple of Paul's conversion in tum leads to the point where 
the hierarchy of beirg and the monastic vow were thrown into doubt, 
7 '!he idea of hierarchies of beirg was fully deliniated in the writings of Dionysius the Pseudo-Areopagite. His concept of twin hierarchies, celestial and ecclesiatical (earthly), became very popular in the middle ages and was a foundation for the monastic VCM. '!he nine-fold celestial hierarchy (seraphim, cherubim, thrones; dominions, virutes, powers; principalities, archangels, angels) was mirrored by the ecclesiastical hierarchy of mysteries (sacraments), initiates (clergy), and initiated (laity), am animals, plants, and inanimate creation. Fach of these "in tum mov[ed] towards fullness of being by the three stages of purgation, illmnination, am tmion." Ala'l Richardson and John BovJden, eds. '!he WestJninister Dictionary of Christian 'lheology (:Ehiladelphia: Westminister Press, 1983), p. 255. 
8 Obennan, "Sane Notes on the 'Iheology of Nominalism, '' p. 56. 
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that is, that ''the established order as a layer betw,:vm God and man was 
not the etema1 om.er ••• but ••• as cantirgent as creation itself. 119 'Ihe 
contingency is that God, ~ potentia absoluta, could have created the 
~rld so that rocks could sing and that the hierarchy of being, far 
\ 
fran being the only om.er, was merely one which had been created by 
theologians. 'Ihe example of Paul also led the naninalists to point 
out, basej on God's ever-present power to do whatever He wills 
re<]ardless of how theologians have systematised the path to Heaven, 
that there obviously existed parallel avenues to salvation. For the 
monks these innovations meant that their cherished position in the 
hierarchy of being as well as their certainty that following the pres-
cribed ritual would automatically save them were cast into grave doubt. 
A second nominalist attack on the hierarchy of being was derived 
fra:u Ockham's epistemological position, conunonly referred to as 
"Ockham' s razor,'' that entities should not be llUll.tiplied. unnecessarily. 
,, 
As this relates to theology, it means that the silrpler explanations are 
to be preferred over the long arrl convoluted ones. The effect on 
theology was the "slashing away of the hierarchy of being, of ideas and 
concepts, which sheer speculation had invented. 1110 This was a dan-
gerous course of action, since what would be slashed away was some one 
thousand years of very complicated and highly interconnected theories 
which buttressed the theological fortress. This structure could be 
likened. to the children's game of sticks and ladders, where a false 
9 Obennan, ''Some Notes on the 'lheology of Naninalism," p. 57. 
10 Heike Oberman, "'!he Shape of Iate Medieval 'Ihought: 'Ihe 
B · of the Mod.eni Era,'' Archive for Refonnation Histoiy #64 (1973), p. 22. 
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:ioove in extractin:J a piece brirgs the entire unit crash.in] dawn. 
Irrleed, this is p:recisely what occurred in the sixteenth cenb,ry, 
part.icularly with the Bible, where the application of this theory of 
sinplification led to calls for new translations, which in tmn led to 
the renewed interest in the writings of st. Paul. Paul would be a 
potent weapon in the hands of both those who wished to refonn am those 
who wished to do away with the monastic institution. 
By the mid-fourteenth century there were heated debates aver 
theoloc;Jical issues. 'Iheoloc;Jians split over concepts at the heart of 
doctrine, including free will, h0v1 men attained the grace necessary for 
salvation, am the role of pred.estination, which began to create an 
atmosphere of doubt am confusion. '!here were irxieerl. ca] ls for trans-
lations of the Bible into the vernacular, such as those made by 
Wycliffe in Englam. While the average layman could not have partici-
pated in these high-level debates, the effect of infighting at the top 
of an organisation always trickles down to create unease am bad morale 
. 
at the bottom. 
Adding to the problems were the Avignon papacy am papal schism. 
While the preceding debates had been taking place within the great 
universities am between great :mirrls, political opposition to the 
Avignon papacy had been growing in the lay sphere. 'Ihe popes in 
Avignon had· shO{rJl'l a marked temency to demand. money. Papal taxes had 
been expanded to cover new areas, to feerl. the expanded am centralised. 
papal bureauc1acy as well as to pay for various political am milital:y 
ventures in which the pope became involved. Kings am their courts 
chafed umer what were seen as the grasping hands of power-hungry 
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popes. In France the result was the 1438 Pragmatic sanction of 
Bow:ges, in which the papacy ooncerled to the French ncnarchy a limit on 
appeals to the Papal Court, suppression of the payments of annates, and 
the autonany of the French churdl.11 In Englani the Avignon papacy led 
to parliamentary legislation in the form of the statutes of Provisors 
, issued and reissued between 1350 am the 1390s. 
will be discussed in Section II. 
Another problem with which the church increasirgly had to deal was 
heresy, the incidenc:e of which was rising. While in England the great 
heretic of the late fourteenth centw:y was the Oxford don John 
Wycliffe, in Bohemia the voice of John Huss was raised, and he gave the 
pope considerably more trouble at the time than did Wycliffe. Huss' s 
ideas were very similar to Wycliffe's (discussErl in the next section), 
but in Bohemia a religious refonn movement finally combined with a 
political movement, which was Czech nationalism. When Huss was con-
de11U"1ed as a heretic and burned at the stake in 1415 Bohemia also went 
up in flames. Fran 1420 to 1433 Bohemia was at war with the pope, who 
called several crusades which failed to put down the heretics. Finally 
at the council of Basel in 1436 a cat1pramise was reached whereby the 
Church cerled to the Hussites various points, including the cup for 
laity at conununion and control aver the Bohemian church. Peace, how-
ever, was short-lived and Bohemia was soon again at odds with Rome. 
Still more trouble for the papacy came fran Petrarch, the ''Fat.her" 
of hmnanism, who had been present for some years at Avignon and had not 
11 '!his sanction was superseded in 1516 by the Concordat of 
Bologna, which returned armates to the pope but naintained the iniepen-dent French choice of bishops and abbots. 
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· at all liked what he had seen. In a letter written saoetime between 
1340 am 1353 he named Avignon the "Babylon of the West'' am described 
at lergth his horror at the fla\lllted wealth, power am pride of the 
entire papal entourage.12 
Humanism was yet another ncvement like scholasticism am nani-
naJism which worked within the confines of orthodox catholic theology 
to achieve its goal of the reform of the church. As evidenced by their 
activities am writings, the humanists sought new, m::,re accurate trans-
lations of the Bible, generally upheld a system which would check papal 
power, am defen:led at great lengths man's inilviduality, freedom of 
will, am right to the scriptures. '!hey also displayed a broad range 
of interests. 
Humanists included in their ranks such men as Iorenzo Valla, who 
in the mid-fifteenth century proved that the Ik>nation of Constantine 
was a forgecy. He also conunented that the Pope should concentrate on 
being the successor to Peter, am stop t.Iying to be the successor to 
caesar.13 Pico della Mirarrlola's oration upholding the dignity of man 
is a testament to the hmnanist errpha.sis on freedom of thought. Jacques 
Lefevre d'Etaples in France concerned himself with the Bible am the 
12 Donald Kagan, Steven Ozment and Frank Turner, The Western 
Heritage (New York: Macmillan Publishing COntpany, 3rd ed. 1987), Vol. 
I, p. 322 (box). 
13 Oberman, "'!he Shape of rate ~ieval 'lhought, 11 p. 24. 
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lea~ humanist was the great refonning cardinal Ximenes, who in the 
late fifteenth century in his spare time edited a polyglot Bible 
offering parallel texts in Greek, I.atin an:i Hebrew. Also Spanish was 
Juan IJ1is Vives, who wrote the Instruction Qf g Olristian Woman under 
the patronage of Katherine of Aragon for the Princess Mary .15 
f'~---i ..... Among the humanists in Englan:i there were two schools: the early 
conservatives, such as Colet, Fisher, More, an:i Reginald Pole, at the 
turn of the century, an:i a secorrl more liberal g:roup which worked for 
the crown am Cromwell after 1534. Arrl of course there was EraS1tU.1s of 
Ratte.roam, the "Prince'' of humanists. All of these men had in conunon a 
vigorous, invigorating love for the Bible, a burning desire to get the 
translation correct, am to open faith to lay urrlerstaming. 
N'ominalism an:i humanism both were refonn movements which took 
place within orthodox catholic thought. However, as the spiritual 
leadership at the top failed. the pressure for change grew ever more 
intense. '!he spiritual dam finally broke with the arrival of Martin 
Illther. 'As we have seen, I.uther came in the wake of some two hundred 
years of growing theolCXJical an:i doctrinal debate, internal criticism 
14 '!he controversy over the proper way to deal with the various literal arrl spiritual layers of meaning which any given biblical pas-
sage contains was a renewed debate which had been raging since Aquinas had insisted that the primacy significance of a biblical passage should be its literal meaning, with spiritual meanings, such as foreshadowings 
of Olrist in the Old Testament, its secorrl. Ozment, Age of Refonn, p. 68. 
15 '!his work was translated. by Richard Hyde, ''the tutor to More's household" am published in 1529. James K. MCConica, English Humanists am Refonnation Politics urrler Henr.y VIII am Fdward IV (Oxford: Clarenion Press, 1965), p. 115. 
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of the papacy, as well as external anti-papal :metoric am sentiD'Bllt. 
Various gzaips had cleared paths for him, partio1Jarly the humanists 
' 
with their :rens,,ed interest in the Bible am the naninalists with their 
sharp foc,1s on the doctrine of justification. Erasmus (discussed in 
the next section alorg with the Erglish humanists) was an early frierd 
and supporter of Illther who broke with him finally over the issue of 
predestination. As Erasmus himself once put it, "I laid a hen's egg; 
I.uther hatched a bird of quite a different species. 1116 
While the preceding men had been mainly refonners, Illther turned 
out to be a revolutionary.17 What Illther contribute.a above all was the 
core of all Reformation theology: the unlikeness of man to God, a 
concept which possibly originate.a in Illther's intensive reading of the 
psalms, coupled with his attention to the epistles of st. Paul. As 
Ozment has put it, ''Whereas medieval theology was devote.a to the propo-
sition that God became man so that man could becane God, Refonnation 
theology would insist that God became man so that men would renain 
men. 1118 I.llther also came to a revolutionary conclusion that God loved 
man not in spite of man's sins but actually for his sins, an idea · 
which was mainly derived fran his study of the psalms of David, and 
(~ 
which can be fourrl in his camnentaries upon the psalms. Iuther was 
fascinated by David because tavid was a man annointed by God and high 
16 Quoted by Platt, Abbeys and Priories, p. 222. 
17 I.uther' s intentions have long been a source of debate. For 
discussions of the problem of Iuther and the success of his refonns as 
well as his intentions (refonner or revolutionary?) see: Ozment, 
''Luther and the rate Middle Ages;" for a more traditional app:roach, see 
Roland Bainton, Here I Stand (Nashville: Parthenon Press, 1950). 
18 Ozment, ''Illt:her am the rate Middle Ages'' p. 128. 
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in God's sight, tmO rxmetheless ''one by one broke al nost the tmele 
Decalogue. ,,19 Why would God oontinue to care about a man like that? 
After making various c:anments in the vein of "God the Father loves 
sinners tmO feel their sins, 1120 l..llther explained: 
If, therefore, you acknowledge that you have sin, 
if you tremble, if you are troubled by a feeling of 
God's wrath am by a horror of God's judgement am 
of hell, then have confidene-e. You are the one 
with whan God wants to speak, to wham God wants to 
show His mercy, am wham God wants to save. 21 
'Ihe conclusion that God loved man for his sins also fonned part of 
the concepb:ial founiation for I.llther's insistence upon the doctrine of 
justification by faith alone. '!he justification debate turned, am 
still does, on the argument over whether or not man can do anything 
which would be worthy of God's forgiveness. catholic theology to this 
day insists that justification is achieved through a combination of 
faith am works, rather than by faith alone. The Protestant position, 
derived frau the notion of Illther's that ''men would remain men,'' is 
that no one can do, say, or think anything which is in any way wo:rthy 
of God's grace am foi:giveness. God freely gives salvation to those 
who believe, hence the position of justification by faith alone, the 
clarion call of the Refonnation. Unfortunately for the monasteries, 
this new doctrine meant that the monastic vocation as it was practiced 
in the sixteenth centmy, which was nothing short of an attenpt by the 
19 Jaroslav Pelikan, ed. Iuther's works, Vol. 12, Selected Psalms 
(St. I.Duis: Conco:rdian Publishing House, 1955), p. 307. 
20 Ibid, p. 321. 
21 Ibid, p. 335. 
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faithful to lead a life of such merit as to 
tion, rested on an utterly false proposition. 
pointed out, if a Protestant refonnation were to be acxxinplished in any 
country including Englam, the m:mastexies as ''symbols of salvation by 
\\10rks," had to be closed.22 Monastexies could also have been put on a 
different theological fOllOOation, which in fact the Anglican church 
eventually did, but this is not a possibility whidl Elton admits. 'lhe 
question is, how did this very biblical am powerful argument ever 
justification affect the monks? 
The crisis of faith in the early sixteenth century not only had 
deep roots but covered all aspects of Christian life, monasticism 
included. '!hose who wished to refonn the church, particularly the 
humanists, had little or no use for monasticism because it curtailed. 
the freedom of man, that is, his freedom to be active in civic life. 
'!he humanists with their love for things classical enphasised life in 
civic cormnunity, giving "right living am good deeds -- the active 
civic life -- priority over right thinking arxi correct confession. ,,23 
'Ihus they were not interested in works performed behind cloister walls 
where only Gcx:1. could see, but in those which were out in the open, 
where the deed would benefit the conununity. Certainly they could point 
to the merxli.cants for proof that active savice was still possible 
22 G. R. Elton, Refonn am Revolution {cambridge: Harvard Uni-
versity Press, 1977), p. 241. 
A ioore persuasive argmrent was Iatimer's, who suggested that ''the 
fouming of monasteries argued purgatory to be, so the putting of them 
down anigeth it not to be." As quoted in Felicity Heal arxi Rosemary 
O'IBy, Cllurch am Society in Englarxi: Hem.y VIII to James I (Hanrlen, 
Conn.: Archon Books, 1977), p. 37. 
23 Ozment, Age of Refonn, p. 307. 
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while living umer vows. Also, the hmnanists with their~ of 
the Bible grew particularly fOrn of the writin;Js of st. Paul, who can 
be interpreted as anti-ioonastic, at least in tenu.s of what ~nasticism 
had mxlre by the late middJ e ages. In Paul's epistles there are many 
criticiSJns of those \t1ho rely on liturgy am outward signs of grace, am 
of those \t1ho believe that sane effort of their own will help them 
dese:tVe salvation (obviously Paul was also the prime source for 
Illther's rejection of works' righteousness). In the very first book 
attributed to st. Paul, the Epistle to the Romans, Paul began on a 
theme which he carried through all his writings: "the just shall live 
by faith'' (Ran. 1:17), he proclaimed, not that the faithful shall be 
justified by works, as Protestant theologians never tire of pointing 
out. Four verses later he continued: "Because that, when they knew 
God, they glorified him not as God, neither were they thankful; but 
became vain in their imaginations, and their foolish heart was 
darkened. Professing themselves to be wise, they became fools'' (Rom. 
1:21-22). As will be shown, this is exactly the sort of conunent which 
the fifteenth- and sixteenth-century critics of the monasteries could 
am did use as anm.nrltion. Again am again such critics stressed that 
the monks, believing themselves wise, am sure of their salvation had 
grown foolish and clearly did not un:lerstam that Paul's injunction 
that the just live through faith (rather than cerernony am ritual) 
applied to them. 
Illther's positions on most issues are quite well known. Havever 
the one-time Augustinian monk also had very definite views on monas-
t i I l.Clsm. His problem with it was not based on a notion of civic duty or 
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Pauline doctrine, as it was for the 
ences can be drawn fran his antipathy to clerical celibacy, I11ther did 
write a tract while at Wartburg in 1521-1522 entitled "on Monastic 
VCNS. 11 In it he explained that the ~·s VON is unfourrled in scrip-
ture. Acco~ to Illther, God calls all men, not only certain ones, 
and therefore monks could not claim to have a higher faith sinply 
because they were monks. 24 'Ihus being a monk offered no better hope of 
Heaven to the monk than was available to anyone else. This negate.d one 
of the fundamental principles of monastic life as it was unierstood. 
Clearly monasticism was coming unier fire from various refonning forc-
es, including the hmnanists, the nominalists and the strongest early 
voice of Protestantism, Martin Illther. 
'!he great refonning movements of monasticism, particularly the 
Franciscans and the D:Jminicans, had forced both the lay and ordained. 
faithful to re-examine the concept of the cloistered monk. What did he 
do that was of any benefit? "Whom did he assist? Of course, the weight 
of the prayers which the monks were enjoined to make for the souls of 
the dead provided a counter-argument, but more and more frequently 
chantries .were being set up for specifically this purpose. With the 
advent of the Refonnation came even more searing questions about monas-
teries. A question which Erasnrus raised was whether the faithful 
should be cloistered, hence not free. As to prayers for the dead, one 
of the main Protestant reforms was to do away with the whole notion of 
Purgato:cy and the indulgence, hence also with the idea that prayers 
could resuce a soul fran damnation. Even those who did not accept 
24 Bainton, Here I st.am, p. 201. 
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preiestination rejected Purgatory. Arn what was the ·JOOl'lk' s place j.n 
the new age of the Priesthood of all Believers? Even the catholic 
reformers, who did not hold with this doctrine, fOllrn m:>nasteries to be 
of questionable worth. Irdeed, in the wake of the camter Refo:cmation 
alloost all the Orders refonn, with the exception of the 
carthusians. The 100nks, too, suffered as all Christians did from the 
theolcx;Jical debates and the papal weakness. surely they heard the 
distant thurrler emanating frau University of Paris, and were 
disquieted. Neither can we expect that the nominalsit, humanist or 
Illtheran debates were heard only in the outside world. In England, 
partio1Jarly, the monks were well aware of these doctrines. Humanism 
in particular, as will be discussed later, was knarm to many English 
monastic conmrunities and adhered to in several. For them as for their 
secular brothers, monasticism, which had for so long been the sure way 
to salvation, was being increasingly cast into doubt and was urrler 
attack fmn theologians, mendicant orders and a new Christian spiritu-
ality. For the faithful, the problem of the new age was an abundance 
of alternatives. It was this plethora of options, along with con-
vincing arguments for refonn which would sway same monks am confound 
others for long enough for the changes to be effected. 
II. John 'Wycliffe and the English Refonn Tradition 
Although John Wycliffe is by no means the only early English 
reformer he was one of the na;t cnicial contributors to the pre-six-
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teenth cent,,ry En;lish refo~ tradition. As Jeremy catto wrote, 
Wyclif am the Iollards ••• challen:Jed beyom recall 
the presecriptive authority of the pope or of the 
bishops to govern laymen's religious lives: the 
leaders of the English church nCM had to reckon 
with the personal oonscience am imividual judge-
ment of the laity.25 
For m:masticism in En;lam the influence of Wycliffe's ideas woold have 
- am ideas were themselves due in large part 
to the HUn:1red Years War with France (1337-1453). '!he HUn:1red Years 
War is ill1portant to the development of an English religious tradition 
for various reasons, the prima.ry one being the Avignon papacy. This 
situation -- of French popes living in France, surrourrled by French 
cardinals ruling over an ever-increasing bureauCJ:~acy, demarrling more 
am more in the way of finance fmn the clergy -- created acute resent-
ment on the continent but especially in Englam. 'Ihe resentllle:nt in 
Englam was particularly severe since the beginning of war with France 
coincided with the last forty years of the French popes. '!he twin 
forces of war with France arrl the French popes worked in conjl.mction to 
breed hostility first to the French am as a logical extension, to the 
pope: "it is clear that what chiefly rankled in men's minds was the 
thought that their bitter rivals profited so largely by the resoui:rce~ 
of the English church.1126 
On top of the insult to the English of the French papacy came the 
25 Jeremy catto, "Dissidents in an Age of Faith? Wyclif and the 
Iollards, '' History Today 37 (November 1987), p. 46. 
26 w. w. capes, '!he English Church in the Fourteenth and Fif-
teenth Centuries (I.onion: Maanillan and Co., Ltd., 1900), pp. 89-90. 
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universal papal disaster of schj sm which was a 
authority am claims of spiriti1aJ supremacy. '1he Humred Years War 
again played a critical role, beca11se while it did not create the 
schism, it was certainly partially responsible for prolorging it. '1he 
schism, lasting fran 1378 to 1415, came in tJle middle of the war, which 
in tmn made allegiance to the pope a highly politicised decision. 
Englam naturally sided with the Ranan pope, while France am her 
allies, including Scotlam, supported the French pope (who happened to 
be a cousin of the French king Olarles V) • '!he result of the thirty-
seven years of papal schism, to which a third papal preterrler was later 
added, "fatally disc1~ited the papal dignity and spiritual claims1127 
in general, and in England in specific, where anti-papal sentiment 
became a religious as well as a patriotic duty.28 
'lhese political problems, the vague stirrings of a national con-
sciousness and the rising anti-papal sentiment were given a parti-
cularly virulent voice in Englam by Wycliffe in the late 1300s. 
Wycliffe, at Oxford in the 1370s, became the center of an ecclesio-
political stonn. His positions ranged froin attacks against papal 
authority, in which he was not alone at the tillle, to an early statement 
on the sufficiency and primacy of Scripture. About the Bible his 
position was that "Holy Scripture is the final standard to which refer-
ence must be made; tradition and authority have no ind.ependent 
claims. ,,29 In his list of grievances against the Church he included 
21 capes, ErJllish Cllurch, p. 134. 
28 Ibid 
29 Ib'd 
-~-, p. 111. 
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the dead, am pilgrimages - issues which would all surface with a ven-
geance in the sixteenth centmy. 
As part of his attack on papal authority Wycliffe also 1lpheld the 
authority of the secular aver the religious in his On Divine lordship 
(1375) am on civil Lordship (1376), thus settirg a tone "Which was con-
sidered as dangerous in the fourteenth centmy as it was considered 
useful in the sixteenth am later. In these treatises, surely appre-
ciatai by Hemy VIII, Wycliffe discussed his theo:cy of daninion which, 
briefly stated, was that man's daninion on earth (any man's, over 
anything) is a gift from God am its continued legitimate use depen:ls 
up:,n the righte0l1sness of the user. At the time, this was clearly an 
attack on the papacy. on the other harxi, mainly for political reasons, 
Wycliffe did not ext.em his definition to apply to the king. Kings 
good am bad had, according to Wycliffe, ultimate power over evecyone 
including the pope am the clergy. '!he conclusion which obviously 
follarJS frau this theo:cy is that a ruler could justify taking propel. Ly 
or power fran clergy deemed "unworthy, 1130 which is exactly what 
happened in the 1530s. '!he definition of this unworthiness was left to 
the discretion of the ruler. 
'!here were those who ardently supported Wycliffe, and in 1395 they 
drew up the 'Iwelve Conclusions, which has been called "one of the most 
authentic and ccuuprehensive statements of the heresy. n31 This state-
30 Ozment, Age of Refonn, pp. 165-166. 
31 A.G. Dickens, "Heresy am the Origins of English 
~i..-Jl"!'!t.~.. :tism, '' Refonnation studies, (Ion:ion: '!he Hambledon Press, 
1982), p. 363. ,, 
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of thirgs to ex11e, was nailed to the doors at 
st. Paul's am W"'rl4' ........... l""t"'l''-"""·,......_·4111'" Abbey - act11al ly a fairly carmoon way of 
makirg oneself ''heard." 'Ihe document proclaimed, in twelve articles, 
the followirg: a corxiemnation of the English Olurch's dotirg "in 
temporality after her stepoother in Rome;" rejections of clerical 
celiba.cy, of the ''feigned miracle of the sacrament of bread,'' of ritual 
purification of objects (labeled by them necromancy), of prayers for 
the dead, of pilgrimages, am of the sacrament of Penance, which is to 
say confession am absolution; am a condenmation of the proliferation 
of "unnecessacy cr·afts" such as goldsmithing, used. in am by the church 
to create those ritual objects. On the positive side the document 
framers insisted upon conplete pacifism as exeuplified by Christ, am 
called for releasing clerics fran any am all telrporal duties so that 
they might tend to their spiritual knitting.32 '!he clergy were not 
pleased with Wycliffe's point of view. 
Wycliffe's ideas on dominion, particularly those about property 
not rightfully belonging to those who abuse the privilege or \\Tho were 
"unworthy" were to be his undoing. In much the same way that Iuther 
could not control those who took his concepts am used. them to justify 
the Peastants' War in Gennany, Wycliffe, while not at all sympathetic 
to "peasant rights" found his ideas on daninion linke=l him to the 
peasant revolts of 1381 in the minds of the crown am higher clergy. 
His ideas had already been condenmed by Pope Grego:ry in 1377, but 
OXford had defended him as being abrasive rather than heretical. In 
32 'Ihe Twelve conclusions can be found in Dabid c. Ik>uglas, gen. 
ed., English Historical Ik>cuments (New- york: OXford University Press, 
1955), Vol. I.V, pp. 848 - 850. 
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1381, however, they follC::,..,00 the Pope's lead. In spite of this, 
Wycliffe had enough friet"rls in the establishment that he managed to die 
of a heart attack in 1384 before he had been lll""'l,."'"1"'81"1111'111 
ment then had the final \tlOrd in 1401 when it passed the statute ''De 
Iollardy which followed his death meant that even Wycliffe's bones did 
not rest in peace in sacred groum: his remains were dug up in 1428, 
burned, am the ashes scatterea.34 '!his action was no doubt in res-
ponse to the rebellion of Sir John Oldcastle in 1414, though it did 
nothing to stave off the Lollard rising of 1431. 
'Ihe full impact of Iollardy, which smvi ved in Englarxi though 
forced uniergrourxi by periodic persecutions, is difficult to assess. 
At the time of Wycliffe his ideas were probably not very popular out-
side of a few select groups.35 Lollardy was also a religion "in oppo-
sition1136 rather than an elaborate or stru.ctured doctrine. Ideas, 
however, are one of the forces which move histocy, arxi the ideas of 
Wycliffe slowly took root. The later I.ollards, who appear to have been 
~o.e_::f2:~ 
\,. 
33 2 Hemy IV, s. II, c. 125. '!he outlawing of heresy was 
achieved. through the expedient of forbidding anyone within the realm or 
any of the dominions to "presmne to preach openly or privily, without 
the licence of the diocesan of the same place first required arxi 
obtained.," or to set up schools, teach privately, write books or do 
anything at all deemed to be "contrary to the catholic faith." 
34 Dickinson, rater Middle Ages, pp. 317-318. 
35 Ibid, p. 323. 
36 "'Ihe most obvious characteristic of I.ollardy was its total 
lack of anything reiootely approaching theological h011n.;Jeneity. '' 
Dickinson, p. 322. See also A. G. Dickens, ''Heresy arxi the Origins of 
English Protestantism," Refonnation Studies, (Lon:ion: 'Ihe Hambledon 
P.ress, 1982), p. 379. 
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mainly fran the social level of t.radeslcen, c:raftsnen am lesser mer-
chants, adcpt.ed same of the original ooncepts am not others. '!hey 
retained a buntin:J love for the Bible above all, insistirg upon access 
to it or at least the Ne\\f Testament. Farly Lollard Bibles have sur-
vived despite the bans.37 other vi91S the Iollards espoused centered 
arourd rejection of transubstantiation, masses for the dead arrl the 
veneration of objects, as well as the "subjugation of the English 
church to Rane. ,,38 '!here were IDllards throughout the fifteenth cen-
tmy, engaged in buyirg Bibles or being tried for heresy.39 In the 
early sixteenth centw:y record mnnbers of IDllards were tried for 
heresy.40 Although Iollardism did not reflect the vie.vs of the bulk of 
English society, the twin concepts of the rejection of papal authority 
arrl the sufficiency of Scripture hovered at the margins. 'Ihe effect of 
time on ideas is often to give them the gloss of tradition; thus it 
should not be surprising that in Englarrl these revolutionary arrl 
threatening concepts in 1414 apparently became quite acceptable by the 
1500s. 
Politically, the Avignon papacy had a lastirg effect. As early as 
1376 there was an anti-papal conmrunique from the camnons. It~ "to 
our lorn the king arrl his council pray the knights of the shires arrl 
37 Dickinson, rater Middle Ages, p. 323. 
38 OZlTlel1.t, Age of Refonn, p. 210. 
39 See especially J. 'Ihomson, '!he rater I.ollards (OXford: 1965). 
40 For example, same eighty Iollards were put to penance in the 
camties of aliltern am · · in 1506/1507, am seventy in 
I.anon in 1510 - 1514, of which four were bunled in 1522 as relapsed 
heretics. A. G. Dickens, "Heresy am the origins of English 
ism, If PP• 396-371. 
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the citiz·ens of the cities am the burgesses of the boroughs who have 
came to this parliament for the carmconal ity of the realm, ,,41 am cxm-
tinued to ask for consideration of a list of grievances against the 
pope. Mainly these centered on n¥:>ney: taxes fran the English to the 
pope, the purchasing of benefices am the proliferation of sinaly, am 
ncney being spent by the pope for his wars in Inmba1dy ''or to ransan 
any of his French friends as soon as they are taken prisoner by the 
English" in the course of the Hurrlred. Years War. Urrlerstamably, this 
last point particularly raised. the ire of the Colcanons. This document 
is the source of the often-quoted line that "Gcx:i has COicanitted his 
sheep to our holy father the pope to be fed am not to be fleecerl. 1142 
Fran this point on matters only became worse. In 1389 the king 
sent to all of the bishops a suggestion that they desist ''entirely fran 
new impositions am exactions" requested by the papacy.43 Of more 
lasting impact was the Statute of Provisors, originally issued in 1351, 
which was brought up am passed. again in 1390. This document freed the 
clergy to elect their own bishops am abbots, and the king to accept or 
reject their choice, without interference fmn Rome ( even \vhen the pope 
was in Avignon the reference was to Rome). Furthennore anyone trying 
to get arourxi this by excamnunicating the participants was to be arres-
ted am his property foreited. 
'Ihe Statute of Praemunire, first issued in 1353, was also reintro-
duced at this time (1393). This statute above all others was to linger 
41 English Hist. Ibcs., Vol. r:v, p. 655. 
42 Ibid, p. 656. 
43 13 Richard II, s. II, c. 69. 
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on the books, half-forgotten, until Henry VIII saw fit to revive its 
use in the sixteenth century. Praennmire limited the appeals which 
could be made to the Papal Court. Particularly grievous to the caumons 
was that the king am his liec]es "ought of right, am were wont in 
olden time, to sue in the king's court, to recover their presentment to 
churches, preberrls, am other benefices of holy churdl, 1144 am they 
were no larger beirg all~ by Rome to do so because those who did 
anyone should purchase or pursue ••• any such translations, processes 
am sentences of exconnnunication, bulls, instnnnents or any other 
things whatsoever, which touch the king our lord, against him, his 
crown am his regality, 1145 they were considered outside of the king's 
protection, and their lands am gocrls forfeit. 
'Ihe plague, oddly, also had consequences for the faithful of 
Englarxi in tenns of doctrine as well as economically, politically am 
personally. Aside fran decimatirg the population both lay am cler-
ical, the plague brought into question one of the basic doctrines of 
catholicism. Extreme measures were often taken in order to deal with 
the situation created by the death of so many priests; one such was an 
unusual decree issued by the powerful Bishop of Bath am Wells. In 
January of 1349 the bishop addressed the very real problem of the 
sacrament of the last rites, the most important aspect of which is 
confession and absolution. 'Ihe marrlate declared that if a person were 
dyirg of the plague am no priest could be fourx:i, then a valid con-
44 16 Richard II, s. II, c. 84-86. 
45 Ibid 
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fession c:ould be made to a layman or, in extrene cases, even a woman. 46 
In the unlikely event of r:ec:overy, however, the confession was to be 
repeat.ed inunediately to a properly ordained priest. 'Ihis was meant as 
of cx,urse, am was :rescin:le:l after the crisis 
passed. 
'Ihis provisional act for assurinJ the continuity of the last rites 
is an exairple of what <lrristopher Haigh has described in rather econo-
mic tenninology as ·the catholic church's ability to offer "a range of 
( sp9Cialised religious products ••• to each sector of the market. 1147 on 
the positive side, this practice of market-targetinJ points to the 
tremendous flexibility within catholic doctrine, but on the negative, 
such caterinJ can lead to a certain amount of doctrinal confusion. 
. ' 
'Ihus in the sixteenth century Henry was forced various times to counter 
Protestant calls to get rid of auricular confession with strong state-
ments of his avm in its favor.48 Long before the sixteenth century 
some of the key issues of the Refomation were among the conunon people 
- not just being hotly debated by ecclesiastical scholars at a level 
which excluded all others. The papacy, clerical control over lay 
issues, am the apparent wealth of the church arrl monasteries were all 
coming under attack. 
By the end of the Hundred Years War in 1453 several crucial events 
46 VCH Somerset, Vol. II, p. 25. 
47 <lrristopher Haigh, "Anticlericalism am the English 
Refonnation," Histocy #68 (October, 1983) p. 406 • 
48 Hemy VIII upheld the sacrament of auricular confession 
various times, in the Ten Articles of 1536, in the Six Articles of 
1539, am again in 1543 in the preface to the so-called King's Book. 
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had begun to lay the grQUM-work for an Erglish reform 1l¥JV'erDel'lt which, 
while not fonm.ilated by ordinary citizens, would have their support if 
only through their inaction. War with France in canbination with the 
Avignon papacy left lingering anti-papal am anti-clerical sentiments 
which were only reinforced by the schism. on top of this, Wycliffe's 
concept of daninion, his insistence on the appropriateness of lay 
control over clerics, am his attacks on many of the traditional prac-
tices of Roman catholicism laid the grourrl-work necessai:y for many of 
the sixteenth century religious and political changes. 
The effect which the fourteenth and early fifteenth century had on 
lay attitudes towards the monasteries can be discerned fr01u popular 
texts. A list of early Lollard beliefs included the "corxiemnations of 
holy o:rders in the traditional sense. 11 49 Included in the list, coming 
from Wycliffe's own writings, is an antipathy toward monasticism. 
Wycliffe considered monks to have grown fat and fallen fmu the path of 
righteousness50 (and this as early as the 1380s), and he upheld the 
doctrine of the poverty of Cllrist (which had been corrlenned by Pope 
John XXII several decades previously, in 1323) • Wycliffe's other 
complaints, which touched upon monastic ways, were against clerical 
celibacy, masses for the dead, and the temporal rule of the clergy.51 
'!he latter applied to monasteries in as much as they were often great 
landlords with the privilege of legal jurisdiction within a certain 
49 Dickinson, rater Middle Ages, p. 322. 
50 capes, English Church, p. 111. 
51 Ozment,, Age of Refonn, p. 210. 
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aver boroughs - the so cal led ''nalastic boroughs.'' In these officials 
fran the abbey, appointe.d by the abbot, co governe:l with officers 
elected by town bUJ:gesses. Abbots also appointe.d those officials with 
power over the burgesses, called variously bailiffs, reeves, senes-
crown (criminal case pr:o:xvxtings) • Obviously in such 
abbot am high obedientaries wielded enonoous tenporal power. 'lhis 
r-
\_/"' laid the grourrl-work for conflicts such as the one at Cirencester in\ 
' I 
. : . 1401, where the local bUJ:gesses used the accessio~ of the Iancastrian 
l 
dynasty as an excuse to avenge themselves upon the abbey. When con-
spirators against Hemy rv took refuge in the abbey, the townsmen, who 
had long been agitating against the abbot's teltporal power over them, 
attacked, killing the conspirators am receiving the king's favor. Of 
course this only gave the townsmen the upper ham until the accession 
of Hemy v.52 Across England, beginning in the 1380s and continuing 
L 
into the e.arly 1400s, grievances over jurisdiction began to erupt into 
violence against the monks and monasteries as towns attenpte.d to wrest 
control of their governance away fr01n their rich monastic uncles. 53 
Another expression of the llDUilting criticism of the pope, clergy 
am monks are the works of literature of the time. 'IWo of the most 
famous, Cllaucer•s cantertm:y Tales (ca 1390) and Iangland's Piers 
52 Nonnan Trenholme, '!he English Monastic Boroughs (Columbia, H:>: 
University of Missouri Press, 1927), pp. 68-69. 
53 Ibid, pp. 78-79. 
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Plowman (ca 1372 - 1389)54 contain stirging irxlicbnents of the reli-
gious. 'Ihese works were widely read,55 particularly by the literate 
nobility, merchants, am high clergy, who were in a position to refonn 
the church, am it seems fair to say that the anti-clerical sentiment 
expressed is a fairly accurate reflection of the gei;,.eral lay opinion of 
the day. 56 
Events in sixteenth-century Englam might still have taken a 
different path, as they did on the Continent, had it not been for the 
internal politics. On the heels of the war with France, Englam was 
plunged into dynastic civil war which lasted fran 1455 to 1485. 
Although it may be said that the masses of English people played little 
part in the Wars of the Roses, the Wars did have the effect of turning 
Englam inward, especially when coupled with the loss English holdings 
in France. These two events cut the English adrift fran the mainstream 
54 other 14th am 15th century authors who attacked the monks am 
friars were Gower, D.lnbar, Hemyson, Richard. Fitzralph am the author 
of Jack Uplam. Penn. R. Szittya, "The Antifraternal Tradition in 
Middle English Literature,'' Speculum #52 (April 1977), p. 287. 
55 For example, "the popularity of the poem [cante?:bUiy Tales] in 
late medieval Englam is attested by the number of surviving 
nanuscripts: more than 80, irostly fran the 15th century. It was also 
twice printed by caxton, am often reprinted by caxton's early 
successors." M. Abrams, gen. ed, The Norton Anthology of English 
Literature (New York: W.W. Norton &. Co., 4th ed. 1979), Vol. I, p. 99. 
56 Haigh has argued that the anticlerical sentiment often 
ascriliej to the early sixteenth century in Englam is a convenient 
historic.a] fiction, but he does not appear to quarrel with its exis-
tence previous to this time. Furthennore he does not define the range 
of the religious which he includes under the rubric "cleric.al" (only 
priests or also friars am monks? Sane of the latter were ordained 
priests, thus there is crossover between the categ'ories) • careful 
reading of this article suggests, however, that he does not include 
attitudes towards monks when he argues against the existence of anti-
clerical sentiment in the early 1500s. Haigh, ''Anticlerical ism am the 
English Ref.'' pp. 391-407. 
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of continental thought. By the tine that humanism arrivai in the late 
1400s, a peculiarly English religious tradition had already begun to 
develop. 'lhe effect of the flcwerirg of the criticism was to plant 
SCOOs, which then lay donnant until the stonn of civil war· had passed 
am the Tudors had taken the throne. 
III. '!he English Humanists am Monasticism 
Not surprisingly, little seems to have been going on in Englarrl in 
tenns of ecclesiastical debate during the Wars of the Roses. And while 
it has been said that durirg the fifteenth century opinion about the 
pope recovered so as not to be generally anti-papa.1,57 neither did the 
pope cormnarxi such respect in Englarrl as to give rise to nn.ich hard-line 
pro papal reaction.58 At the lower levels, among m::,st layraen am lower 
clergy, the leadership came from the bishop rather than the pope. 
Unfortunately in Englam the office of bishop had terxied since the mid-
fourteenth century more am more towards political appointment. By the 
early sixteenth century bishops were by am large king's men, am 
mainly aristocrats.59 'Ihese men, though quite possibly pious in some 
measure, were often less intereste.d in refonn or the spiritiial 
57 Dickinson has suggeste.d that the great masses of the "lower 
levels of English society" were conservative, uninterested in the finer 
points of theological debeate am "entertained a very finn devotion to 
catholic worship" am the pope. Dickinson, rater Middle Ages, p. 323. 
58 Ibid, p. 339. 
59 Ibid, p. 252. 
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direction of their church than they were in firrlirq solid footirg on 
the shiftirg sams of royal pleasure, and in the economic benefits of 
their position. 
'!he real reformers of the late-fifteenth, 
were as often as not laymen. Aroum the tum of the c:entury there 
appeared a remarkable group of religious men who would seek to refonn 
the En:Jlish church and who reintroduced theological debate to the 
rather dull English religious sc.ene. These were htnnanists, who 
included in their ranks most notably John Colet and Sir ~omas More, at 
' 
Oxford in 1498, and Bishop John Fisher and Reginald Pole. other 
humanists in the early stages of the English Refonnation incl1lded 
Heru:y VIII and Queen Katherine of Aragon, as well as the Princess Mary, 
possibly Anne Boleyn, and bishops Foxe, Warham, Gardiner and Wolsey. 60 
The ladies at court were patrons of htnnanists in England and abroad, as 
well as writers of the occasional pious tract.61 '!hey and their fella,v 
humanists briefly tied England to the international htnnanist movement 
through their extensive contact with Erasmus. In the opinion of one 
author, their program of "education, state service, and religious 
pietism," with its roots in the European humanist ~t, survived 
even the dynastic changes to fonn one link between the early Henrican 
refonn period and the Elizabethan Settlement.62 
60 These were: Edward Foxe, B. of Hereford (1538) and general 
dogsl:x:dy to the king; Warham, A.B. of canterbtuy (1502-1532); Gardiner, 
B. of Winchester (1531-1555); Wolsey, A.B. of York (1514-1530) and 
cardinal. Platt, Abbeys and Priories, p. 219. 
61 McConica, English Humanists, pp. 7-8. 
62 Ibid, p. 12. 
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In Februaey 1512 Dean Colet gave a fm.is sei:na1 at st. Paul's 
criticising the Erglish clergy, 63 a sermn which incl1Jded the heart of 
his refonnin] ideas - ideas which were themselves not new. His text 
was Pauline as he redressed bishops am priests specifically for being 
too much of this world, because if they, who "should be as lights, tum 
in the dark way of the world, how dark then shall the secular people 
be?1164 His definition of activities too much of this world is 
manifested later in the senoon where he criticised the holdin] of 
benefices am vacancies am:mg bishops, overindulgence in carnal desires 
on the part of priests am the covetousness on the part of all, who 
only wanted to become overimulged bishops am priests if they were not 
alreaay.65 Because of this worldliness of the clergy, the "dignity of 
priesthood is dishonoured.," am the "priesthood is despised. 11 66 
Referring to a recent rise in the trying of heretics, mainly Lollards, 
he averred that even the worst heretics were not so offensive as "the 
evil am wicked life of priests. 1167 As to refonnin] measures, as far 
as Colet was concerned what all clergy (including the regular) needed 
to do was to live by the rules which had been set out for them: 
Above all things, let the laws be rehearsed that 
pertain am concern you nrt reverend fathers am 
lords bishops ••• for because that is not done 
nowadays ••• truly have we not a few times bishops 
full little spiritual men, rather worldly than 
63 For the text see English Hist. Docs., Vol. V, pp. 652-660. 
64 Ibid, p. 653. 
65 Ibid, pp. 653-654. 
66 Ibid, p. 655. 
67 Ibid, p. 656. 
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haavenly.68 
If, he concl1Jded, the church leaders at all levels would only thus 
reform themselves, then ''we (the laymen) seeing our fathers so keeping 
the lav.18, will gladly follCM the steps of our fathers. 1169 
'!his was Colet's impression of and remedies for the si'b1ation of 
the church in Ergland at the tum of the century. As Christopher 
Harper-Bill has recently pointed out, these dlarges were not new: sane 
of them can be founi as early as the eleventh-century.70 Despite the 
previous c.t Licism.s of worldliness, which can be inte?."preted as based 
upon a pro monastic conception of spirituality, Colet had trenchent 
critic.sm for the monasteries as well. Perhaps his attitude can best be 
sunnnarised by his 1496 statement that "rites and cereJuonies neither 
purify the spirit nor justify the man; ••• even though conunerxled by 
, 
God. 1171 Colet would have had little use for monasteries as they stood. 
at the time, which is another metter entirely fmn wanting to dissolve 
the abbeys. COlet was first and foremost a conse?.Vative refonner, as 
were his htnnanist friends prior to 1534. 
68 English Hist. 
69 Ibid, p. 658. 
70 Harper-Bill also rejects Colet's critique and insists that ''a 
picture of the English church at the close of the middle ages might be 
painted which is far fran depressing." However, he does agree with 
COlet that, though the monasteries in "late medieval England were not 
characterised by gross moral tmpitude, '' neither was there llUlch ''spiri-
tual dynamism." Christopher Harper-Bill, "Dean COlet•s Coiwocation 
Sermon and the Pre-Refonna.tion Church in England,'' Histo:cy # 73 (June 
1988), p. 209 and p. 195. 
71 Quoted by Frederick Seehohm, 'Ihe Oxford Refonners of 1498 
(Iorxion: Iongman, Green and Co., 1867), p. 19. 
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one of the greatest elm certa1 nly 11art celebrated of the English 
of the day was Sir '1hanas More. More was thirteen years 
youn;er than Colet, and entered Oxfo:r:d as a teenager in 1497, just 
after COlet returned front a stay in Italy. '!he two quickly became 
frie.rrls. Then, into these fonnative years of More's philosophy was 
droppai one of the greatest of all the hmnanists, Erasmus of Rotterdam. 
Erasmus, too, arrived at Oxford in 1497, whence he had oome to learn 
Greek. What Erasmus and Colet particularly shared was a passion for 
the Bible. Erasmus' pw:pose for learning Greek was to aid him in his 
New Testament translation. In any case the three spent time together 
in 1497, and then in again in 1506, and finally fran 1510 to 1514 when 
Erasmus stayed with More and his family.72 
The influence which Colet and More wielded was substantial am 
touched various aspects of the religious life of the time in ways which 
are beyo:rxi the scope of this work. They did not, h0v1ever, leave the 
monasteries out of their refonning efforts. Given their influence, and. 
the contact between Erasmus and five of the leading bishops of the 
early Refonnation, their camnents and positions bear examination. 
It has been shawn that COlet, in his 1511 sennon at St. Paul's, 
urged refonn in all clerical matters, and that his heavy reliance on 
the writings of st. Paul led him to denounce eni)ty ritual. The sennon 
was made available inunediately after its delivery to all who read 
Iatin, as it was published as Oratio habita g_g Clerum .ID Convocatione, 
and was also shortly available in an English translation attributed to 
72 Seebohm, Oxford Reformers, pp. 37-114. 
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COlet.73 An anti-nalaStic tone can is apparent in the Pauline doctrine 
of the sennan and many of Colet's other l,}Orks. In the senta1 toonks, 
too, were urged to obey the orders which had been laid down by their 
Rule. However, had they done so, they still would have been guilty of 
6 
less than perfect devotion in COlet' s eyes, for what was nnnastic life 
supposed to be but , ri'b1aJ devotion as expressed through 
a life of several daily masses and recitations of litanies, psalms am 
prayers?74 
EraSllUls' vis,JS on 11Dnastic life were nore pointed, as seen by his 
statements in the introduction to the first edition (1504) of the 
Enchiridion: "'!he monastic life should not be equated with the vir-
tuous life; it is just one type of life that may be either advantageous 
or not accoroing to the individual's dispositions of mini and body. 1175 
'!he Enchiridion in translation did not reach England lllltil the 1530s, 
by which time the introduction had been changed and this passage 
anitterl. In its place in the 1534 translation, perhaps translaterl by 
73 English Hist. nx:s., Vol. V, #79 (p. 652 introduction). 
74 For a discussion of the routine within the monastery as it was 
originally interned to be carried out, see cardinal Gasquet, English 
Monastic Life (Ionion: Methuen & co. Ltd. 1904). 
75 Quoted by Platt, Abbeys and Priories, p. 219. 
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William Tyrx!ale as early as 1521, 76 are in-text remarks where he criti-
cised the ~nks not for making a rule, but for placing it above the 
gospe1.77 However he still continued in such a way as to make clear 
that 1,cnasticism was not hjs dloice for the epitane of Christian life: 
''Yet veryly, no man is ioore. abedyent to his I.om, than he whiche 
enspyred with the holy goost, is free and at liberte. ,,78 '1he early 
monks he did not criticise, but he did hold in contempt the nm.em way: 
"after in processe of tyme, whan theyr :cychesse and cerenonyes dyd 
encrease their trewe godlyness and sympleness dyd abbate and 
decrease. ,,79 Perhaps most dangerous of all was Erasmus' vif':!!.11 that the 
monasteries were no longer necessacy because there were again cities. 
Erasmus, along with many of his fellow htnnanists, stressed. ci vie duty. 
As long as men's actions were dictated by ''magnyfycal 1 and highe 
tenns, '' he averred, 
I pray you, what thynges elles is a Cytye but a 
greate monastecy? Monkes be obedyent to theyr 
abbot and gouemoures / the cytezyns obey the 
bysshoppes and curates/ whome Clu:yst hym selfe 
76 Erasmus, Enchiridion, p. xlix. 
This translation by Tyrx!ale was apparently printed or copied in a 
limited number. 'lhese translations were still arourrl four years later, 
after Tymale had fled England after being charged with heresy. A 
merchant arrested in 1527 for abetting in the circulation of Tyndale's 
1526 New Testament translation as well as other heretical tracts 
admitted to having sent copies of the english Enchiridion to the Abbess 
of Dennye, and a friar of Greenwich -- whose copy he thought my lord of 
Rochester, Bishop Fisher nc::,;,, possessed.. James Gairdner, cataloguer and 
arranger, Letters and Papers Foreign and tomestic of the Reign of Hemy 
VIII (IDncion: Eyre & Spottiswoode, 1887), vol. r.v, # 4282. 
77 Erasmus, Enchiridion, p. 24. 
78 Ibid, p. 25, 
79 Ibid, p. 26. 
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made rulers am not the authorite of man.so 
""6Mio~MI""',~' the lOOl1ks gave their fnrlts to no one, but the citizens of 
the city shared "that whiche they haue gotten with theyr grete 
labour118l with those less fortunate. Granted that this was an 
idealistic am thoroughly classical vision of how a city should work, 
it was still a powerful argument against the cloisterm life. 
Although the 1504 edition was not available in translation in 
Englarrl most churchmen and certainly the humanists read Iatin. We know 
of at least one copy of the Iatin version in Englarrl, which was one 
that Erasmus had sent to Colet.82 
More presents an interesting case when it comes to the issue of 
monasticism, because in the early 1500s he considered entering a monas-
tecy. However it was neither an ordinary house nor order which he 
contemplaterl joining. In 1506, when Erasmus returned to Englarrl he 
found More living next door to am contemplating joining the 
carthusians of the Ion:lon Chart.erhouse. over half of this extraor-
dinary group of people were martyred to the Henrician Refonnation in 
1534 to 1536, as was More. 'Ihey were strictly observant of their rule 
arrl evidently quite ardently finn in their faith. All the while that 
More was considering joining them, however, he had occupied himself 
80 Erasmus, Enchiriction, p. 27. 
81 Ibid 
82 In a letter«6 fran Erasmus to Colet in 1505, Erasmus wrote that 
he was serxling "'as a little literary present, sane lubrications of 
mine. Among them is .•• the Agony of Orrist, arrl ••• the Enchiridion (which) I wrote to display neither genius nor eloquence, but simply for 
this - to counteract the vulgar error of those who think that religion 
consists in cere:ronies. ''' Quoted by Seebohm, Oxford Reformers, p. 89. 
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writirg little ditties in Iatin, sa11e of which attacked m:mks quite 
viciously. 83 In the em, perhaps due to Erasmus' influence, More did 
• Neither did he ever wann to m:mks in 
general. 
In 1516-17 More wrote in a letter to Erasmus about a :rec,ent l«lrk, 
the Epistolae Obscuronnn Vironnn, a cxaopilation of letters supposed] y 
written to one another in ''exaggerated m:mkish latin'' speaJd.ng of 
current events. It was of course a satire. More's response: " . in 
Englam it delighted evecyone. To the learned it was capital fun. 
Even the ignorant, who seriously took it all in, smiled at its styles 
am did not attelnpt to defetn it. n84 '!he ignorant referred to here 
were obviously those who did not catch the joke, rather than the man-
on-the-street. 
Finally, in 1519, More made a direct reference to the ioonasteries 
in a · 1etter which also proves his debt to Erasmus. An anonymous monk 
wrote to More in that year to warn him away fram EraSim.1s am his 
83 One of these which is assumed to have come from this period, 
though it is un:iated, goes as follCMS: 
"A squall arose; the vessel's tossed;/ the sailors fear their 
lives are lost. / 'OUr sins, our sins,' dismayed they cry, / 'Have 
wrought this fatal destiny!' 
A 100nk it chances; was of the er~, / Am :roum him to confess 
they dretrl. / Yet still the restless ship is tossed, / Ard still they 
fear their lives are lost. 
One sailor, keener than the rest, / Cries, 'With our sins she's 
still oppres'd: / Heave out that ncnk, who bears them all, / Arn then 
full well she'll ride the squall. 
So said, so done; with one acx:oni / '!hey threw the caitiff over-
board. / Am now the bark before the gale/ Scuds with light hull and 
easy sail. 
learn henc:e the weight of sin to know/ With which a ship could 
BCa:rt:ely go. II 
Quoted by Seebahm, Oxford Refonners, p. 104, note 2. 
84 More's epist. # lxxxvii quoted by Ibid, p. 334. 
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errors. Mo:re's reply containerl many of the essential points of the 
humanist positions in the early Erglish Refonnation. He insisted that 
one cannot possibly go wrorg by studyirg the New Testament, here 
. :referring to Erasnus' translation. Further he replied to a wirxiy 
defense of the church fathers by pointirg out that they were fallible, 
am showed how Augustine am Jerane often contradicted each other. 
'!his of course was a point that had oome up with Abelard in his Sic et 
Non am had 
brought up again by Wycliffe who put Scripture above tradition. More 
also showed himself in disagreement with Illther's theolcxy, which he 
criticized as "clinging by tooth am nail to the doctrine of 
Augustine. n85 About the monks and monasteries, More made several 
connnents. '!heir main weakness, he wrote lay in "factions -- into how 
many sects is the order cut up! then, what tumults, what tragedies 
arise about little differences." Here, we can assmne he was speaking of 
the incessant bickering between the mendicant friars and the cloistered 
orders as well as the qt1arreling which ocurred not only within the 
monasteries themselves but also between the "strict" am "refonned" or 
more lenient traditions within each order. As to the cerenonies am 
attitudes of the monks: 
,,_ 
H0v1 many, too, are there who, relying on the assu-
rance of their monastic profession, inwardly raise 
their crests high that they seem to look down fmn 
on high ••. not only on the ungodly, but also upon 
all who are without the circle of the enclosure of 
their order, so that for the irost oart nothing is 
holy but what they do themselves.So 
85 Quoted by Seebh.an, Oxford Refonners, p. 394. 
86 Quoted by Ibid, pp. 394-396. 
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But he softened his tone somewhat at the close of hj s letter, am wrote 
that he wished only to correct error am admitted that ''the same soil 
may bring forth useful hems am pestiferous weeds. 1187 Like Colet am 
Fj sher, More was a refonner rather than a revolutionary. Like them he 
which already existed, 
rather than tear it down am create a new entity in its place. 'Ihe 
:naN:mtum for d'large had already begun, however, am like lllther on the 
continent, the early humanists soon lost control over the reforms whidl 
they initiated. '!heir interest in the writings of st. Paul, particu-
larly, created powerful arguments against what the institution of 
monasticism had become by the 1530s. F\lrthennore they focused on many 
of the same issues which had been raised by the Lollard platfonn over a 
century previously. When these English de.bates combined with the 
naminalist insistence upon parallel paths to salvation am questioning 
of the hierarchy of being, they created powerful am persuasive theo-
logical arguments. 'Ihese arguments were then ready at hand for any \\lho 
wished to convince the monk that breaking his vCMS am leaving the 
cloister was, far fran being a sin, the morally correct action. 
87 Quoted by Seebhan, Oxford Refonners, p. 397. 
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Sad, high am wor~, full of state am \,108: SUch 
noble scenes as draw the eye to flCM, We ncM pre-
sent. '!hose that can pity, here Inay ( if they think 
it well) let fall a tear; the subject will deserve 
it. Hem:y VIII, prol. 3-7. 
It has been said that the "greptest single factor ensuring the 
success of the Dissolution wast.hat it proceeded sla.,ly enough for 
almost all concerned to know exactly where they stocxi. 111 '!his is 
entirely a matter of perception. The events of the Dissolution took 
place aver five years, from 1534 to 1539. In an age when major social 
shifts arrl changes rarely occurred even in one generation, the succes-
sion of changes over those five years would have been not only over-
whelming but stunningly rapid. 'Ihe irnnates of the monasteries had 
already been buffeted by the theolCXJical arguments taking place within 
orthcxiox catholic thought, am were suffering generally from poor 
relations with other branches of the church as well as with the lay 
population. As has been shown, the monasteries in the early 1500s were 
also only just recovering frau the economic problems of the previous 
centuries. On top of these con:litions came the lightning-fast actions 
of Hemy arrl cromwell, who bound the monks rapiclly am tightly in 
legislation so that, struggle though they might when they could fim 
the strength of conviction, they could not get free. 
It is all very well fran the vantage point of the twentieth cen-
1 Joyc,e Youings, 'lhe Dissolution of the Monasteries (New York: 
Barnes am Noble, Inc., 1971), p. 20. .. 
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tury to say that the inhabitants of ~ abbeys should have seen what 
was c:::anm;J, but how were they to know what li vinJ through a Refonnation 
would be like? After all, the abbeys were dissolvai at the becJinnirg 
of the first massive :religious cleavage in the West since pagan Rane 
became Christian. While there is evidence to suggest that sane kim of 
IrOVe on the part of the crown was foreseen, to foresee the Dissolution 
is another matter entirely. 
Savine, 'Who worked extensively with the 100nastic accounts in the 
Valor Ecx:lesiasticus, came to the conclusion that on the eve of the 
Dissolution, ''we firrl them [abbeys] endeavorinj to draw in their capi-
tal; they cease to repair buildings, euploy fewer laborers ••• sell off 
their stock .•• arrl substitute less costly sheep for their expensive 
(I! 
cattle. 112 We know that the monasteries were about to be dissolved, so 
we often assume, as did Savine, that sane foreboding of the dissolution 
was the reason behirrl the financial IOOVes. '!here is another way to 
interpret the data, however. 
It is at least equally plausible that, 
was merely a prudent measure in a dangerous time, such as might nor-
mally be taken to shield monastic assests fran royal greed. In 1522 
there was a countty-wide valuation, the Toan of 1522, ostensibly to 
firrl out if the population were ready for war with France. Questions 
about prep.3redness am anns actually masked a fiscal inquil:y, arrl even 
those 'Who saw through the official rhetoric had little choice but to 
2 Alexander Savine, English Monasteries on the Eve of the Disso-
lution (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1909), p. 178. 
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ham over the infonnation.3 'lhus the drawirg in of capital may equally 
be interpreted as a measure to cxmvert all available assets to cash 
which CXJUld be easily hidden, am to shield prope1Ly frail seizure. 
SUch apparently was the case at the abbey of Glastonbury, which the 
100nks had no intention of leavirg, am whose abbot had to be executed 
Cranwell 's canunissioners wrote fran Glastonbury to their master that: 
we have daily fourrl am tried out both iooney am 
plate hid am 1mlred up in walls, vaults, am other 
sec.t~t places, as well by the abbot am others of 
the convent, am also conveyed to divers places in 
the countcy.4 
Thus the reasonable expectation could hardly have been for a disso-
lution, but rather for some kind of reform coupled with a move by the 
crown to increase the taxes on the clergy. '!he monastic institutions 
had survived invasions, plague, agricultural recession am civil war. 
There was neither log-ical reason nor precedent which would lead the 
ioonks to an understarrling that the mid-to-late 1530s would see the end 
of life as they kne\\' it. 
I. Englam 1500 to 1530: Politics am Religion 
At the tum of the centucy the monasteries were in an ambiguous 
position. Although financially distressed for a centucy, they were 
3 w. G. Hoskins, The Age of Plunder (I.onion: Iorgman Press, 
1976) , p. 19. 
4 
''The cacunissioners to Cromwell, '' retter # CIX in cook, Ietters 
to Cromwell, p. 243. 
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beginnin;J to stage a rea,very. Savina's 
data led him to suggest that at the Dissolution the debt for IOOSt 
houses was equal to approximately one year's incane, hanlly a cripplirg 
debt.5 Intellecb1ally they may also have been recoverirg frau their 
lassitude. '!here were printirg presses at at least three abbeys, 6 am 
humanists at Evesham am Glastonbucy.7 we know that there were at 
as early as 
the 1520s who were proclaimirg the llE!'tl learni.rg of humanism. '!be prior 
Renaissance architecture was also beginning to appear, primarily in all 
of the new gate-houses which were being built in the late 1400s, 
suggesting contacts with Italy. Recruits, also, may have been up 
generally, as they were in the diocese of Idncoln between 1517 ani 
1530.9 '!be popularity of the friars ani memicants had not lasted 
long, so in this area also matters may have been improving for the 
cloistered orders. But for two matters it is possible that the monas-
teries 'WOul.d have been refonned, partially dissolved, or left alone, 
though the latter is unlikely. 
The first was an equation made between spiritual worth ani 
economic value. A modem scholar has summarised what the refonners ani 
5 Savine, ~::i:.:~~~~~:::=: 
6 At st. Albans, Tavistock ani Abingdon. Knowles, Religious 
orders, Vol. III, p. 25. 
7 Platt, Abbeys and Priories, p. 217. 
8 Geoffrey Baskerville, English Monks am the SUppression of the 
Monasteries (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1937), p. 138. 
9 Knowles, Religious orders, Vol. III, p. 69. 
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many ethers were thinkirg in the early 1500s: the 1,cnasteries ''were no 
l~er playirg an imispensable role in the spiritual life of the 
country, certainly not one to justify their continued enjoyment of so 
laJ:ge a part of the lamed \t18.al.th, 11 lO especially not when the crown 
wanted it. But how much land is enough? Am might not sane of the 
naiasteries have reccverEd their role if left alone? At least the 
Economics, however, buJ keel large in the mime of men. Sll00n Fish) 
..t 
possibly said it best in his virulent attack on the clergy in 1529. In 
a tract entitled A SUpplication for the Beggars, he fired grapeshot at 
evei:yone in range: '''!here is ••• craftily crept into t.his .•• realm 
strong, puissant, and counterfeit holy, and idle beggars and vagabonds 
••• 'Ihese are the bishops, abbots, priors, deacons, archdeacons, suf f-
ragans, priests, monks, [etc.]. ,,11 'Ihe heart of his complaint, how-
ever, can be found further down the page: "The gocx:lliest lordships, 
manors, lands, and territories are theirs. Besides this they have the 
tenth part of all" agricultural prcxluce, seJ:Vant's wages and woo1.12 
'Ihe validity of this complaint is difficult to assess accurately. 'Ihe 
loan of 1522, had it smvived complete, might have furnished better 
answers. As it is, we know only that in COrnwall the monasteries held 
less than ten percent of the land, and in Norfolk approximately one-
sixth.13 Often, hCJt,1ever, it is what is perceived to be the truth 
10 Youings, Dissolution of the Monasteries, p. 14. 
11 English Hist. Docs., Vol. v, pp. 669-670. 
12 Ibid, p. 670. 
13 Hoskins' 71~ f i• .~ ~e o P wuer, p. 29. 
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rather than the facts thauselves which are U[peI11.:st in the mime of 
men. 
'1he secorrl peculiar twist in En;lam was the kirg' s i•pri vate 
matter" as it was called, or ioore plainly the divo:rce suit against his 
queen, Katherine of Aragon. In his pursuit of dynastic stability Henry 
lfJCUl.d brook no opposition. Whatever other reasons there may have been 
for his desire for a divorce, this is the one he proclaimed publicly at 
a speech to the Lord Mayor am Aldennen of Inmon in November of 1528: 
But when~-~ our mortality am that we nn.ist 
die, then we think t.nat--all our doings in our 
lifetime are clearly defaced arrl worthy of no 
memocy if we leave you in trouble at the time or 
our death. For if our true heir be not known 
••• see \vhat mischief am trouble shall succeerl.14 
Obviously a fema.l.e heir to the throne, already available in the 
Princess Mary, was not to Hemy' s liking. For the purposes of this 
study the debate over his true motives is not important. It is enough 
·"'~ 
to know that Hemy desired the divorce sufficiently to execute several 
of the leading religious men of the day, to risk war with the Holy 
Roman Enperor, am to incur exconum.mication in order to achieve his 
goal. '!he divorce impinges upon the decision to dissolve the monas-
teries not only because it was responsible for the break with Romel5 
but most crucially because of the figures involved, particularly Wolsey 
am Cranwell. After Wolsey fell, Cromwell rose in Hemy' s favor by 
,, 
14 English Hist. Ik>cs., Vol. V, p. 708. 
15 In fact, Harper-Bill considers that it was ''Hemy VIII's 
matriloonial problems am financial needs'' which were "the ultimate 
cause of the Refonnation in En;larrl. '' "Dean Colet's Convocation 
Sannon," p .. 210. 
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~ ~..- 'l"W"W' the alternative to papal dispensation: doirg away with the 
pope. cranwell proved to be irore hostile to the ioonasteries than even 
ioonasteries increasirgly difficult. 
Before considerirg the events of the early Erglish Refonnation, it 
should be stated that Hemy VIII never was, at any time, a supporter of 
Martin Illther. '!he knowledge of this may have cauplicated clear vision 'f, 
for those who might otherwise have seen the Dissolution caning. In 
retrospect, it is clear that Hemy 1s watchword was "schism without 
heresy. 1116 At the time it would have been equally clear that doc-
trinally, at least, Hemy was not in opposition to Rome. In the Ten 
Articles of 153617 he upheld infant baptism, transubstantiation, justi-
fication "by contrition ard faith joined with charity (works) , " :penance 
as necessary for salvation, ard "good works of charity and obedience" 
as "necessarily required to the attaining of everlasting life. 11 In the 
Six Articles of 1539,18 wherein he rounded hard on the ideas of the 
continental refonners ard any in Englard who had followed their lead, 
he again upheld penance ard transubstantiation, adding clauses in 
support of private masses, saints ard clerical celibacy. Although 
Crarnner ard cromwe11 might have leaned towards Illtheranism, Hemy 
"retained conservative views on all points of doctrine apart fmn the 
Papal SUpremacy, 11 as did "the great majority of his bishops and 
16 Bainton, Refonnation, p. 199. 
17 English Hist. Jx>cs., Vol. V, pp. 795-805. 
18 31 Hemy VIII, c. 14, s. III, 739. 
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nobles. '' 19 It has also been renerked that ''Henry's instincti ,"8 
conservatism flourished whenever there was no very good reason for it 
not to. 1120 While it is true that the finer points of Henry'/~-. ''doctrine 
i { 
I I. 
of the daY'' were at times diffic,1Jt to discern, the one ~ that they 
never were was I1It:heran. '!hose who mi sread Henry's vaguely ~t..~~..ui 
leanirgs as agreement with main points of Illther's doctrine, as did 
Archbishop cramner who married, should not have done so. In 1521 Henry 
had written a Defense of the Seven Sacraments, for which Pope Leo X 
entitled Henry "Defender of the Faith." The Defense was written in 
direct opposition to Illther, whose tract on the Babylonian captivity 
had reached England earlier that year, and which Henry is known to have 
read.21 Obviously the Pope was glad to find a friend in the King of 
England. 
For his part, Henry was probably not merely "buttering up" the 
Pope -- he did not announce his intention to divorce Katherine tmtil 
1527, possibly in May, 22 and later that year ca:rdi nal Wolsey was sent 
off to France to see what could be done about it. '!his move of 
Henry's, which was not suce-essfully concluded until 1533, brought to a 
head in England most of the religious questions of the day. It also 
19 Arthur Dickens and Dorothy carr, The Refo:nnation in England, 
Documents in Modern History Series (New York: st. Martin's Press, 
1968), p. 6. 
20 Glyn Redworth, "A Study in the Fonnulation of· Policy: The 
Genesis and Evolution of the Act of Six Articles," Journal of Ecclesi-
astical History,# 37 (January 1986), p. 47. 
21 James Gairdner, The English Church in the Sixteenth Century (ID:rxion: MacMillan am Co., Ltd., 1903), p. 78. 
22 Ibid, p. 83. 
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led to the fall of Wolsey in 1529, mainly due to his inability to 
procure the divorce am to a growing suspicion on Henry's part that 
Wolsey was not really t:Iying very hard. 'lhe nv:masteries were not at 
all so:ny to see the back of Wolsey. Michael Sherbrooke, who looked 
back to the early Refonnation am wrote his assessment of it sanetime 
between 1567 am 1591, said of Wolsey that "· •• to be short, he went not 
so fast upward, but he came thrice as fast downward. A worthy Reward 
for such a dissembling, cxwetous, ambitious, vain-glorious am liylx)-
critical Person. 1123 
It was cardinal Wolsey who pointed the way to Hemy in the matter 
of the 100nasteries. Although suppressing monasteries was a time-
honored tradition in Englam, Hemy might not have gone so far as to 
get rid of them all had it not been for the inspired activities of his 
cardinal. Monasteries had been suppressed in clusters twice before in 
Englam. '!he first was the suppression of the alien priories, mainly 
Nonnan, a n¥JVe which began with a statute in 1289 forbidding the 
transfer of money abroad. This of course was directed at keeping 
English cash fran flowing into France. Cluniac houses seemed sure to 
follow, but between the 1350s am 1400 they made themselves iniepenient 
of their m::>ther house in Cluny. This safeguarded them fran the second 
instance in 1414, when Parliament moved to expel all foreign monks am, 
more to the point for Hemy, to appropriate their prope.t Ly to the 
erown.24 Sane of this property went towards the eniowment of educa-
23 Michael Sherbrooke, '''lh.e Fall of Religious Houses," in A.G. 
Dickens, ed., Tudor Treatises (Wakefield: '!he West Yorkshire Printing 
Co., Ltd. for the Yorkshire Archeological Society, 1959), p. 105. 
24 Dickinson, rater Middle Ages, p. 284. 
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tional fc:Jllmations. 
Wolsey took the concept of usm;J llalaS'teries to emow colleges and 
added an innovative practice of his own. When he suppressed houses to 
this pn:pose, for which he received papal dispensation, he did not 
bother to have the houses properly visit.Ed first to soo if reforms were 
,.. 
possible. Between April 1524 am December 1525, he shut down twenty-
nine houses in this way, five with an income of over £100 a year.25 
Even at the time Wolsey was seen as an innovator and partially respon-
sible for what came later. An unnamed monk who wrote sometime in the 
monasteries with this to say: 
'!he furst entraunce was a president (precedent) 
gewen by ca:rdinall Wolsey, who under pretense of 
and four (for) better abilitie to bilde his surrp-
tuous college, dessolved certaine small housses, 
and by that doinge of hilnselfe, I doubt not with 
good warraunt from Rome, he did make loose in 
others the conscience tcMardes those houses.26 
While Wolsey had been shuttm;J down monasteries, events outside the 
cloister had also been moving rapidly. Not only were the humanist 
refonners increasingly in evidence, the incidence of heresy was also 
• • 
r1Slllg. 
In 1514, Rich.aro Hunne, an ordinaJ:y heretic, was fourxi dead in his 
cell at the I.ollard's Tower and became a very special heretic Weed. 
'!his iran was a merchant and a representative of what Lollardy had 
25 Kn0v1les, Religious orders, Vol III, pp. 161-162. 
26 MS. Cotton, Titus F. III. fol. 266 in 'lhomas Wright, ed., 
Three Chapters of Letters relating to the Sµppression of the Monas-
teries, (canrlen society, 1843; reprint ed., New York: AMS Press, 
1968), #XLIX, p. 112. 
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becane as it sifted down thraJgh the years am population - mainly an 
anti-clerical, anti-papal am pro vemacular-Bible point of vie,,. 
,; 
Hunne had been accused of heresy previously for :reasons not recorded. 
Presumably, he had recanted, or he would not have .been at liberty. 
Hunne refused to behave hilm;elf, however, am next took an innovative 
step which brought the full weight of the church to bear on his 
shoulders. When his infant daughter died, he refused to pay the mor-
tuary fees owed to the local church urxier canon law. He decided to 
take the matter into civil courts, pitting the king's jurisdiction 
against the church's urxier the old statute of , a m:we which 
''may have been the latest stage in a long-staming affair d 'honneur 
with the ecclesiastical authorities. ,,27 '!he Court of King's Bench 
would have nothing to do with the case am sent it back to an ecclesi-. 
astical tribunal. Hurme, a chal:ged heretic, had to await trial in 
Lollard's Tower, where he died. London was ablaze with nnnors that he 
had been murdered. '!here followed a badly bungled case by the coroner 
am jury, who returned a verdict of murder. '!his verdict was then 
overturned in 1515 for a verdict of suicide, which is 'What the church 
wante.d am which may have been the truth. Hunne' s corpse was exhmned 
and burned for heresy. As Stefan Smart has suggeste.d, ''almost front the 
moment Hunne was fourxi dead the affair became a cause celebre among 
churchmen and historian alike; 1128 even Sir 'lhomas More conunente.d upon 
it. 'Ihere was in London continuing excitement over the matter, in 
27 Stefan J. Smart, ''John Foxe and ''lhe stoi:y of Richard Hun, 
martyr,'' in Journal of Ecclesiastical Histo:cy #37 (January 1986) , p. 2. 
28 Ib'd 
............... ~---' p. 7. 
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which general opiniai oorlt1rnJed to favor the llDJtder theory. 
Foxe's \tlOrk in the I~ncoln diocese registers of 1520 and 1521 
shews that Hllnne was not the only IDllard to make himself he.am at this 
time. Foxe fourrl in this diocese what he referred to as ''great 
perturbation am grievous affliction [Iollardy] in divers and surmy 
,, 
quarters of this realm, especially about ~"llll, I ••.in the 
SUffolk and Norfolk. 1129 Foxe 
was atte11pting to prove that the refonning impetus was hane-grown 
rather than i.nported, hence his trimrphant statement that "this was 
before the name of Illther was heard of in these countries among the 
people. 1130 By 1530 even the king was involved, as he requested via 
Edward Ieighton that Oxford send to hint, again via Ieighton, ''the 
articles for which Wyclef was condenned. by the university," am the 
confinnation by the Council of Constance.31 one suspects that Hemy 
was most interested in Wycliffe's celebrated opinions on dominion am 
in his anti-papal rhetoric. 
In Englam heresy had traditionaly meant I.ollardy, but a ner,, 
~· 
evargelistic element had been added in the 1520's which was also making 
itself heard. The lollards, however, still constituted the majority 
pelt Ly of the heretics. '!he new heresy in England was exemplified by 
Thanas Bylney, who/·was an English evargelical. An "inflannnato:ry 
J 
29 Quoted by Dickens and carr, Refonnation in England, p. 26. 
30 Ibid, p. 26. 
31 Gairdner, Ietters and Papers, Vol "IV - iii, #6546. 
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others, Hugh Iatimer, Bilney was tried four times on the charge of 
heresy between 1525 and 1533 before he was finally burned. His beliefs 
centered, as does evangelism tooay, upon the sufficiency of faith in 
Clrist for salvation. 'Ihe evargelical 11¥JVelllent, which grew within the 
English church between arourd 1520 to 1531 provided yet another point 
at which the IOC>nastic 1 ideaJ came under persuasive am voluble attack. 
Evangelism in Englam, as typified by Bylney, featured four main 
points, all of which were anti-monastic: the doctrine stressed faith 
rather then a penitential or ascetic system as necessary for salvation; 
the authority of Scripture was parannmt; converts w:ged am were 
engaged in the active preaching of the gospel; am sennons, rather than 
liturgical prayers and readings, became the cornerstone of services of 
worship.33 
~le these theological upheavals were taking place in Englam 
,, 
there were a few continental developments which merit attention, as it 
is quite possible that events there gave Herny as much inspiration as 
did Wolsey. 'Ihe Protestant refonnation rolled like thunder over the 
northern countries of Europe. I.uther could not control the direction 
of those who came after him by only a few years. Iatent political 
hostilities, also, found a new battle-cry in an anti-Rome, anti-Eni)9ror 
movement. For the monasteries, the results were deadly. In 1524 
Zurich, by then under the spiritual direction of Zwingli, suppressed 
32 Jolm F. Davis, "'Ihe Trials of 'Ihomas Bylney and the English 
Refonnation," 'Ihe Historical Journal, #24 (April 1981), p. 775. 
33 Ib'd 
..............,1 ___ , p. 788. 
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the 1,rmsteries. In 1529 Basel am Geneva follOWl.d suit, while in 
S\t1eden reform began that year urder Gustavus Vasa, who also suppressed 
the 11onasteries. In Sweden, the lards am naiey reverted to either the 
crown or to noble families.34 In ZuriCQ, the influx of revenue was 
~ ... 
infonned Hemy watched am worrlered at the possibilities, while abbots 
am ioonlcs, hearing of these matters, worrlered also, but hoped that 
Englarrl was different -- was not Hemy a Deferrler of the Faith? 
Events in Englarxi certainly could have turned in another direction 
at this point. Englam was not like Gennany, a collection of princi-
palities, nor SWitzerlarrl, a confederation of cantons, nor yet like 
SWed.en, which was newly irrlependent am under constant threat of war. 
'lhe closest continental parallel to Englam's case was France under 
Francis I (1515-1547), who was also sorely vexed in the early 1500s 
with dissenters fran the catholic faith. France, however, managed to 
reach agreements with Rome, including the Conco:rtlat of Bologna in 1516. 
In Englarrl there were differences aside from the royal divorce suit 
which set up the break with Rome. One of them was two centuries of 
I.Dllard agitation against the pope. Perhaps if the papacy had 1TOVed to 
.,. 
I.Dndon for eighty years, the English would have felt less that the pope 
was a foreigner, am would have been less willing to accept an English 
version of the pope. Moreover, the pope had so often been identified 
with the enemy France that it was not difficult to bring the latent 
hostility to the fore, especially as the tactics used were to be a 
34 Knowles, Religious Orders, Vol. III, p. 169. 
35 Ibid, p. 170. 
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canbination of the defense of Erglish sovereignty am econanics - two 
issues logically bourrl to appeal to the Erglish. 
\ 
II. '!he 1530s: Politics an:l the Monasteries 
In late 1529, Wolsey was deprived of his office. As he lay dying, 
he instructed a frierrl to deliver these words to Henry VIII, words 
which perhaps Wolsey also should have borne in min:i earlier in his 
career: "Howbeit, I pray you shaw his Majesty frani me, that I most 
humbly desire his Highness to call to his most gracious ~~ 1~~-e-
that there is both heaven an:l hel1.n36 
'Ihomas More became the Lord Olancellor in October. '!he matter of 
began to move to center stage. Since the pope was showing resistance 
to the idea, Heru:y began a series of attacks on papal authority. 
'lhomas CronMell, an aide of Wolsey's who had helped. in the matter of 
suppressing monasteries, now began to rise in the king's favor. 
'Ihrough the ages Cromwell has borne the blame of convincing Heru:y that 
if the pope would not annul the marriage, then the pope could be done 
away with. In the meantime, Bishop Crarnner, who became the Archbishop 
of canterbury in 1533, suggested that the question of the divorce be 
disputed in the European universities. Work on this began in 1530. 
Heru:y be;Jan his own offensive in 1531-32 when he wrote an:l published 
36 cardjnal Wolsey in 1533. Quoted by Gairdner, English Clurch, 
p. 98. 
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the Glasse .Qf Truth. In this tract Henry insisted that God's law was 
on hjs side in the matter of the divorce am that the pope was beirg 
'""'~~~~,"""""'~ le. '!he Glasse is also an example of the tactics Hemy used 
''One is pe?ilaps m:st struck with the 
strong vein of nationalism that runs through the Glasse. Again am 
again, the loyal subject is :re.mimed that Rane is a foreign power. 1137 
In Englam, Henry began to loosen what had been fairly tight 
control aver heresy. In 1530, he requested that the bishops produce a 
proper New Testament translation, primarily in an att.errpt to stem the 
fl0v1 of heretical versions (mainly those of Tymale), which now flour-
ished. Ironically, the resulting COVerdale Bible was mainly Tyrmle' s 
work und.er a new title. At the same tllne between 1529 and 1534 More 
was engaged in writing various "answers" to heretical tracts and led an 
attack on heretical books.38 By 1534, the English translation of the 
Enchiridion had reacheci England, and Crarnner had no choice but to allav 
it to be read. As he wrote in a letter, enjoining an unkna,m person to 
allc:,;,, one Richards. to have a copy, "the king and his council doth 
in:lifferently pennit the said book to be read of all and singular. 11 39 
After 1530 the situation regarding what was and was not heresy became 
37 Stephen w. Hass, "Hemy VIII's Glass .Qf Truth,'' History# 212 (october 1979), p. 354. 
38 
'Ihese works included.: A Dialogue concerriing Heresies (1529), 
'!he SUpplication of Souls (1529), '!he Confutation of Tyndale's Answer 
(1532-33), Apology of Sir 'lhomas More (1533), '!he Debellation of Salem 
and Bizance (1533) and An Answer to a Poisoned Book (1534). J. A. Guy, 
''Sir 'Ihomas More & the Heretics," History Today # 30 (Februa:cy 1980), 
p. 13. 
39 John Cox, ed. , Miscellaneous Writings and letters of 'Ihomas 
cranmer. (cambridge: '!he University Press, ·1846), p. 288. 
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IIK)re nurky with every passll'XJ m:mth. Shemrooke' s assessnent was that 
"such tossirxJ there was about Religion; that one barged for papistcy, 
as they term it; am mean the old Religion; am another burned for 
Heresy, as they call it, I mean the new Religion. 1140 At one p:,int 
three friars were beheaded ani three Illtherans were burned all at 
once. 41 'Ihe matter was not really settled until the plblication of 
the Ten Articles in 1536. 
In 1529 the Refonnation Parliament convened ani began to pass 
legislation. 'Iwo statutes of that year were in direct reaction to the 
Hunne affair. These were Acts "Conceming Fees to be taken by clergy 
to probate wills" ani "Concerning the taking of mortuaries." "As refonn 
measures went, these were fairly light, ani mainly addressed the powers 
of local clergy to collect moneys. In 1532, hC{rlever, came the "SUppli-
cation of the COit11nons. 1142 This was a list of grievances submitted to 
the king; supposedly it had emanated spontaneously fran the COlc11nons. 
In fact, "drafts remain, with corrections, in the handwriting of 'Ihomas 
Cromwell, sh0v1ing clearly that it really emanated frcnn the court. 1143 
'!he complaints listed revel ved. around money: money exacted. for 
probating wills, for mortuacy ani burial, for trial in canon courts, 
am for tithes. '!he suggestion was that where teirq;:,oral matters were 
involved, transfer to a canon court not be pennitted. It was follar,ed 
by the "SUbmission of the Clergy," written in Convocation, also in 
40 Sherbrooke, ''Fall of Religious Houses,'' p. 121. 
41 Bainton, Refonnation, p. 199. 
42 English Hist. Ik>cs., Vol V, pp. 732-736. 
43 Gaininer, English Church, p. 114. 
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1532, whel.'ebl., the clergy of En;lard ''abamoned their right of imepen-
deooe in legislatilg for the Cllurch. 1144 
In 1532 legislation against papal prerogatives began to increase. 
First came the "Act for restraint of payment of annates to the See of 
Rane," ani in 1533 the "Act in restraint of Appeals" to Rane. 'Ihe 
<!. 
fonner's ?)int is obvious. 'Ihe latter decree.d that "all causes testa-
mentary, causes of matrinony, ani divorces, rights of tithes, ••• shall 
be fran henceforth examined, discussed ••• within the King's juris-
diction. ,,45 Appeal to Rane led to a person's guilt unier Praemunire. 
It is interesting ani little-noted that the act contained the clause 
about divorce, high on everyone's mind.. 
To this ?)int the pope had only been touched lightly, but as he 
proved more intransigent than ever on the issue of the di vo:rce, more 
was soon to follow. In Januaey 1533, He.my abandoned waiting for papal 
sanction arrl married the pregnant Anne Bolyen, who was crowned in June. 
A gatherilg of bishops, which included Cramer arrl the bishops of 
Lorrlon, Winchester, Bath ani T.incoln was deputed to go see if Katherine 
could be moved. She could not, arrl refused even to appear before them. 
This gave them a handy tool, ani she was declared to be contumacious 
arrl divorced, "by thassent [sic] of all the learned men there beyng 
present. n46 In May the king was advised by the pope to appear at a 
eotmcil to be held in Mantua the following year, which the king 
44 Knowles, Religious Orders, Vol. III, p. 175. 
45 24 Hen:ty VIII, c. 12, s. III, 427. 
46 Etlward Hall, Hem:y VIII with an introduction by Charles 
Whibley (London: T.C. & E. c. Jack, 1904), p. 224. 
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" declined to do for the safety of the realm. In ~y, Rane finally 
1lOVed and declared that Henry's marriage to Katherine was valid and 
little to do but to throw over the traces, and Hem:y p:cocecrled aooor-
dingly. 'Ihe first attack came late in 1533 when the pope was declared 
to be only the Bishop of Rane, with no m::>re authority than any other 
foreign bishop.47 
1534 ushered in a frontal assault on the primacy of the Holy See. 
First came another act restraining pa:yment of armates to Rome, this one 
absolute. 48 Real trouble began with the Act of succession. 49 '!he Act 
of succession required only acquiesence: at the time it was passed it 
did not cany with it the need to swear an oath, hence non-ccncpliance 
did not make a person guilty of treason. However, in the next session 
of Parliament a rider was passed to the Act which required an oath 
"that every one of the king's subjects hath taken and shall hereafter 
be bourxi to take for due observance of the act made for the surety of 
the succession. 1150 '!he succession required only an oath that recog--
niseti Anne's issue as the leg-itimate heirs to the throne, but of course 
swearing to this inplied disobedience to Rane. Hani behind came the 
Act of SUprema.cy, actually entitled the "act for the king's highness to 
be supreme head of the Church of England and to have authority to 
47 Gairdner, English Church, p. 133. 
48 25 Hem:y VIII, c. 20, s. III. 
49 25 Hem:y VIII, c. 22, s. III. 
50 st. 26 Hem:y VIII, c. 2, s. III. 
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reform am reflress all errors, heresies, am abuses in the sa:111e'' ( see 
'lhe Act of Sl.:1prenacy was an mdeni able breach with Ri:11e; thus a 
prcpagama effort. in support. of the nonarchy was deemed necessary. One 
such piece had already been circulated: Christopher st. Gennan's 1532 
tract on the Division between the Spirituality am the Tellrporality51 
urged the separation of the two spheres (lay am clerical) am the 
drawing of clear lines of authority - which would minimise the 
clergy's impact on temporal affairs. More serious was the 1534 publi-
cation of the humanist Bishop Gardiner's ~ Vera Obedentia, which 
defended Hem:y's right to the SUpremacy using Mosaic law, am 
denounced, also using biblical texts, "the bogus authority of the 
Bishop of Rome. n52 In 1535 Englam was introduced to a tract which had 
been written in 1325, but only translated into English in 1533 before 
' 
being published "at the king's expense":53 :Marsilius of Padua's 
Defensor Pacis. Not surprisingly, Hem:y was taken with the arguments 
made in the text against papal and clerical power to govern laymen or 
to interfere in telllporal matters. 
'!here was, nonetheless, serious resistance to the Act of SUpremacy 
""'~ .......... 
on various fronts. Charles V's erwoy Olapuys went so far as to write 
to his master in Januai:y, 1534, before the act was even passed, that 
''many members of Parliament have intimated to me that if anyone came 
51 Gairdner, English Olurch, p. 114 
52 Brllip Hughes, '!he Refonnation in England (I.ondon: Hollis· & 
carter, 1954), Vol. 1, pp. 337-339. 
53 Ibid, p. 331, note 5. 
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:frau your majesty'' with assistance, they lft1Cllld ''st:am finn am hope to 
have a good following of'' good Cllristians. 54 More am Fisher, am:mg 
others, lft1Cllld be executed for refusing to swear to the SUpremacy, as 
'WOUld various members of the ncnastic camrmmity. 
Nav, for the first time, the 1TC11aStic institutions in general 
became ensnared in the political currents of the country. 'lhe friars 
Obsel:vant (refonned Franciscans), who had sided vocally with Katherine 
fram the beginning of the divorce issue, generally refused to swear to 
the SUpremacy, and the order was suppressed. in June, 1534.55 More 
- problematic am public were the refusals of More, Fisher, am many 
carthusians to abjure the pope. At the Lorxion Charter.house eighteen 
nonks signed the oath, while fourteen did not and eventually died for 
't 56 1 • 
notably Abingdon, Cllrist Church, am Syon had 
already become embroiled in a controversy which related directly to the 
King's divorce. '!his was the affair of the "maid of Kent," Elizabeth 
Bart.on, a wanan who had had a miraculous cure and vision of the Virgin 
Mazy in 1525, for which she became regarded as sanething of a mystic. 
She greatly opposed the divorce am·said so publicly, incurring the 
king's wrath. Various llk)nks at <llrist Church, near where she was 
lcx:lged, had supJ;>Orted her cause. After 1533 she fourxi herself in grave 
.54 Gairdner, letters and Papers, Vol. VII, 1534, # 121. 
55 '!he suppression of the Friclm Obsel:vant only involved seven 
houses. Gairdner, English Church, p. 150. 
56 'Ihis leaves five unac.counted for. Sir William D..lgdale, 
Monasticon Anglicanum. ''New editi.on, '' Fdited by John caley, Hemy 
Ellis, and Rev. Bulkeley Bandinel (I.orxion: I.ongman, Hurst, Rees et. 
al., 1817), vol. VIa, pp. 8-10. 
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diffia,Jties am in prison. In April 1534, she, three monks am a · 
priest were executed as traito:rs.57 '1he :remainirg lOOl1ks at canterbmy 
then wrote to the kirg to denounce their ''miserable brother'' Bockirg, 
one of those executed, am to put as much distance as they could 
between themselves am the whole affair. 58 Had this upheaval not 
focused Henry's, Cromwell's, am Cranmer's attention on the naias-
teries, the activities of the I.omen 
lv01lld have. 
By 1535, the events of the Refonnation reached deeply into the 
10011asteries. In late 1534 Parliament had passed a series of acts 
touching on clerical payments. One was an "Exoneration fmn exactions 
paid to the sec of Rome." A second was an absolute restraint of the 
payments of azmates to Rome, which also gave instructions on the elec-
tion of bishops am archbishops. The act removed fran Rome the right 
to nominate or, even more critically, to consecrate bishops, there.by 
breaking the apostolic succession.59 'Ihese duties henceforth were 
within the prerogative of the king. The third act was one ''concerning 
the payment of first fruits and tenths" by the clergy to Rome. In this 
Hemy took to himself ''one yearly rent or pension amounting to the 
value of the tenth part of all the revenues" temporal am spiritual 
from all ecclesiastical institutions, including the monasteries, in 
57 For a full discussion of the affair arrl its impact,· see 
Kn0v1les, Religious Orders, Vol. III, pp. 182-191. 
58 Wright, Three Cllapters of letters, pp. 22-23. 
59 25 Hemy VIII, c. 20, s. III, 462. 
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Etglarxi am Wales.60 
Now that the king was 
needed to know exactly how llU.lCh was ONed him. Accordingly, in early 
1535 he o:rdered a valuation of all the ec:clesiastical holdirgs in 
Etglarxi, the Valor Ecclesiasticus. A glance at hjs instructions to the 
001mcdssioners shows that this was meant to be very thorough Weed. He 
wanted to Jmow the names am mnnbers of everyone who leased frau cler-
ica l institutions, of all priors, abbots, monks, etc. , of every hospi-
ta J , conventual house, abbey am chantry; in short, the ''true am juste 
yerely values of all the dignities benefices offices cures am other 
prarocions" in Englam am Wales.61 Anned with the king's seal empow-
ering them to "examyn, sez-che, am enquyre, by all the ways am means 
that they can by ther dyscrecions, 1162 the COico:clissioners went out into 
fNery diocese to look into clerical. finances. They began in January, 
1535 am caupleted their work in record time, apparently by June of 
that year. 63 
While this was going on, the king moved against those who refused 
to swear the oath of SUpremacy. Most notably these included Thomas 
. 
More, in jail since 1534, am Bishop Fisher. In June 1535, three monks 
of the I.ondon Charterhouse arxi their prior were executed. On the 19th, 
the monks were treated to being hanged, taken down while still alive 
60 26 Heni:y VIII, c. 3, s. III, 493. 
61 Valor Ecclesiasticus (Printed by Cormnand of King George III, 
1825), Vol. 1, pp. 1-3. 
62 Ibid, Vol. VI, p. iii. 
63 Ibid, Vol. VI, p. v. 
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then drawn am qtiartered. 64 Prior Houghton was executed on the 27th. 
Also executed were with the priors of the 
Bevall, Dr. Reynolds of Syon am a vicar. 65 Fisher was executed in 
June, ani More followo:i in early July. All of them were foun:i guilty 
of treason, hence were not burned at the stake (:reserved for heretics) , 
but either barged or beheaded. More's camnent aver the matter of the 
SUpremacy, that the clergy ''were first deflowered that they might 
--.. -L...L.L..."YY"'I~ be devoured, n66 applies equally well to the monasteries. It 
was Gairdner's assessment that after the SUpremacy ''the Church within 
the Kingdom was not only bourrl am shackled. but terrorised" as well: 
there were not likely to be many more martyrdoms 
now for the primacy of the See of Rome, for ffM 
would care to thrcM away their lives for an 
authority which even nCM could not launch its 
thurrlerbolts against the most flagrant offender for 
want of assurance that its sentence would be exe-
cutoo.67 
Irrleed, as early as 1533 Henry had been considering the fate of 
the monasteries. While walking with Chapuys, Henry cormnented ani 
pope's lack of jurisdiction in Englani, ''was detennined also to rel.mite 
to the Crown the goods which churchmen held of it." Cllapuys also wrote 
on the recent nction in Parliament to ''make a statute declaring the 
pope had no authority in this kirgdan." He was afraid that it would go 
64 VIa, p. 8, note a. 
65 Gairdner, English Olurch, p. 156. 
66 Quoted by Knavles, Religious Orders, Vol. III, p. 179. 
67 Gairdner, English Church, p. 163. 
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further, "for the Kirg is entirE'..ly set up:m it, am has arrarged all 
his policy to this erxl. 1168 Obviously in Olapuys' opinion, what Hemy 
desired, Hemy would obtain by fair means or foul. 
' the 
m:>nasteries oontinued to cane umer humanist attack. Humanists like 
'Ihanas starkey still called for a refonn am a reduced role of clois-
tered orders. His opinioh was that the Italian 11Dilks led the proper 
their officials to three year tenns.69 However this was one of the few 
times he directly touched upon the issue of the abbeys. Erasnrus, also, 
continued to inveigh against monasticism. In the marginal notes to his 
New Testament translation, where the issue of speaking in tongues 
appears, he wrote damningly that: 
they have so much of this in Englani that the monks 
attend to nothing else. A set of creatures who 
ought to be lamenting their sins, fancy they can 
please God by gurgling in their throats.70 
Bearing in :mi.rrl that Erasnrus numl:>ered among his English followers not 
only Herny but also such early refonners as Bishops Wolsey, Foxe, 
Warham, Iongland, 'l\mstall, Stokesly, Fisher, and Gardiner,71 as well 
68 Gairdner, letters and Papers, Vol. VI, #235. 
69 'Ihomas Starkey, Englani in the Reign of King Hemy the Eighth; 
a Dialogue between cardinal Pole am 'Ihomas Iupset. &,rly English Text 
Society, Extra Series, Vol. 32/12. (Lomen: N. Trubner &. Co., 
1878), pp. 200-201, 11. 147-163. 
70 Quoted by Gordon Rupp, Six Makers of English Religion (Iomon: 
Hodder & Stoughton, 1957), p. 21. 
71 Knowles, Religious Orders, Vol. III, p. 153. 
These were the Bishops of York, Hereford, canterbw:y, I,incoln, 
D.Jmam, Iorn0n, Rochester,. am Winchester respectively. 
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as the the later :refonners who 'tflOrked umer crcmwel.l, his opinions on 
:ioonasticism were -no strall matter. '!he :ioonasteries had few powerful 
frierrls left, arrl were becanin;J ~re isolated, more cut off fran any 
source of aid, by the minute. 
III. 1536: 'Ihe Sµppression of the lesser Monasteries 
Whatever had been Hemy's intentions when conunissioning the Valor, 
it surely presente.d him with a picture of monastic worth. In the 
cormty of Cheshire the gross general income of the monasteries amounted 
to roughly £2,361, in Salop, a little county on the Welsh border, 
£2,342, in SUSsex £3,072 arrl in the large arrl pov,erful diocese of 
I.incoln, £9,072.72 
Even Hemy, hc,t,1ever, did not dare si.nply to dissolve or appro 
priate monasteries. When Wolsey had been suppressing houses arrl had 
wanted to take the nunnecy of Wilton (with a revenue at dissolution of 
£601.1.1-1/4), Hemy had written to him arrl stayed his hand: 
As touching the help of religious houses to the 
building of your coll9:1e, '' he wrote, "I would it 
were more, so it were lawful ••• but surely there is 
great :munnering of it, throughout all the realm, 
both good arrl bad. They say, not that all is ill 
gotten is bestowed on the college; but that the 
coll9:1e is the cloak for cxwering all mischiefs.73 
Hemy's objections seem to have been based less on evidence of support 
72 Savine, English Monasteries, Apperrlix pp. 270, 281, 283-284 
arrl 276-277. 
73 n.igdale, Monasticon, Vol. II, pp. 317-318. 
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for the abbeys than on the suggestion that there were financial i tnpro 
prieties. Obviously the excuse that the ho1ses were being dissolved to 
errlow colleges was beginni.rg to \tJear thin even in the mid-1520s. A new 
plan of action am saue sort of tactics would be required if Hem:y were 
to Sll0000d in · suppressirg large numbers of na,asteries. 
Cranwel.l rose to the occasion. 
• once again, 
In the sunnner of 1534 Cranwel.l seized upon the idea to con:!uct a 
thorough visitation of the monasteries, ostensibly with an eye to 
refonn, arxi began to send out his camnissioners. Their primary task 
was actually to ferret out all the gossip they possibly could, in order 
to cast a bad light upon the houses. '!his they did, serrling back 
mnnerous letters to cramwell containing their "fimings. ,,74 In 1535, a 
new element was added to the visitations, that of the visitor's injunc-
tions, spelled out by Cromwell, dictating how the monks were to corduct 
themselves. 'Ihey were told to adhere strictly to the original rules of 
their order, remain within their ,..,..,...'W"V"'l"I 
keep out women, not entertain, and to ''fulfill by all the means that 
they best may the statutes of this realm made or to be made for the 
extil:pation arxi taking· away of the usurped arxi preten:ied jurisdiction 
of the bishop of Rome within the realm. 1175 It was the conclusion of 
'Ihamas I.egh, one of cramwell's comndssioners, that these severe 
restrictions "grieveth the said heads not a little, as ye shall well 
perceive by the instant suits that they shall make to the King's grac.e 
74 '!he majority of these can be easily fourxi in G. H. Cook, let-ters to Cromwell. 
75 Visitor's Instructions, quoted by Youirgs, Dissolution of the Monasteries, p. 149. 
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arx1 to you. ,,76 Whatever the object of the injunctioos, 77 they made 
life within the cloister a misecy. 'Ihey also had the effect of 
bringing in a fair amount of cash, as abbeys 
sations fran the injunctions arx1 usually sent alQ?YJ same kirxi of gift. 
Whatever influence the 11DMsteries may have had in the past, it 
was not enough to save · them from cranwel.l 's cacn:ni ssioners. 'Ihey repor-
ted on issues touching on the m:)rality of the monasteries, on the 
veneration of objects, the wealth of the shrines -- they did not can-
ment on the telTlporal pow-er wielded by the abbot arx1 his obed.ientiaries. 
'!hey then sent their letters back to Cromwell. 'lhese letters fonn the 
body of the Coiupendium Colnpertonnn, or "Conrperta. n78 '!his is a com-
pacted edition of the letters which were written to 'lhonas Cromwell by 
his camnissioners, among them legh, Richaro Iayton, John Ap Rice, and. 
ti 
John Tregonwell. '!he Coltrperta lists by house the charges brought 
against the monks am catalogues any relics found. It also lists any 
superstitious practices which had been reported at the abbeys. 
'!he suppression of the lesser monasteries in 1536 can be traced 
mainly to the Conperta, as it was the culmination of the crown's first 
76 ''Dr. I.eJh to Cromwell," Lettex >N, Aug. 20, 1535 in Cook, 
letters to Cromwell, p. 38. 
77 '!he debate over the pUipOSe ~fl~ injunctions has much to do 
with the historian's personal assessment of Cromwell. Gasquet insisted 
that the inj1.mctions were impossible to follow arx1 that they were meant 
to drive out the nonks. Basket:ville, on the other ham, insisted that 
.Cromwell was atttenpting refonn, as does Youing. Knowles took the view 
that the inj1.mctions were mainly a political move meant to keept the 
abbots in their place. For a discussion of the various interpretations 
of the motives behind the injuctions sec Knar1les, Religious order, Vol. 
III, pp. 277 -278. 
78 Parts of the COinperta can be found in Gairdner, Letters arx1 
Papers, Vol. X, 1536, #364. 
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authors; usually ''disgusting" and "di~aceful" figure p -~ .. -
their descriptions. 'Ihe foll0v1ing is a small sampling of the reports. 
'1he first three houses are on the list of the fifteen nDSt wealthy in 
Ergland, which in an ironic twist were refe?.nn to in the first act of 
dissolution as places ''wherein, thanks be to God, religion is right 
well kept and absel:ved'' (See Appeniix II). 
At st. Mary's York, the visitors found "Scxi. 7, 'per voluntar 
polluc. , ' the last also with a boy. 11 Deciphered. it means that seven 
were guilty of sodany, in which catec.Jory was included ''voll.llltar 
polluc. , 11 or masturbation. At D.lrham: "here they have the bodies of 
St. CUthbert and St. Bede, and the Cross of St. Margaret, supposed to 
be good for those lying in, '' but apparently no miscorrluct on the part 
' 
of the monks. Bury St. Fdmurrl's was accused of many things, including 
that the abbot ''delights in the company of women and in sumptuous 
banquets; he delights in cards and dice, lives much in his granges and 
does not preach,'' while the prior and eight others were "defamed for 
incontinence with women, 1 confesses adultery, and 2 voluntar. polluc. 11 
At Furness, a Cistercian abbey was found ''Incon., Rogere Pele, the 
abbot, and 3 others, with 'solutae' and 'feminae.' Scxi. 1 'per volun-
tar polluc. ,,79 'Ihe lists are abbreviated in this way and continue for 
quite a few pages in the same vein. Proving that this was true is 
I) 
another matter altocJether, but one must confess to horror at the 
reading of it. 
'!he issue of whether or not Parliament actually saw these reports, 
79 ,.._.: ~---, letters and Pa 1 \XLL.1.wic::i. ---------------------~pers~ __, Vo • X, 1536, pp. 140-142. 
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in full or in part (the so called ''Black Book") has been a subject of 
that there was ''a Blacke Boeke,'' full of all sort of evil m::mkish 
doings, which was ''shewed in parliament. ,,80 Hall wrote not.hin1 about 
sudl a book or the COI(Perta, only that the assent to dissolve the 
abbeys valuerl urrler three-humred marks81 was ''geven unto the ky.rg by 
the consent of the great arrl fatte abbottes. 1182 
this pennission was given in the hope that the 
great Monasteries should have continued still. But 
even at that tyme one sayd in the Parliament house 
that these were as themes, but the great abbottes 
were putrified olde Okes arrl they Im.1St neerles 
folowe.83 
'!he text of the act would tend to support the position that sane.body 
read something, as it states that the lesser houses should be dissolved. 
because they were full of "manifold sin, vicious, ca:rnal arrl abominable 
living." Parliament had knowleclge of the truth of this state of 
affairs, the act continues, "as well by the COicperta of his late visi-
tations as by surrlty credible infonnation. '' What the latter ci"edible 
infonnation was is lost to histo:r:y. H0v1ever, since we do not know who 
drafted the act (was it perhaps Crolm,/ell again?) it is still quite 
possible that Parliament had only nnnors of the contents of the 
Coinperta or the king's assurance as to the nature of the report. 
80 Wright, 'Ihree Chapters of letters, p. 114. 
81 A mark, Urner the old English pourrl-sterling, was worth 160 
pence, or 13s,4d. Hence one mark is equal to two-thirds of a poum. 
OXford English Dictionazy, ''mark" entry 2a. 
82 Henry VIII, Vol. II, p. 267. 
SJ Ibid, p. 267. 
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Gairdner denies totally the existence of a black book, or that 
same either way ard in early 1536 m:mastic houses with a yearly ~ 
of £200 or less, am 'bJelve or less irnnates, were ''utterly suppressed." 
In accordance with the Act, ''every chief head ard governor of every 
such :religious house [was to be accorded] dur~ their lives such 
yearly pensions or benefices" as the cra.m though meet. '!he 100I1ks were 
free to ''have their capacities ••• to live honestly am virtuously 
abroad ••• or else be conunitted to such honourable great monasteries of 
this realm'' which would take them in. 
Hall's statement about the "fat" or wealthy abbots alla,/~ the 
suppression of the smaller houses ipay have same tnlth to it. In an 
atte.Iupt to save themselves, they may well have been will~ to sacri-
fice their smaller, poorer brothers. Despite what Hall said about the 
anonymous doamsayer in Parliament, havever, there was little reason to 
assume that the remaining abbeys, many of them truly powerful, would be 
dissolved. '!here were still same twenty-four houses in Englani with a 
yearly income of over £1,000, arrl eighty-nine with a worth between £300 
arrl £1,000. 85 NCM that the economic scale was tipping back their way, 
their representatives in Parliament may have assumed that they could 
wait out the stonn. Never before had so many houses gone down at once, 
arrl Englani was ard is a larrl where precedent arrl tradit~on have the 
power of law. F\lrthennore, those within arrl without the cloister who 
genuinely wished for reform may have considered it necessacy that the 
84 Gairdner, English Olurch, p. 166. 
85 Hoskins, Age of Plurrler, p. 128. 
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lesser houses be dissolved before a refonn could be effected. 
'!here follOvled in late 1536 the Northern Risin:J, also known as the 
Pilgrimage of Grace, in which Rebert Aske played a praninent part. 
nlis rebellion did not have at its heart a desire to :cestore the liOMS-
teries, although this goal was incl1lded in their platform of griev-
ances, which centered arourd the religious refo:cns in general. '!he 
authors of the Victoria Histo:cy for the county of Yorkshire did came to 
the conclusion, however, that vJhat triggered the uprising was the sup-
pression of the lesser houses. Again there is the suggestion that the 
cauperta was made public, but there is no proof. What is certain is 
that the infonnation was leaked and probably grew more horrifying at 
every re-telling: 
'lhe wild acc,1sations of innnorality and wickedness 
brought against [them] ••• went for little amongst 
the populace. '!he abbeys were the bankers of the 
gentry, the great eiuployers of labour and relievers 
of distress6 and the entertainers of the traveller.a 
Aske, in a letter to Cromwell fran prison, wrote that "the abbeys in 
the North gave great alms to poor men and laudable se?.Ved God," and 
that nCM masses were going unsaid, and God's work was diminished. 
''Also, several of the abbeys were in the mountains and desert places, '' 
where they ftmctioned to give basic education, alms and spiritual 
guidance and leadership through example.87 'Ihis praise seems strange 
in light of the Colttperta, unless of course the comperrlium of monastic 
laxity and dep:ravity was mainly fabrication f~~inning to em., 
86 William Page, gen. ed, VCH Yorkshire (London: Archibald 
Constable & Co. Ltd., 1913), Vol. III, p. 412. 
8? Gairdner, letters and Papers, Vol. XIII-1 #900. 
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whidl is possible. Also, Aske' s defense of the abbeys may have sa1e-
thlrxJ to do with the great numbers of Cistercian houses in Yorkshire. 
'Ihese were out in the wilds, in which case his insistence that the 
i 
abbeys functioned as the oniy source of culture am learnirg for·'miles 
in any direction may be correct. 
'lhe people of the 
Northern Risirg he disposed of in a sweepirg statement: "the inhabi-
tauntes of the North partes beirg at that time very ignorant am rude, 
knowirg not what true religion meant, but altog'ether noseled in super-
sticion arrl pope:ry. 1189 
Parliament was not yet done for the year when it abolished the 
lesser monasteries. With them went an "Act against papal authority" 
arrl, finally a statement to clear up what the king interned as doc-
trine, the "Ten Art.icles." As a statement of faith the Ten Art.icles 
was fairly catholic. Baptism, penance am mass/transubstantiation were 
upheld. Anabaptism, or the re-baptisirg of adults was specifically 
rejected, as were various heresies with which the Roroan church had long 
done battle. Anything corxlennied as heretical by the Councils of Nicea, 
Constantinople, Epheseus am Chalceion remained comerm1ed. Justifi-
cation was very vaguely defined as beirg by "contrition am faith 
joined with charity ••• not as though our contrition, or faith, or any 
thereof can worthily merit or derseIVe to attain the 
/ 
Hemy VIII, Vol. II, pp. 272-273 for a point-by-
89 Ibid, pp. 269-270. 
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said justification. ,,90 '!his is neither a catholic definition of justi-
fication nor is it by faith alone - a very confusing ''definition" 
altogether (which set a general trern for vague explication of doctrine 
justification, it also casts into doubt Elton's pren,ise that for the 
early Reformation to take place in Ergland the m:,r,asteries as living 
proof of justification by \vOrks, had to be closed. Images, saints, 
-
festivals am even purgato:cy were deemed to be "latldable cereoonies 
used in the church, ,,91 although why the images, saints am purgatory 
were categ'orised as ceremonies is unclear. The catholicity of the Ten 
Articles, however, is quite clear, especially when co.npared to the 
Articles of Faith agreerl upon in the London convocation of 1562. In 
the latter, the justification issue, at least, was clarified am hence-
forth justification was by faith alone (article XI) • 92 Also, purgato:cy 
was denied (Article XXII), penance was no longer a sacrament (XXV), am 
transubstantiation was deemed "repugnant to the plain words of scrip-
ture" (Article XXVII).93 
90 English Hist. tbc's., Vol. V, p. 802. 
91 Ibid, pp. 795-804. 
92 However, this is followed immediately by Article XII, ''Of Good 
Works" which states that ''Albeit that Good Works ••• cannot put away our 
sins ... yet they are pleasing am acceptable to God" as long as they are 
understood to be ''the fruits of Faith, and follow after Justification.'' 
Hence in the Anglican church today there are both monasteries am 
convents, proving that there is nothing within Anglican doctrine ini-
mical to IOOnasticism as long as it is understood that the works are not 
the source of justification. 
93 These articles am even the wording have remained unchanged 
am can still be foum in the 11meni Book of camuon Prayer. 
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"IV. 1536 - 1539: '!he Fall of the Greater Monasteries 
Between 1536 and 1539 the stocy of nonasticism in En]land becomes 
very confusing. It is not at all clear that a dj ssolution of the 
greater abbeys was originally contemplated. 'Ihe first Act of Dissolu-
tion asserted that the ''honourable great monasteries of this realm" 
were places ''wh.erin gocxi religion is observed.'' '!here never was a 
suppression of the greater houses, with the exception of B3rlings, 
Jer.vaulx, Kirkstead, Sawley and Whalley in 1537, which were "forfeit to 
the Crown by the attairrler of their heads for taking part in the 
risings" of 1536.94 The so-called Second Dissolution Act passed in 
1539 (Apperrlix III) was no more than a legitimisation of what had 
already taken place, hypocritically deemed to have been done ''of their 
[the monks'] own free and voluntary Inims, gocxi will and assents, 
without constraint, coaction, or conpulsion of any manner of :person of 
persons.'' 
F\uthennore, Henry had refounded the suppressed monasteries of 
Bisham and Stixwould. rrhe first was an Augustinian priory suppressed 
in 1536 and refounded in 1537 as a Benedictine house,95 am the second 
was a Cistercian priocy, also suppressed in 1536 am refounded for 
:BEmedictine nuns in the same year. It was refounded again in 1537, 
this time for Premonstratensian nuns.96 Some, however, did not think 
highly of Henry's motives. The abbot of Colchester (executed in 1539) 
94 Cook, Letters to Cromwell, p. 128. 
95 Knowles and Hadcock, Medieval Religious Houses, p. 128. 
96 Ib'd 
______ 1 ____ , p. 219 . 
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sourly renerked in a letteI in 1537 that ''the ~ and his camcil lEre 
'Ihames lf1ere fl~ in gold and silver, it "1ere not able to slake their 
thirst. ,,97 
Why, then, did the large abbeys topple? Flan the vantage point of 
,.---\ 
the 'twentieth century it would seem as if the irnnates sinply barned 
themselves over with no real cause. To conclude this, however, is to 
ignore the grourrl-swell of opinion against them, the continual harass-
ment by King and cromwell, and the religious tunroil and change of the 
early English Refonnation. While Cranwell set out to interfere with 
life within the cloister as never before, and refonning acts took place 
arourrl the abbeys, the theological refonns which had occurred previous 
to the English Refonnation cannot be ignored in the context of the fall 
of the larger houses. In fact, tµ-ie only way to make sense of the ease ] 
with which these houses were closed is by taking into account two 
centuries of heated doctrinal debate capped by the theological explo-
sions of the early sixteenth century. 
Certainly the pensions granted to all who meekly han:ied over their 
houses, abbots in particular, assisted in the enterprise, but no monk 
or abbot sure of his vocation would have played J11das in this manner. 
Abbots received by far the largest pensions, but abbots alone could not 
Dissolution which reads that: "sufficient writings of record under 
their convent and caurron seals, (emphasis added) 11 had to be on the deed 
of Surremer. 'lhus the 11Dl1ks had to be convinced. As the anonymous 
97 Gairdner, Letters and 1 '' 458 ------------=--=~--Pa__.pers...,__-=, Vo • XIV-11, p. . 
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Elizabethan chronicler menticaied, cranwell did have a tactic of placing 
''abbotte.9 am ffriars in divers great houses, 1198 who were synpathetic 
to his a.iIDs. '!heir jab was to cotwince the imnate.9 that leaving the 
cloister was the option of choice am that, 
Olristian option. Even takmJ into aOOOUllt those nrmks who had seen 
the ioonastic life as merely a safe position with reliable living comi-
tions (by this time there could not have been many of these left) , 
Cranwell's abbots had a considerable task in front of them. 
Also working to convince the monks to leave their cloisters was 
the embattled position of the :rronasteries. on top of the economic 
problems of the previous centuries, the Wars of the Roses had had an 
irrlirect effect on the fighting capability of the larger abbeys by 
severely weakening the old nobility. Many lines were extinct while 
others, such as such as Buckingham, Northumberland and Norfolk had 
became ultra-pc:MerS. 'Ihese were titles with enonnous lan:ls and power99 
whose holders could stage substantial political intrigues and power 
plays, which they did. '!he 'I\.ldors had a difficult time keeping them in 
check. Unfortunately, the situation of the nobility under Hemy VIII 
fanned a double-edged sword which cut the abbeys with both blades. In 
the first place, the nobility had long been associated with the 
monasteries. '!hey were long-staming patrons of the abbeys. As Platt 
by 1300 ''a high proportion of the religious houses of 
medieval England had become identified more or less pennanently with 
98 Wright, 'lhree Cllapters of Letters, p. 114. 
99 Rev. w. Denton, England in the Fifteenth centmy (IDndon: 
George Bell am Sons, 1888), p. 261-269. 
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the of an iiuportant 1 family. ,,100 By the late 
Middle Ages a lfJOrkin3' relationship had been established between the 
nobility and the ni:masteries. '!he Wars of the Roses interfered with 
this by decimating local families, so that in the 1500s few abbeys 
secom, those families which had managed to 
survive were interested in their awn recx:N8r:f, even if this came at the 
expense of their old allies, the monasteries. Hemy or Cranwell or 
both were clever enough to let the word leak of a possible suppression 
of the lesser houses, all the while denying vigorously that this was 
their plan. It was also made known that the suppressed houses could be 
J.a.St:D. When word of this reached the nobility, they were eager to 
receive the spoils. Of the 570 peers in existence at the time, "about 
4 70 'are more or less implicated in the sacrilege, '' aCCXJrding to the 
1895 erlition of Spelman. ''What is certain is that the gentry were the 
greatest gainers fmn the transfer ••. Many were younger sons ••• '!he point 
is inp::)rtant because such men tended to acquire lands in their native 
cotmtry. 11101 '!he Cram saw to it that the nobility would be of no help 
at all. Neither, of course, would the bishops. 
Another group which held out little hope of aid to the nonasteries 
were clearly the humanists. After the deaths of More and Fisher the 
humanist refonn movement was split. '!hose in the conseIVative wing, 
who denied the king's supremacy, were either executed or, like Reginald 
Pole, foun:i a hane abroad. '!hose who remained in England directed 
100 Platt, Abbeys·and Priories, p. 106. 
101 Hoskins, Age of Plurrler, pp. 147-148. 
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their efforts ''into enthusiastic support of the king's policies11102 
writirg urner cranwel.l 's patronage. '!heir ham can be seen in 
ertm,,el.l's injunctions of 1536 am 1538, for example, in the stress on 
''Erasmian" refonn issues: a Bible in f!N8rJ c::hurdl, :reduction of holy 
days, instniction of the lay population, am discouragirg pilgrimages 
am the use of images.103 
''liberal" humanists concentrated not on the 100nasteries but on poli-
tical tracts urgirg obedience to the king, as well as tracts on the 
Bible, sacraments, and explication of doctrine - such as Taverner's 
1539 catechism or institution of the Christen religion.104 Thus there 
was really no neerl for them to continue a printed attack on the monas-
teries. On the one ham they urged that all the king's wishes be 
followed, am on the other they targeted the public by repeatedly 
praisirg am explaining the refonn measures. '!hose within the cloister 
were no more innnune to the onlsaught of propaganda than those without, 
' 
am this was an effective way of further undermining the assurance of 
the monks that their definition of Christian piety was the correct one. 
Of course at the same time that the lay refonners mounted their attacks 
it became clear that the historically strongest supporter of the monas-
tic institution, the crown, now see.med bent on its destniction. 
102 ~nica, English Humanists, p. 106. 
103 Ibid, p. 160. 
104 Aside fran Taverner these men, used by cromwell to produce 
propagarrla both political and religious, incl1Ided aioorg others: 
Gami.ner (De Vera Obedientia, 1535), w. Marshall (trans. Defensor Pacis 
am wrote A gcxrlJy prymer in Englysh 1535), cox (Paraphrase on Titus), 
Starkey (An exhortation to the people instrucLyt1ge theym to unitie and 
obedience, 1536), am Richani Mo:cyson who wrote tracts on obedience to 
the king. Ibid, pp. 170-200. 
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Finally, while the anticlerical ism of the period may be a 
COlWenient historical fiction, anti-monastic sentiment was not. 
Popular literature had been ridiculing nonks for two centuries or mre, 
but even 100re danming were the grievances which had built up against 
general population, lorg at war with ioonasteries aver lard rights am 
jurisdiction. Especially after the reprisals followin:J the Pilgrimage 
of Grace, people were unwilling to defy Henry. Robert Whiting has 
\\lritten that the "passivity of response" to the destruction of images 
in 1538 can be traced to the fact that "the recJime appears to have 
inspired a peculiarly potent respect -- a respect in which loyalty am 
fear were equally combined. 11105 '!his "prevailing public attitude," as 
he tenns it, led equally to the predominately passive response to the 
fall of the greater houses. 
a.it off frau all possible sources of help am nCM tightly bound in 
legislation the monasteries, if they were to smvive, had only their 
Economically the larger houses could have with-
stocx:i the siege. '!heir other major resource, in reality more potent 
than money when applied with conviction, was total confidence in their 
vocation. Apparently, however, two centuries of theological upheavals 
within catholic doctrine and a decade or more of the new Protestant 
debate over justification, coupled with Englard' s isolation fr01n the 
Continent had sufficiently shaken confidence in the triple VCM that 
monks were vulnerable to concerted attack. 
105 Robert Whiting, "Abominable Idols: Images and Image-breaking 
under Henry VIII," Journal of Ecclesiastical Histocy, #33 (January 
1982) p. 46. 
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'!he injunctions of 1535 still stood, am they continued to create 
friction and misery. "How it grieveth the heads to be kept within 
their ncnasteries, '' Cramwell mused as a flood of petitions flawed into 
his office, na;t of them with bribes.106 Addirg to the grief were 
cranwel.l 's instructions m:girg ioonks to denounce fellow brothers or the 
abbot if the injunctions were not kept. 'lb add insult to injw:y, the 
abbot was then to ''minister sperrling money am other necessaries for 
the way to him that so shall denounce. 11107 Un:ierstarxiably this led to 
the further Ul'Dennining of ccn1111n.mal life, which is precisely what was 
interned. 
As ecclesiastical visitations were revived in 1536, it became 
apparent that sane bishops had refonn rather than dissolution on their 
mims. One of Cranwell 's appointees, Bishop Foxe, appalled at the 
ignorance which he found at the abbeys, enjoined them to make available 
vernacular Bibles, and to study them diligently. He also introduced 
schoolmasters to help cope.108 Unfortunately, any bishops who desired. 
to reform the abbeys were no longer in step with King and Cranwell. 
'!he voluntaiy surrender of the abbeys started with Lewes in Novem-
ber 11, 1537 and was the "erd of negotiations of which no trace has 
survived. 11109 Lewes was followed by a trickle of other houses who 
106 Quoted by Knowles, Religious Orders, Vol. III, p. 337. 
107 Ibid. 
lOS Ibid, p. 346. 
109 Ibid, p. 350. Elton on the other ham insists that ''this 
transaction was planned as an experiment in dissolution by agreement 
which incl1Jdej the decision to offer pensions to all the monks." G. R. 
Elton, Refonn and Refonnation, p. 235. 
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volm1tarily hamed themselves aver to the ~·s d:lsca:etion. 'lhe 
not nx:,ve against the larger houses specifically, although they were 
cantirrually aggrieved by cram.rel.!, 
In 1538, sacred images, long a source of revenue am pride in the 
naiasteries, came urrler fire, when in September "by the special! m:,cyon 
of the Lorde cromewell all the notable Images ••• were utterly taken 
away. 11110 This includeci shrines at Blll:y St. F.dmund's, Ipswich, 
Wo:rcester, Walsyngham and Witsdon. Most notably the shrine to 'Ihanas a 
Becket at canterbuty was pulled down am Becket declared a traitor. An 
image fran Wales, called the Darvel Gatheren which was supposed to have 
powers to rescue souls fmn hell was used as timer at Smithfield to 
burn prior John Forrest of Greenwich, an Observant friar who had also 
been a confessor to Katherine of Aragon.111 'Ihe merrlicant orders were 
suppressed in 1538, and executions for treason had also proceedeci. In 
1537, Aske and various others implicated in the Northern Rising had 
gone to the block. 
Hemy was still emittirg mixed signals, and it is probable that 
confusion and doubt over the future reigned within the cloister as it 
did without. While the friars were suppressed am cromwe11 kept the 
heat tmned up urrler the abbeys, it did not prevent the abbot of 
110 Ha 11, Hem:y VIII, Vol. II, p. 282 • 
111 "Ellis Price to Cramrlell," # CV, Cook, letters to Cranwell, 
p. 169. 
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Waltham fmn participatm] in the funeral of Jane SeyD)re, who had died 
in 1537 after bequeathi.rg a male heir to the throne. Also, as late as 
May, 1538, a rnnnber of lesser houses were still purchasirg exemptions 
fran the 1536 suppression an:i beirg "officially refOlllded in pen:pe-
tuity. ,,112 
Sane abbots, notably that of Ramsey, were proselytisirg for the 
king's cause within the cloister: "he was very forward in p:rocurirg 
not only his Ov/Il abbey to be surren:lered to the king's use, but in 
influencirg others to submit" (for which he was 
£266.13.4, am:,ng the highest of the pensions alloted to abbots).113 
Abbots were also beirg "presented with ready-made deeds of surrerrler 
beginning in 153811114 in an effort to speed them along. Here we 
receive a partial clue as to why some of the larger abbeys may have 
gone down. 
After the 1538 move to deface the shrines, surren:lers began to 
pour in. '!here is more than a suggestion that these were not entirely 
voluntary. Direct proof of this even exists in a few cases such as 
112 Knowles, Religious Orders, Vol. III, p. 350. 
113 Willis, Mitred Abbeys quoted by Illgdale, 
p. 550. 
114 Cook, letters to Cranwell, p. 128. 
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that of Abi.n:pm, one of the fifteen t¥eaJthiest halSes in En;Jlam.115 
cranwell had taken a dislike to this abbey several years previously am 
had nvaddJed particularly in its affairs. In February of 1538, £600 was 
"paid by royal warrant to I):)ctor Tregonwell •to brirg about the disso-
is not recordEd, but his efforts were not waste.d; two days later 
• 
Another tactic clearly visible in the records was irrleed the 
careful placement of abbots sympathetic to either the Refonnation or 
Cromwell in larger houses. Perhaps this was a clue that was missed by 
many. It has been suggested that few in the cloisters could have 
missed "the shadow of coming events" which could be soon in "the 
appointment of superiors on the eve of the Dissolution" who were 
"expressly chosen with a view to their COicpliance with court schemes, 
115 Knowles compiled a list of these houses for the sake of com-
parirg them in rank to the D:nnesday survey results. (KnOvlles, Reli-
gious Orders, vol. III, p. 473) The values attached are fran Savine's 
gross total yearly income computations fran the Valor (Savine, 
Appendix) 
Westminster 
Glastonbury 
canterbury 
Bucy St. Frlmunds 
St. Albans 
York, st. Macys 
Peterborough 
Syon 
Reading 
Abingdon 
Ramsey 
Winchester 
Gloucester 
st• Augustine IS 
Dlrham 
£3,912.4.0-3/4 
3,642.3.0 
2,909.17.4-3/5 
2,336.3.10 
2,102.7.1-3/4 
2,091.4.7 
1,979.7.5-7/8 
1,943.11.5 
1,938.14.3 
1,876.10.9 
1,849.8.4-1/4 
1,762.19.2 
1,744.11.0-1/2 
1,733.9.11 
1,572.14.0-1/2 
116 William Page, gen. ed. , VCH 13erkshire (Iorrlon: Archibald 
Constable & Co. Ltd, 1907), Vol. II, p. 59. 
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and all were carefully imbued with the idea that liberal treatJDent 
would atterrl due submission. 11117 'Ihe vast majority of these appoint-
wmts were made at and slightly after the Act of SUpremacy was passed 
in 1534. It is therefore at least equally possible that this placement 
of abbots was interpreted by those in the cloister as bein:J insurance 
on the crown's part that the SUpremacy would be adhered to. 
certainly, Cromwell's treatment of the abbots played an important 
role in the submission of the houses. 'Ihe abbots were needed to 
convince the 100nks that submission to the royal will - both in the 
matter of abjuring the pope and leaving the cloister - were in fact 
moral acts rather than sins. At Gloucester the abbot died and was 
simply not replacea,118 while at st. Albans, the abbot was deprived in 
1538 and replaced by a royal naninee.119 At Hyde, valued at a res-
pectable £993.9.5,120 the last abbot was forced upon the house by 
Cromwell in 1530.121 At the Witham Olarterhouse, prior Man was forced 
upon the monks in 1534, but left in 1536 to become prior of Sheen and 
117 William Page, gen. ed., VOi l))rcetshire, (London: Archibald 
constable & co. Ltd., 1908), Vol. II, p. 26. 
118 William Page, gen. ed. , V<ll Gloucestershire (London: 
.Arch..ibald Constable & Co. Ltd., 1907), Vol. II, p. 60. 
119 VOi Hertfordshire, Vol. II, p. 488. 
120 'Ibis figure and all other Valor worth figures are derived 
frarn Savine, English Monasteries, Appendix: "Table of Monastic 
Income." '!he figures are the gross yearly income. '!here is sane 
dispute as to the validity of Savine's figures, but for the sake of 
sllr(:)licity they will all be derived from th.is source unless othenrise stated. 
121 VCH Hampshire, Vol. II, p. 120. 
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'1he a1:i:ess of Whert,.lell 
was fo:rced to resign by Iegl1 and Ap Rice in 1535 so that another could 
take her place.123 
SUpremacy.124 At Rochester and Evesham abbots were fo:rced to resign in 
1538 am 1539 respectively, so that others cxJUl.d effect the_...._ 
of the abbey in their stead.125 
Abbots of large houses were on the whole treaterl very kinily by 
the crown. '!hose who would not hem. were executed, as was the case 
with the abbot of Glastonbury, who in 1539 was hanged along with two 
monks for being "unwilling to surrerrler his abbey to the king, or to 
leni an ear to any of the solicitations which were offered. him.'' He 
"continued a finn opposer to the refonnation, whereupon he was soon 
after seized at his manor house of Shal:pham. 11126 
Of the 15 wealthiest houses, 3 have already been accounted for. 
At 1"rham 12 monks and the abbot rolled over into the dean and chapter 
of the new cathedral.127 '!he prior of st. swithins/Winchester became 
the new dean, as did the prior of Westminster who took with him 5 monks 
as prebendaries, 4 as minor canons, while 4 more became students in the 
122 VOi Somersetshire, Vol. II, p. 123 am William Page, gen. 
ed., VCH surrey (Archibal.d Constable & Co., Ltd., 1905), Vol. II, p. 90. 
123 VCH Hampshire, Vol. II, p. 135. 
124 Va:£ Ik>rcet, Vol. II, p. 68. 
125 William Page, gen. 
Constable & Co. Ltd •. , 1926), 
Vol. II, p. 9. 
126 D.lgda.le, 
127 Ibid, p. 229. 
ed., 'VHC Kent (Ionian: Archibald 
Vol. II, p. 125 am Dlgdale, Monasticon, 
Vol. I, .P• 7. 
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kirg's universities.128 Abbot Cllambers of PeterborCU)h becaJ1e the ner,, 
see's first bishop in 1541.129 '!he abbots of Abirgdon, Ramsey, st. 
Albans, st. Augustine, Bui:y st. 
yearly pensions of £200, £266.13.4, £266.13.4, 200 marks (£132), 500 
marks (£330), and 400 marks (£264) respectively.130 At Syon it was the 
retired abbess who received a pension of £200.131 'lbere does seem to 
be same connection between the wealth of the abbey and the pension of 
the abbot, although this does not hold up entirely (see Apperrlix IV). 
For exalli)le the prior of the carthusian house Sheen, worth only 
£961.3.6 at the Valor received a pension of £216.13.4, because Cromwell 
was happy to see a conpliant carthusian prior for once.132 
'!he ordinary ioonks got rather less in the way of financial consi-
deration. Baskerville has suggested that the houses fell so fast in 
1538 and 1539 because the inmates decided that if their abbey were to 
be dissolved no matter what their wishes, they might as well COiuply and 
cut themselves a good deal.133 It is true that the situation by this 
time seaned hopeless even to those like the carthusians \vho were not 
then nor have been since interested in refonn, but money was not the 
128 Dlgdale, Monastioon, 
p. 280-281. 
129 Ibid, p. 368. 
Vol. I, 
130 Ibid: Vol. I, p. 510; Vol. II p. 588; Vol. II, p. 249; Vol. 
I, p. 124; Vol. III, p. 171; Vol. III, p. 569. 
131 Ibid, Vol. VIa, p. 541, note k. 
132 'Ibis pension was assigned as ''a reward for his conpliance. '' 
on top of this he was appointed the second Dean of Chester and in 1546 
became Bishop of the Isle of Man. Ibid, p. 30. 
133 Baskerville, English Monks, p. 186. 
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object which drove them to ~ ..... ~. As the prior of the Hinton 
Charterhouse wrote to a fell0v1 carthusian in March 1539, after he had 
been forced to surrerxier bjs house, he was sony that "ye would have 
thought us light am hasty in giving up that~ which is not ours to 
give.'' However, evert"''-8 had reached such a pass that even a carthusian 
was willing, because of the ''Kirg's high displeasure'' to ''en:ieavour 
myself, as 1T0.1Ch as I may, to persuade my brethern to a confonnity in 
this matter; so that the King's Highness nor my said good lord 
[Cromwell] shall have any cause to be displeased with us. 11134 As 
Robert Whiting has suggested, the king inspired potent dread and 
respect. In fact, in the text of the second act of dissolution the 
fonnula "our most dread sovereign lord" was used. in reference to Henry, 
whereas previous to this gentler honorifics were nore nonnally used. 
By 1538 there could have been little doubt that total or near-
total dissolution was on Cranwell 's agenda. 'Ihe major problem with 
Baske:rville's position, however, is the size of the ann1ial pensions. 
Pension lists fmu the Augmentations off ices have su:rvi ved for many 
monasteries. A glance through thesel35 shows that apart from the abbot 
nobcx:ly became rich over the dissolution of a house. A prior here or 
there received £20 or so but camnonly pensions range at the high em 
frau £6.13.4 to £10, 
Most are not so lrM, however, am the cannnonly seen numbers are £6, 
£5.6.8, £5, am £3.6.8. At larger, wealthier abbeys such as Bucy st. 
134 Cook, Letters to Cromwell, pp. 230 - 231. 
135 Most of the pension lists are to be found in the eight 
volmnes of Dlgdale's Monasticon. Also, see Apperxlix DJ. 
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F.tb1nmds, forty-four Jla1ks were pensioned, none beneath £6.13.4. Higher 
officials at Bucy also did fairly well, receivirg between £10 ani £20, 
ani the prior even received £300,136 but Bury was a very wealthy ani 
the abbot only received 500 marks (£330). Usually there was quite a 
distance between the pensions of abbots ani their priors. 
Accordi.n; to A.G. Dickens, the £5.6.8 pension which was so often 
harrled out ''was considered, in 1538, before the sharp rise in prices 
ani wages, inadequate rern.nneration for a priest hired to seJ:Ve a 
cure. 11137 On the other hand the authors of the VCH OXford state that 
£5 was the average pay for a curate, and £6 - £7 was considered an ade-
quate en:lowment for a chantry .138 To what does one COitl}?are a ironk' s 
pension? 'Ihe only reasonable approach is to try ani equate the monks 
with the lowest person on the totem pole of the secular clergy, as have 
both Dickens and the authors of the vrn. '!he conclusion must be that 
the monks were pensioned. at or near subsistence, ani were fully 
expected to augment their pensions in same way. 
Nuns, of course, also hamed over their houses. They on the whole 
received considerably worse treatment than their brothers. They also 
resisted. At Amesbuiy the prioress in 1539 ''refused to surrender the 
"• 
house but about four months later she was forced to resign 'at the 
136 DJ.gdale, Monasticon, Vol. III, p. 171. 
137 A.G. Dickens, "'Ihe Edwardian Arrears in Augmentations Pay-
ments ani the Problem of the Ex-Religious," Reformation Studies, 
(I.onion: The Hambled.on Press, 1982), p. 415. 
138 w' 11 I ed rw_,.t:: I Archibald J. 1am Page, gen. • , VCH vA.1.0rdshire (Ionian: 
Constable & Co. Ltd., 1907), Vol. II, p. 12. 
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kirg' s bi~, ' am the suppression took place m der her suc-
cessor. 11139 Her successor received £100 for her pains. Amesbury, 
however, was a powerful house, and had been a favorite retreat of the 
daughters of the higher nobility for sane time. 
"one of the richest Nunneries in England. ,,140 
Mo:re o:110:[k)n was the case of De la Pre, a Cll.llliac house whose 
abbess received £40, and that only after a touching letter by visitor 
John Ionian to Cromwell. The letter also shows that, while many of the 
reports previous to the Contperta had been derogatocy, after 1536 same 
were quite hamsome in their praise. London deferrled his grant of a 
£40 pension on the grou:rrls that "SC'he ys a very syklye and an aged 
woman, and hath 1:>ene abbasse th.er above xxx years, and hath lyvyd 
always lyke a virtues woman," and even better she managed the accounts 
we11.141 Her sisters were pensioned between 20s and 40s. At Hanepole, 
a Cistercian house, the prioress received £10 and all the others £2, 
£2.6.8 or £2.13.4.142 Malling did not even fare that well; the abbess 
was assigned £40, but everyone else fell between 53s,4p and £3.6.a.143 
Ani so it goes on through the list. 
At Pollesworth in Wan1ickshire, which fell below the £200 limit, 
we again see Cromwell's conunissioners with nothing but praise as they 
interceded on behalf of the house to keep it running. It is a gocxl 
139 Knowles and Hadcock, p. 209. 
140 Dlgdale, Monasticon, Vol. II, p. 334. 
141 Ibid, Vol. V, #V, p. 214. 
142 Ibid, Vol. V, p. 488. 
I 
143 Ibid, Vol. III, p. 381. 
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house, with a good abbess, they wrote, full of ''vertuous am :religycus 
nonnes," am as far as they thought, "~ shall not speke in the prefer-
am Nonnery stameth in a mmie soile am b3:-cren grcurxl, am to our 
estymacions, yf. the nonnery be suppressed, the towne will shortely 
after fall to ruyne am dekaye. ,,144 When it came to tooney they ~ 
not so generous. When Jahn I.omen came arourrl in 1538 to receive the 
dissolution, by which time there were actually two nuns nore than in 
1536, he, too conunended the virtue, etc. of the inmates. 'Ihen, after 
setting the prioress' pension at £26.13.4 he ma 
£0.53.4 to two of the nuns in consideration of their great age. '!hose C 
who were not aged and in need of help received £0.6o.145 
Shaftesbmy was the largest ntmnecy in Englam, having even at the 
dissolution fifty-six nuns am the abbess. The abbess was pensioned pt 
£133.6.8, some higher-ups at £20 to £10, but the bulk fell between 
£1.06.8 or £4.13.4.146 Wilton, which Wolsey had wanted to suppress 
still had thirty nuns and an abbess at the dissolution, all of whom 
were pensioned, the abbess at £100.147 
What the Iondon Olarterhouse was for the monks, Syon was for the 
nuns. Syon, founded in 1431, was Bridgettine, originally a double 
order until the pope ruled against these in 1420, whereupon it split 
into two houses, both of them referred to as Syon. Syon was a center 
144 Dlgdale, Monasticon, Vol. II, p. 363, italics in original. 
145 Ibid, p. 368. 
146 Ibid, p. 485. 
147 Ibid, p. 329. 
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for intellect•mls, drawirg many of Ergland's leadirg theologians to it 
in the late 1400s. Printirg presses at Syon tumed out religious texts 
and mystical writings in quantity, including in 1534 a translation of 
the Minor of Christ's Passion, which brought them sane problems. one 
of the nx:mks, Richard Whitford wrote and published the Werke of pre-
n,racion vnto conununion at Syon in 1530-31. '!his ''hambook of family 
devotion, including a system of daily meditation" was one of the ''m:>st 
notable contributions of the Erasmian ideal in Ergland'' am appeared in 
several editions.148 Also at the abbey the gospels in the vernacular 
were expourrled in very popular senoons every SUrrlay by the lay bro 
thers, many of whom had been uni varsity preachers. Humanism was strong 
at Syon, but of the liberal variety which submitted to the SUpremacy 
with no trouble. '!he dissolution was another matter. Almost the 
entire camnunity of English Bridgettines at Syon packed up and left 
rather than surren:ier am dissolve. They moved to Flanders, returned 
to England urrler Mary, then in 1559 left again for Flanders. '!hey 
returned eventually, havever, in 1809 and 1861, and have houses naw in 
Marley and Devon.149 An ex-abbess, who had resigned in 1531 was pen-
sioned. At the dissolution the conununity numbered seventy-three men 
and women (ma.inly women) .150 Clearly this house, like so many others, 
shows no signs of beirg decrepit, religiously dead or lacking in piety. 
148 McConica, English Humanists, pp. 115-116. 
149 R. B. Pugh ed, VCH MiddJ esex (OXfo:rd: University Press, 
1969), Vol. I, pp. 182 - 189. 
150 According to DJ.gdale, Monasticon, Vol. VIa, p. 541 the whole 
camm.mity was pensioned. It is possible that they were, then decided 
to leave. 
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On the other ham, Syon offers one of the clearest imications of how 
the theological arguments of the previous centuries toudled those 
within the cloister. In the case of Syon the anti-papal position was 
accepted, while the questioni?X] of the naastic vocation was reject:Ed. 
Since this was clearly a very humanist-oriented cammmity, it also 
shows the diversity possible within the refonn tenets of the approach. 
'Ihe carthusians, on the other harxi, accepted with ease neither the 
SUpremacy nor the refonnirg ideas, but were apparently open to argu-
ments that they should give up what they thought was not theirs to 
give, in order to keep fra:n raising the king's ire. Still, better the 
to face the king's ire than God's wrath and damnation, so powerful 
theological arguments must have been used. What these were has been 
lost to history, but it seems logical that they might have been based 
on the nominalist insistence upon God's power~ potentia absoluta or 
upon alternate paths to salvation. 
'!he nuns and monks were pensioned., but hardly at a rate which 
would have made them eager to submit. It is possible, of course, that 
they feared receiving even less, or death, am so were cooperative. 
Judging by the size of pensions for most abbots, however, it becanes 
obvious that the driving force in the handing over of the greater 
houses to the Crown was the proselytising work of the abbots within the 
walls. Meanwhile Cromwell and the mood of the country worked without 
the walls to effect change. '!he last abbey to submit was Waltham, in 
March of 1540.151 
Arn so the Dissolution was cacplete. The refonning acts were far 
151 Gairdner, English Church, p. 211. 
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frau aver, but for the toonks this was the em of life as they knew it, 
except for the few who retmned umer the Marian restoration, only to 
be kicked out again. He.my had seen to the possibility of a rester-
ation when he so ~ y distributsi the wealth of the houses: 
In p.illing dawn of which Houses am in so distri-
buting of their Possession am:mg the SUbjects was 
used no small policy: for by that means every one 
both in Parliament am forth of Parliament will be 
against the setting them up again hOvJSOeVer the 
Religion doth change.152 . 
Or as Illther one-e put it another way, "it matters whose ox is gored." 
In an ironic twist 'Which presents a fitting em to the narrative, 
cromwell, who bore so nn.ich of the responsibility for the dissolution, 
was accused. of treason in June 1540 -- barely three m:,nths after the 
last house surrerrlered - am without ever being tried was executed on 
July 28 of the same year. 
152 Sherbrooke, "Fall of Religious Houses," p. 122. 
-
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5. CDNCIDSION 
same may doe for favour, and sane may doe for 
feare ..• and same might hap to frame himself a 
conscience and thinke that while 11.e did it for 
feare God wolde forgive it. Am sane iray :per-
adventure thinke that they will repent, and be 
shcyven thereof ••• am sane may peradventure be of 
that :mime, that if they say one thirg and thinke 
the while the cont.racy, God nore regardeth their 
harte than their torge.1 
Predictably, 'Ihamas More had sanething pithy to say on the subject 
of the Reformation. In this case he was referring directly to those 
who swore the oath of SUpremacy, but the statement might apply equally 
to those who all0v1ed the dissolution of their monasteries. 
As has been shown, Hern:y's attack on the monasteries came in the 
wake of two hundred years of heaterl theological debate over doctrinal 
fundamentals. While the layman might not have been sensitive to all of 
the ramifications of the arguments over hierarchies of being, God's 
powers, and justification, the monks certainly were, especially since 
these points of doctrine bring to question the validity of the entire 
monastic vocation. F\Jrthennore, the concept of the cloistered. monk had 
been questioned fran within by the advent of the Franciscans, 
lxmlinicans, and other like-minded heirs to their mendicant, se:rvice-
orienterl tradition. When the structure of catholic thought appeared to 
collapse in the early 1500s, the monks of England were at least as 
affected as the general lay population~ if not more so. 
1 'Ihamas More as quoted in Rhowles, Religious orders, Vol. III, 
p. 179, note 5. 
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developments were trerrls specific \to Englarrl. '!he English church had 
long been drifting on a course of its own, and the path for refonn in 
Englarrl had been prepared by various forces. Chief anong these was 
surely Wycliffe in the late-fourteenth century. His positions against 
Rane am Sl:tpeistitious practices - in which he precede.d the English 
h~ of the 1530s - and for the sufficiency of Scripture and the 
·· king's authority over the clergy set a tone and a prece.dent within the 
English church. At the same time, his concept of daninion and his 
antipathy to monasticism were particularly injurious to the abbeys. 
Wycliffe's ideas would surface over and over again, am be echoed by 
refonners of various stripes. It should be obvious that Wycliffe cast 
a long shadow, as many of the refonns of the sixteenth century had been 
part of the Wycliffite platfonn for over a century. 
'!he humanists were another force. 'Ihe English religious scene was 
shaken by Erasmian humanists, who came in two distinct waves. 'Ihe 
first group contained such luminaries as More am COlet, who called for 
reform along broad lines and urged for the reappraisal of catholic doc-
trine and new, more accurate translations of the Bible. Their love for 
I . 
,· / ,,;; 
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Pauline doctrine and Paul 's e:ruphasis on renewal and refonn led them to 
make their own calls for far-reaching refonns in clerical arrl monastic 
discipline am education. 'Ihe second wave conprised the phalanx of 
authors who wrote for CrovJn am CrOimrlell. 'Ihese men used all of their 
learning and expertise to support the CrovJn's absolute right to rule 
and dictate·religious refonn, am to propo,.md Hemy's refonn ideals: 
wide distribution of vernacular Bibles, the displacement of such 
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''Ranish'' institutions as pilgrimages and saints, am the education of 
the laymen the principals of Cllristian faith. 'Ihe result in 
the lay sphere was the openirg up of faith ani doctrine to literally 
cncRJSc:U"n....... who would henceforth be able, am imeed we:re encooraged, to 
·\ 
I 
go directly to the source. '!banks partio,Jarly to the allbots these 
ideas we:re rapidly am effectively transmitted into the cloiste?:ed 
~rld. 
'Ihus the groun:i-work for convincing the monks to leave their 
cloisters had been laid over a period of time. 
1530s the monasteries stood alone, isolate.a from traditional sources of 
support am fra:u a lay population made hostile or imi.fferent by econo-
mic grievances, literary attacks,_am questions about the cloistered 
monk's usefulness to society. Monasteries could not even count on each 
other's assistance to fonn a unite.d front because, as More pointe.d out, 
there was tremendous factionalism am biclcering not only between but 
also within the orders. 
Unfortunately, the monks did not record their thoughts during the 
~-
final years of English monasticism (possibly because it would have been 
so dangerous to do so), thus the argument must be made partially fran 
silence -- the silence of their ml-voiced protest and the ultimate 
silence of their surrender. H0v1ever, it seems lQCJical that the theo-
log-ical discussions which cleared the way for the acceptance of Protes-
tantism by entire cotmtries were as effective within the abbeys. Also 
very convincing at the time -- as they still are -- were lllther's 
Pauline arguments on justification, am the voice of evangelism raised 
in Englani by such as '1hanas Bylney. 
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Few scholars have been willirg to the possibility that 
many of the Dll1ks were COlWerted to the early Henrican/humanist refonn 
program - neither subozned, nor threatened nor iniifferent, but con-
verted. certainly ErYJlishmen on the whole seemed to be willirg to 
accept the reforms, arrl there were those who felt that these did not go 
far enough; this became apparent a a!ntury later as the country was 
rocked by the Puritan rise to power. '!here were also new alternatives 
for the faithful, in the cities, the universities, and in a world whose 
almost daily since the discovery of the 
Americas in 1492. 
For those who were not convinced that leavirg the cloister was a 
morally sound option, there were serious problems. 'As has been shown, 
between 1534 arrl 1539 the religious in Englarrl had been dealt a swift 
succession of blows. First they swore to the succession, then the 
SUpremacy, and then came a blizzard of Parliamet1tai:y acts affecting 
their finances. Meanwhile, those who ol:durately refused to be moved 
were very publicly executed. '!he monks found themselves further arrl 
further out on a limb, beginning with the SUbmission of the Clergy in 
1532. '!hey had denied the right to legislate for themselves, denied 
the supremacy of the pope, arrl could no longer appeal to Rome for help 
of any kind. It is doubtful that many seriously considered appealing 
to Spain or France. By agreeirg to the total supremacy of their 
sovereign they had placed themselves in a legal position where anything 
they did that was cont.racy to Hem:y's wishes or doctrine was treason. 
'!hey were well arrl truly constricted. Viewed frau this perspective the 
game which Hem:y arrl Cromwell played resembles nothing so much as the 
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mi litaey tactic of maneuverirg an opponent into a taxed-canyon in such 
a way am with such speed that the opponent does not see the trap 1mtil 
it is sprurg. 
If Hemy were to rid ED:Jlam of all 11anasteries am leave not even 
a srnal 1 rnJlllber staffed with those who ardently believed in their voca-
tion, speed was of the essence. 
beginning of the sixteenth century, the economic balance was tippirg 
back to the m::,nasteries. '!here were at the abbeys various building 
projects, recniitment was up, printing presses had been introduced am 
there was renewed intellectual activity, all of which point to the 
health of the ioonasteries. It is just possible that had another twenty 
years passed the monasteries, at least the greater ones, would have 
recovered their strength, renewed themselves yet again as they had 
before, anci been able am willing to fight the refonns. '!here is 
nothing in the Elizabethan settlement which precludes ioonasticism. In 
order to effect the dissoloutions Hemy had to move with lightning 
speed in a time of such religious turbulence that motives anci loyalties 
were easily chang'ed, swayed. or confused through argument, pension or 
foroe - at least for long enough to effect the change. once the 
reform was begun, whether or not the intended target was only the 
lesser houses, momentum am hoplesness seems to have taken over, aided 
by Cranwell's continuous harassment anci abbots who were looking out for 
their own gain. 
The dual nature of the Dissolution, part religious refonnation anci 
part royal greed for pc,wer arxi money, have made it difficult for a more 
cxauplete picture of it to emerge. Scholars have tended to focus their 
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attention primarily on the crc,..,n•s It¥Jtives or up:,n p?OV'irg the 'inevi-
tability' of the refontS, am have for the nDSt part left the very 
cxanplex religious issues to theologians am avoided the issue of the 
inpact of the refonns upon the inmates of the abbeys. Even I<nowles, 
though he speaks of tl1e events of the Reformation, stops short of a 
statement that the influence of religious refonnation within the clois-
tex had co eqi1al status with any political or economic motives which 
the ioonks may have had for allowing the dissolution. Neither should 
it be surprising that this was the case since religion, politics, am 
economics are often ernneshed. '!he early 'I\ldor Refonnation, through the 
mirror of the Dissolution, emerges as a crucible where politics, econo-
mics am religion combined to fonn a unique am explosive situation, 
am one which should be studied more carefully for its own sake rather 
than as a prelude to the Elizabethan Settlement, the 1640s, or as a 
mere appemage to the continental Refonnation. 
I 
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APPENDIX I: '!he Act of SUpremacy 
''An act for the kin]' s highness to be supreme head of the Qiurc:h of 
Eng'land and to have authority to reform am redress all errors, 
heresies, and abuses in the same, 1534. 26 He.my VIII, c. I, s., III, 
492 
"Albeit the King's Majesty Justly and rightfully is and oweth to be the 
supreme head of the Church of Englarrl, and so is recognized by the 
clergy of this realm in their Convocations; yet nevertheless for 
CDrroboration am conf innation thereof, and for inci--ease of virtue in 
Christ's religion within this realm of Englam, and to repress and 
\ 
extirp all errors} heresies, and other enonnities an:i abuses heretofore 
' 
used in the same, Be it enacterl ••. that the King our sovereign lord, 
his heirs and successors kings of this realm, shall be taken, accepteci, 
and reputed the only supreme head in earth of the Church of Eng'land 
called Anglicana Ecclesia, and shall have and enjoy thereof, as all 
honours, dignities, pre-eminences, jurisdictions, privileges, 
authorities, inum.mities, profits, and camnodities, to the said dignity 
of supreme head of the same Olurch belonging and appertaining: And 
that our said sovereign lord, his heirs and successors kings of this 
realm, shall have full power and authority from time to time to visit, 
repress, redress, refonn, order, correct, restrain, an:i amend all such 
errors, heresies, abuses, offences, contempts, and enonnities, 
whatsoever they be, which by any manner spiritual authority or 
137 
j11srisdiction ought or may lawfully be reformed, repressed, ordered, 
redressed, cx:>rrected, restrained, or amerrled, IOOSt so the pleasure of 
Almighty God, the increase of virtue in Olrist's religion, am for the 
conservancy of the peace, unity am tranquility of this realm: any 
11sage, custan, foreign laws foreign authority, prescription or any 
other thing or things to the contral:y hereof notwithstaming. 
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APPENDIX II: Act for Dissolution of lesser Monasteries 
First Act for the Dissolution of the oorasteries, 1536, 27 Hem:y VIII, 
c. 28, s. III, 575 
Forasmuch as manifest sin, vicious, and abominable living, is 
daily used and conunitterl amongst the little and small abbeys, priories, 
and other religious houses of monks, canons, and nuns, where the 
congregation of such religious persons is urder the number of twelve 
persons, whereby the governors of such religious houses and their 
convent, spoil, destroy, consume, and utterly waste as well their 
churches, monasteries, priories, principal houses, fantis, granges, 
lands, tenements, and hereditaments, as the ornaments of their churches 
and their goods arxi chattels to the high displeasure of Almighty God, 
slander of good religion and to the great infamy of the King's Highness 
arxi the realm if redress should not be had thereof, An:l albeit that 
many oontinual visitations hath been heretofore had by the space of two 
hurdred years and ioore, for an honest arxi charitable refonnation of 
such unthrifty, carnal arxi abominable living, yet nevertheless little 
or none amendment is hitherto had, but their vicious living shamlessly 
increaseth arxi augmenteth, and be a cursed custom so rooterl and 
infesterl that a great multitude of the religious persons in such small 
houses do rather choose to rove abroad in apostasy than to confonn them 
to the obse:cvation of good religion; so that without such small houses 
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by utterly suppre.gsed and the religious persons therein camnitted to 
great and honourable m::masteries of religion in this realm, where they 
may be canpelled to live religiously for refonnation of their lives, 
there can else be no refonnation in this behalf: In consideration 
whereof the King's ll'OSt royal Majesty ••• havm] knowledge that the 
premises be true, as well by the canrperta of his late visitations as by 
surrlry credible informations, considerm] also that divers and great 
solenn monasteries of this realm wherein, thanks be to God, religion is 
right well kept and obsel.ved ••• whereupon the said lords and Conunons by 
a great deliberation finally be resolved that it is and shall be nn.1ch 
more ·to the pleasure of Almighty God am for the honour of this his 
realm that the possessions of such spiritual religiuos houses, now 
being spent, spoiled, and wasted for increase and maintenance of sin, 
should be used am converted to better uses, and the unthrifty 
religious persons so spending the same to be compelled to refonn their 
lives; Am thereupon most htnnbly desire the King's Highness that it may 
be enacted ••• that his Majesty shall have am enjoy to him and to his 
heirs for ever all and singular such maonsteries, priories [etc. ] and 
all am singular the manors, granges, meases, larrls, tenements, 
reversions, rents, services, thithes, pensions, protions, churches, 
chapels, advowsons, patrongages, annutities, rights, entries, 
conditions, and other hereditaments appertaining or belonging to every 
said clear yearly value of two hundred pounds ••• Am that also his 
highness shall have or ought to have to him and to his heirs all and 
singular such monasteries [etc. ] ... to have and to hold all and 
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sirgular the prern1ses with all their rights, profits, jurisdictions, 
am ca1noodities, unto the Kin;J's Majesty am to his heirs am assignes 
) 
I ) 
for ever, to do am 11se therewith his or their arm wills to the 
pleasure of Allllighty Gcxl, am to the honour am profit of this realm. 
"c. v. Am it is also enacted ••• that the Kin;J's Highness shall have 
am enjoy to his arm proper use all the ornaments, jewels, goods, 
chattels, am debts, which appertained to any of the chief goveniors of 
the said ioonasteries ••• 
"c. VIII. In consideration of which premises ••• his Majesty is 
pleased am contented of his most excellent charity to provide to fNery 
chief head and governor of every sudr~[!OUS house during their 
lives such yearly pensions or benefices as for their degrees am 
qualities shall be reasonable am convenient; ••• Am also his Majesty 
will ordain arxi provide that the convents of every such religous house 
shall have their capacities, if they will, to live honestly am 
virtuously abroad, and some convenient charity disposed to them toward 
their living, or else shall be conunitted to such honourable great 
monasteries of this realm wherein good religion is obseJ:ved as shall be 
lilllited by his Highness, there to live religiously during their lives. 
' . •J~• ' , !. • , ~ . 
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APPENDIX III: Act to Dissolve the Greater Monasteries 
8ec:om Act for the dissolution of the ncnasteries, 1539, 31 Hemy VIII, 
c. 13 s. III, 733 
~ 
''Where di vets and sunny abbots, priors, abbesses, prioresses, and 
other ecclesiastical governors and governesses of divers monasteries, 
abbacies, priories, nunneries, collecJes, hospitals, houses of friars, 
ard other religious and ecclesiastical houses and places within this 
our sovereign lord the King's realm of England and Wales, of their CMn 
free and voluntary minds, good wills and assents, without constraint, 
coaction, or compulsion of any manner of person or persons, since the 
fourth day of Febniacy, the 27th. year of the reign of our now most 
dread sovereign lord., by the due ord.er and course of the conunon laws of 
this his realm of England, and by their sufficient writings of record 
under their convent and conunon seals, have severally given, granted, 
ard by the same their writings severally confinned all their said 
monasteries, abbacies [etc.] and all their sites, circuits, and 
precincts of the same, ard all and singular their manors, lordships, 
granges [etc.] ••• and other religious ard ecclesiastical houses ••• to 
have and to hold ••• to our said sovereign lord, his heirs and successors 
for ever ••• and the same ••• voluntarily as is aforesaid, have renounced, 
left and forsaken ••• Be it therefor enacted ••• that the king our 
sovereign lord shall have, hold, possess, and enjoy to him, his heirs 
ard successors, for ever, all and singular such late monasteries ••• and 
other religious and ecx:lesiastical houses and places ••• " 
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APPENDIX IV: Partial list of Pensions, includirg l«)rth 
of House at Valor1 
At Valor (£) House Pension (£) 
Monasteries: 
3,912.4.0 
3,642.3.0 
2,909.17.4 
2,336.6.10 
2,102.7.1 
2,091.4.7 
1,979.7.5 
1,876.10.9 
1,849.8.4 
1,762.19.2 
1,744.11 
1,733.9.11 
1,572.14 
1,478.7.11 
1,444.14.3 
1,352.12.8 
1,313.5. 3 
Wesbninster 
Glastonbury 
Christ Church 
Abbot made Dean, prior made prebem. 
66.13.4 (prior. Abbot executed 139) 
80.0 
St. Edmunds B.n.y 330.0 
St. Albans ,. 266.13.4 
st. Mary, York 264.0 
Peterborough 260.13.4 & Abbot made 1st Bishop. 
Abingdon 200.0 
Ramsey 266.13.4 
St. SWithin Prior made 1st Dean 
Gloucester (abbot seens to have disapeared) 
st. Augustine's 132.0 
Abbot became 1st Dean of Clapter 
266.13.4, made B. of Glouc., 141 Tewkesbmy 
Worce;ter Prior made Dean, then B. of Rech. 1544 
Cirencester (Aug) 200.0 
Evesham 240.0 & made Dean of Worce;ter 
1 
'Ihe abbot's pensions can be fourrl in Dugdale, Monasticon, 
1 through VI. 'Ihe Valor figures are fran Savine, Appendix, am 
represent the gross total inoome. Aug. = Augustinian, ca. = 
carthusian, c. = Cistercian, Cl. = Cluniac. All other houses are 
Bened j ctine. 
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Vols. 
1,178.19.3 
1,104.14.2 
1,084.6.9 
1,050.17.9 
993.9.5 
961.3.6 
931.0.4 
911.4.11 
909.7.10 
900.4.3 
886.16.4 
Fountains (C) 
St. Werbugh 
Ely 
croylarxi 
100.0 
Prior made 1st Dean 
120.0 & made Dean 
130.6.8 
0.02 
Shene (ca) 216.13.43 
Plynpton (Aug) ,_, 120. 0 
i 
Tavistock 100.0 
Battle 100.0 
Waltham (Aug) 200.0 
132.0 
878.17.3 Spalding 133.6.8 
829.4.4 Selby 100.0 
812.3.2 Winchcombe 140.0 
743.14.1 Sherbourne 100.0 
725.16.11 Pershore 160.0 
715.9.10 Middleton 133.6.8 
707.3.1 Bath 81.0 
656.10.0 Southward (Aug) 100.0 
622.7.10 Cerne 100.0 
606.9.3 Nostell (Aug) 80.0 
572.1.1 Rochester Prior made 1st Dean 
559.4.3 80.0 
2 Abbot made Bishop of Bangor in 1534, then made B. of Salisbury, 
1539. He held the abbacy in . 
3 Prior also made 2nd Dean of Winchester and B. of the Isle of Man. 
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483.1.,5 
483.1.9 
411.12.11 
397.10.5 
382.5.11 
347.0.8 
295.5.4 
289.11.11 
278.10.2 
271.1.4 
256.1.3 
251.5.9 
249.0.3 
240.1.2 
227.8 
Convents: 
1,943.11.85 
1,324.14.7 
862.12.5 
674.6.2 
595.13.2 
403.12.10 
258.8.2 
245.17.2 
179J10.4 
Whitby 
'!homey 
Timoouth 
Mountgrace ( ca) 
Pipewell (C) 
Byland (C) 
Bodmin 
Rievaulx (C) 
Henton (ca) 
st. Neats 
st. Anne (ca) 
Witham (ca) 
Newnham (C) 
Beauvale (ca) 
Syon 
Shaftesbmy 
Barking 
Wilton 
Amesbucy 
When1ell 
Nunaminster 
Polleshoo 
26.0 (abbot appt'd 1539) 
80.0 
100.0 abbot B. of Down & conner, Ire. 
66.13.4 
60.0 
10.0 
50.0 
66.13.4 
66.0 
44.0 
40.0 
40.0 
33.68 
43.0 
26.13.4 
200.0 (to the retired abbess) 
133.6.8 
133.6.8 
100.0 
100.0 
40.0 
40.0 
26.13.4 
30.0 
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133.15.6 
109.5.0 
103.16.5 
85.5.11 
De Ia Pre (Cl) 
Pollesworth 
stm]ey 
Hanepole (C) 
40.0 
26.13.4 
16.5.8 
10.0 
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Education 
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BA Mount Holyoke college, s. Hadley, Mass. Major: 
Asian Studies. Honors 'Ihesis title: "'!he Bow, the 
Ix>g and the Victorious General: The Continuity of 
Leadership Pattemr in China.'' 
Honors: Magna CUm Iaude, The George Stewart Prize 
for Excellence in Asian Histo:cy. 
High School diploma, Nido de Aguilas International 
School, Santiago, Chile. 
Honors: Member, National Honor Society 
9/73 - 5/76: International School of Islamabad, 
Pakistan • 
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